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 1        IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

 2        FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ALABAMA

 3                  SOUTHERN DIVISION

 4

 5 CIVIL ACTION NO: 2:13-cv-2176-MHH

 6           JURY DEMAND

 7

 8 ROBIN LITAKER,

 9             Plaintiff,

10             vs.

11 HOOVER BOARD OF EDUCATION,

12 ANDY CRAIG, in his individual

13 and official capacity as

14 Superintendent, and CAROL BARBER,

15 in her individual and office capacity

16 as Assistant Superintendent,

17             Defendants.

18

19             DEPOSITION TESTIMONY OF:

20                    ANDY CRAIG

21                   JULY 29, 2015

22                     10:00 A.M.

23
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 1             S T I P U L A T I O N S

 2           IT IS STIPULATED AND AGREED by and

 3 between the parties through their respective

 4 counsel that the deposition of ANDY CRAIG may be

 5 taken before Tanya D. Cornelius, Certified

 6 Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public, at the law

 7 offices of Wiggins, Childs, Pantazis, Fisher &

 8 Goldfarb, LLC, The Kress Building, 301 19th

 9 Street North, Birmingham, Alabama 35203, on the

10 29th day of July, 2015, at approximately 10:00

11 a.m.

12             IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND AGREED

13 that the signature to and the reading of the

14 deposition by the witness is NOT WAIVED, the

15 deposition to have the same force and effect as

16 if full compliance had been had with all laws

17 and rules of Court relating to the taking of

18 depositions.

19             IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND AGREED

20 that it shall not be necessary for any

21 objections to be made by counsel to any

22 questions, except as to form or leading

23 questions, and that counsel for the parties may

Page 3
 1 make objections and assign grounds at the time

 2 of the trial, or at the time said deposition is

 3 offered in evidence, or prior thereto.

 4             IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND AGREED

 5 that notice of filing of the deposition by the

 6 Commissioner is waived.

 7

 8

 9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23
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 1                    I N D E X
 2

 3 EXAMINATION BY:                 PAGE NUMBER:
 4 Mr. Jent                             8
 5 Ms. Yuengert                         204
 6 Mr. Jent                             206
 7 Ms. Yuengert                         207
 8

 9

10                 E X H I B I T S
11

12 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO:         PAGE NUMBER:
13 1 - Administrative Chart             14
14 2 - 5/2/2010 Letter                  21
15 3 - 2010 Employment Contract         32
16 4 - 6/18/2012 Contract               35
17 5 - 8/10/2012 Letter                 91
18 6 - E-Mail                           99
19 7 - E-Mail                           103
20 8 - E-Mails                          109
21 9 - Newspaper Article                114
22 10 - 11/27/2012 Letter               122
23 11 - E-Mails                         135
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 1             EXHIBITS CONTINUED
 2

 3 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO:         PAGE NUMBER:
 4 12 - 4/4/2013 Letter                 149
 5 13 - Meeting Summary                 154
 6 14 - 4/10/2013 Letter                159
 7 15 - Interrogatory Answers           161
 8 16 - Conference Summary and
 9       Future Plan of Action          166
10 17 - 7/27/2012 Letter                172
11 18 - Shaw Contract                   178
12 19 - 2/24/2012 Letter and
13       Personnel Recommendation
14       Form                           180
15 20 - 6/29/2012 Letter                181
16 21 - 5/31/2013 Letter                185
17 22 - Handwritten Note                189
18

19

20

21

22

23
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 1              A P P E A R A N C E S
 2

 3

 4 FOR THE PLAINTIFF:
 5       WIGGINS, CHILDS, PANTAZIS, FISHER
 6             & GOLDFARB, LLC
 7       BY:  Kevin W. Jent, Esq.
 8       The Kress Building
 9       301 19th Street North
10       Birmingham, Alabama 35103
11

12

13 FOR THE DEFENDANTS:
14       BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
15       BY:  Anne R. Yuengert, Esq.
16       One Federal Place
17       1819 Fifth Avenue North
18       Birmingham, Alabama 35203
19

20

21 ALSO PRESENT:  Carol Barber, Robin Litaker and
22 Mary Veal
23
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 1             I, Tanya D. Cornelius, Certified
 2 Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public, acting as
 3 Commissioner, certify that on this date, as
 4 provided by the Federal Rules of Civil
 5 Procedure, and the foregoing stipulation of
 6 counsel, there came before me at the law offices
 7 of Wiggins, Childs, Pantazis, Fisher & Goldfarb,
 8 LLC, The Kress Building, 301 19th Street North,
 9 Birmingham, Alabama 35203, beginning at 10:00
10 a.m., ANDY CRAIG, witness in the above cause,
11 for oral examination, whereupon the following
12 proceedings were had:
13

14                    ANDY CRAIG,
15       being first duly sworn, was examined
16             and testified as follows:
17

18             THE REPORTER:  Will this be usual
19 stipulations?
20             MS. YUENGERT:  Off the record.
21             (Whereupon, a discussion off the
22 record was held.)
23             MS. YUENGERT:  So he wants to read

Page 8
 1 and sign.
 2                   EXAMINATION
 3 BY MR. CRAIG:
 4       Q.    All right.  Can you state your name
 5 for the record, please?
 6       A.    Andy Craig.
 7       Q.    Mr. Craig, my name is Kevin Jent.
 8 I'm an attorney representing Ms. Litaker in a
 9 claim she's filed, and I'm here to take your
10 deposition today.  I think we met earlier at Ms.
11 Litaker's deposition, correct?
12       A.    We did.
13       Q.    Have you ever given a deposition
14 before?
15       A.    Once.
16       Q.    When was that?
17       A.    I don't remember the date.  It was in
18 a case regarding a principal at Hoover High
19 School.  I don't remember the date.
20       Q.    Who was the principal?
21       A.    Richard Bishop.
22       Q.    Was it a discrimination case?
23       A.    No.
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 1       Q.    Breach of contract?
 2       A.    It was contractual in nature, best I
 3 recall.
 4       Q.    Had he been terminated?
 5       A.    We did not elect to offer him a
 6 continuing contract.  I think he had -- best I
 7 recall, he had a probationary contract, and that
 8 had expired or is about to expire.
 9       Q.    Well, I'm going to ask you several
10 questions today related to Ms. Litaker's case.
11 It may be similar to that experience.  I don't
12 know who took that deposition, but I just have a
13 few basic ground rules that most depositions
14 have.
15             If you don't understand my question,
16 which will happen at some point, I'm going to
17 ask that you ask me to repeat it, rephrase it,
18 define something, okay?  If you don't tell me
19 that you don't understand the question, then I'm
20 going to assume that you did understand the
21 question if you answer it, okay?
22             If you will give verbal responses,
23 yes, no, maybe, you know, not shake -- the court

Page 10
 1 reporter can't take down the shaking or nodding
 2 of the head or uh-huh (positive response) or
 3 huh-uh (negative response), and we want the
 4 transcript to be accurate, okay?
 5       A.    Yes.
 6       Q.    Okay.  If you will wait until I am
 7 finished asking my question before you talk, I
 8 will try to wait until you're finished answering
 9 before I talk so that we're not talking over
10 each other so that the court reporter, again,
11 can take everything down accurately, okay?
12       A.    Okay.
13       Q.    If you need a break at any time, let
14 me know, and we'll take a break.  If I've ask a
15 question, though, I'll ask you to answer the
16 question before we take a break, okay?
17       A.    Okay.
18       Q.    And I do take a break about every
19 hour, because my knees get -- from the other
20 deposition, my knees start hurting, my back
21 starts hurting, so I have to get up and walk
22 around every now and then, okay?
23             Where are you currently employed?

Page 11
 1       A.    State Department of Education.
 2       Q.    And what's your position?
 3       A.    Deputy Superintendent for
 4 Administration and Finance, I believe, is the
 5 official title.
 6       Q.    Okay.  And how long have you been in
 7 that position?
 8       A.    Since January.
 9       Q.    Of 2015?
10       A.    Yes.
11       Q.    And where were you employed prior to
12 that?
13       A.    Hoover City Board of Education.
14       Q.    And you were the Superintendent of
15 Schools?
16       A.    Correct.
17       Q.    How long were you superintendent at
18 Hoover?
19       A.    There was an interim period, I
20 believe, Mr. Jent.  It started in '06 maybe,
21 maybe June of '06.  Maybe June of '07,
22 thereabouts.
23       Q.    Okay.

Page 12
 1       A.    And then there was a period of
 2 interim position and then application for the
 3 permanent job and that was -- best I remember,
 4 maybe a year, year later maybe, April'ish.
 5       Q.    Between 2006, 2008?
 6       A.    Somewhere around there.
 7       Q.    And who did you replace as
 8 superintendent?
 9       A.    Dr. Connie Williams.
10       Q.    And what was your position -- what
11 job did you hold prior to becoming
12 superintendent at Hoover?
13       A.    I was assistant superintendent -- I
14 don't remember if it had a tag on it or not.  I
15 was -- essentially my role was more in the
16 financial aspects, operational kind of aspects.
17 I don't remember if it had the tag of assistant
18 superintendent, but it was assistant
19 superintendent.
20       Q.    All right.  And what position -- what
21 job did you have prior to being the assistant
22 superintendent?
23       A.    I was Director of Finance in Decatur
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 1 City Schools.
 2       Q.    How long did you hold that position?
 3       A.    You're really challenging me.
 4       Q.    Just approximately.
 5       A.    About three years.
 6       Q.    Okay.  And what position did you hold
 7 before that?
 8       A.    I was practicing CPA shareholder/
 9 partner at a firm that at the time was known as
10 Byrd, Smalley, Evans, Adams & Johnson.
11       Q.    Where is that located?
12       A.    Decatur, Alabama.
13       Q.    Did you ever work as a teacher?
14       A.    No.
15       Q.    What's your educational background?
16 Where did you go to college?
17       A.    I got my degree in accounting from
18 University of Alabama in Huntsville.
19       Q.    Any postgraduate work?
20       A.    No.
21       Q.    Any certificates?  You're a CPA?
22       A.    Right.
23       Q.    Any other certificates or licenses

Page 14
 1 that you hold?
 2       A.    Not that come to mind.
 3       Q.    Any other education after high school
 4 that we haven't talked about?
 5       A.    No.
 6       Q.    As superintendent at Hoover, do you
 7 report to the Board of Education?
 8       A.    Yes.
 9       Q.    Did you report to the -- that was a
10 poorly worded question.  I'm sorry.
11       A.    I believe that's the correct
12 organizational --
13             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 1 was marked
14 for identification.)
15       Q.    Let me show you what I've marked as
16 Exhibit 1, and I'm going to just use the same
17 exhibits throughout the couple of days we're
18 here.
19             MS. YUENGERT:  Okay.
20       Q.    I'll show you what I've marked as
21 Exhibit 1.  Do you recognize Exhibit 1?
22       A.    I don't recognize it as one that I
23 produced.

Page 15
 1       Q.    Okay.  And is this the Hoover City
 2 Schools Administrative Organizational Chart?
 3       A.    It looks like that's what it's
 4 reporting.
 5       Q.    And your last position here would
 6 have been as the superintendent?
 7       A.    Right.
 8       Q.    Okay.  And then we see the school
 9 board attorney and the Board of Education and
10 the CSFO.  Who was that when you were
11 superintendent?
12       A.    Cathy Antee.
13       Q.    Is that the position you held, do you
14 know, or is that a different chart?
15       A.    Best -- there was a time when the law
16 changed regarding CFSOs.  I think I was in that
17 type of role when it changed.  They put some
18 requirements on it during that time.  I don't
19 know that when I was hired in Hoover that I was
20 -- I don't know that the law had created that
21 specific role yet.
22             I think the best I recall, Mr. Jent,
23 that the posting that I came and interviewed

Page 16
 1 with Dr. Farr with was a Chief Financial
 2 Officer, but it was not in the same light.
 3 That's a -- as I remember, is a legal term that
 4 the legislation created.
 5       Q.    Okay.  And then we have the
 6 superintendent; and then if you look at the
 7 first line under the superintendent to the
 8 right, you have the Director of Human Resources.
 9 Is that Mary Veal?
10       A.    It is.
11             MS. YUENGERT:  And are you asking him
12 currently or when he was superintendent?
13       Q.    When you were superintendent.  I'm
14 sorry.
15       A.    I worked with --
16       Q.    Let me be even more specific, during
17 the 2012/2013 year when Ms. Litaker left Trace
18 and then left the system?
19       A.    Yes, that was Mary Veal.
20       Q.    And then the next line down is the
21 principals.  Do you see that?
22       A.    I do.
23       Q.    Would that include all the principals
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 1 of the, I guess, the elementary, middle, and
 2 high schools?
 3       A.    Yes.
 4       Q.    And the alternative school also?
 5       A.    Yes.
 6       Q.    And then under the next line or down
 7 from principals, the report to principals is the
 8 assistant principals and athletic director.
 9 Would that include -- I guess not every school
10 has an athletic director, correct?
11       A.    Right.
12       Q.    That's more high school?
13       A.    Yeah, and that's not -- I didn't have
14 that box on the ones that I would create.
15       Q.    Okay.  What box?  You wouldn't
16 have --
17       A.    I don't have it in front of me, but
18 like I said, this is not one that I created.
19       Q.    Would you have the assistant
20 principal box on there?
21       A.    I would have to see.  I may have
22 lumped -- I can't remember.  I have to recall --
23 I have to see the one that I produced, but it

Page 18
 1 was -- at some point downward in the
 2 organization, I clumped like support staff or
 3 something like that.  It may not have -- in an
 4 effort to try to --
 5       Q.    Did you ever clump -- go ahead.
 6       A.    In an effort to try to --
 7       Q.    Shorten the page?
 8       A.    -- shorten, yeah.
 9       Q.    Would you have clumped assistant
10 principals in with support staff?
11       A.    I would have to -- I would just have
12 to see it to know.  I would have a main one
13 pager, and then I would have reference to more
14 detailed sub.
15       Q.    Do you still have any of those?
16       A.    I could probably dig them up if I had
17 access to my files possibly.
18       Q.    Okay.  But the assistant principal
19 role reports to the principal typically,
20 correct?
21       A.    I think that's the typical
22 assumption, yes.
23       Q.    And then down at the bottom of this

Page 19
 1 chart, still a direct line report to you would
 2 be two assistant superintendents, the assistant
 3 superintendent of curriculum, and the assistant
 4 superintendent of administration?
 5       A.    Correct.
 6       Q.    During the time period 2012, 2013,
 7 who was the assistant superintendent of
 8 curriculum?
 9       A.    It would have been Dr. Ron Dodson.
10       Q.    And the assistant superintendent of
11 administration?
12       A.    That would have been -- what time
13 frame did you say?
14       Q.    2012, 2013?
15       A.    That would have been Ms. Carol
16 Barber, and I don't remember if that was the
17 technical title when she held it, but --
18       Q.    And Ms. Barber then, at some point
19 during that time period, became the interim
20 principal at Trace Crossings, correct?
21       A.    Correct.
22       Q.    Who took her assistant superintendent
23 role when she took the Trace Crossings position?

Page 20
 1       A.    We had a temporary placement of Ms.
 2 Melody Green.  She had -- prior to that, she was
 3 assistant principal at Spain Park High School.
 4 I don't think she was technically as an
 5 assistant superintendent originally.  We did a
 6 -- essentially provided a supplement to her to
 7 come and work with me.  I believe the technical
 8 assignment of assistant superintendent came
 9 subsequent to that.
10       Q.    And who was that person?
11       A.    It was Melody Green.
12       Q.    Okay.  Any other assistant
13 superintendent of administration after Carol
14 Barber besides Melody Green while you were
15 there?
16       A.    No.
17       Q.    Okay.  As superintendent, did you
18 work under an employment contract?
19       A.    I did.
20       Q.    And you were not -- that's not an
21 elected position at Hoover, is it?
22       A.    No.
23       Q.    And you were superintendent when Ms.
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 1 Litaker became principal at Spain Park, correct?
 2       A.    At Trace Crossings?
 3       Q.    At Trace Crossings.  I'm sorry.
 4       A.    Yes.
 5             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 2 was marked
 6 for identification.)
 7       Q.    Let me show you what I've marked as
 8 Exhibit 2.  Exhibit 2 is a letter dated May
 9 26th, 2010 from you to Ms. Litaker acknowledging
10 her agreement to accept the transfer from
11 assistant principal at Shades Mountain
12 Elementary to principal at Trace Crossings,
13 effective July 1st, 2010.  Do you recognize
14 this?
15       A.    I do.
16       Q.    Is that your signature?
17       A.    It is.
18       Q.    And the next page, this is a
19 personnel recommendation form dated 5/8/2010,
20 and it just indicates a transfer from the
21 assistant principal at Shades Mountain to
22 principal at Trace Crossings.  Is that
23 consistent with your memory, that Ms. Litaker

Page 22
 1 was moved to the principal position at Trace
 2 Crossings around July 1st of 2010?
 3       A.    That is consistent with my memory.
 4       Q.    And she replaced Dot Riley?
 5       A.    Yes.
 6       Q.    Okay.  Do you know how long Ms. Riley
 7 had been principal at Trace Crossings at that
 8 time?
 9       A.    I do not.  I came in '01, and I know
10 she was there then, but other than that, I would
11 have to research the answer.
12       Q.    And under Ms. Riley, do you remember
13 an assistant principal named Debra Smith?
14       A.    I do.
15       Q.    Did Ms. Smith also, was she leaving
16 Trace Crossings at this same time when Ms.
17 Litaker came on in July of 2010?
18       A.    I know she left at some point, but I
19 believe she was there for a while as Ms. Litaker
20 took the principalship.
21       Q.    And when Ms. Litaker was placed at
22 Trace Crossings, was there existing problems
23 that you knew about at the school?

Page 23
 1       A.    You know, just -- are you talking
 2 about historical problems?
 3       Q.    Just any sorts of issues that --
 4 well, why did Ms. Riley leave Trace Crossings?
 5       A.    I couldn't detail that for you today.
 6 I assume she just retired.  I think she had had
 7 a lot of years in the system.  I assume that was
 8 a personal choice of hers.
 9       Q.    Had Ms. Riley -- had you spoken with
10 Ms. Riley about any performance problems with
11 her prior to her -- immediately prior to her
12 retirement?
13       A.    Not to my -- with Dr. Riley regarding
14 performance problems of hers?
15       Q.    Yes.
16       A.    Not that I recall.
17       Q.    What about with Dr. Riley regarding
18 performance problems of the school, Trace
19 Crossings, immediately before her retirement?
20       A.    The routine and the typical general
21 routine was we would have staffing meetings.
22 They were certainly -- that was a time in the
23 cycle that we -- I believe we did back then.

Page 24
 1 That was kind of a time to talk about anything
 2 and everything with regard to the school.  But I
 3 don't recall any specific let's sit down and
 4 talk about the problems at Trace Crossings type
 5 of meeting with Dr. Riley.
 6             Now, you know, what she may or may
 7 not have expressed in those annual staffing
 8 meetings, a lot of times those discussions would
 9 go to, you know, how things are going with the
10 school from the various standpoints.  I don't
11 remember anything specific, but I would assume
12 those types of discussions were had in that
13 environment.
14       Q.    When Ms. Litaker was offered the
15 position at Trace Crossings, did you have any
16 discussions with her about particular problems
17 that she would be facing at Trace Crossings that
18 you wanted her to handle?
19       A.    You know, other than the typical
20 things, I think I would -- I always have the
21 question in an interview.  It's pretty much a
22 standard question.  So and so, if you're offered
23 this position, so and so will be your AP, or
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 1 whatever the case may be, will have not received
 2 the position.  We would typically always ask
 3 that question in a case where somebody would be
 4 going in the door with that.
 5             And I don't remember Ms. Litaker's
 6 specific example or answer to that question.
 7 But that would have been something that, you
 8 know, if she felt like was a problem that she
 9 needed support from me, we could have certainly
10 talked about that.  But I don't recall a
11 specific check list, here's the things I want
12 you to do.  It was pretty much we put -- our
13 model was pretty much we put a lot of faith and
14 trust in the principal to let her leadership or
15 the principal's leadership take over and take it
16 in the direction that that person saw fit.
17       Q.    Okay.  Did you at that point in time
18 when either -- when you offered Ms. Litaker the
19 position at Trace Crossings, did you ever ask
20 her to hold teachers and staff at Trace
21 Crossings accountable for high standards related
22 to their job performance?
23       A.    I don't remember that being a

Page 26
 1 specific directive.  I would think that Ms.
 2 Litaker, based on her interview, probably had
 3 that expectation of herself.
 4       Q.    And the same question, but different
 5 period of time, after she accepted the position
 6 and was going to go to work at Trace Crossings
 7 as principal, did you ever have that
 8 conversation with her, where she was asked to
 9 hold teachers and staff at Trace Crossings
10 accountable for high standards related to their
11 job performance?
12       A.    I remember discussions with Ms.
13 Litaker, I would say initiated by her about her
14 faculty and things that she wanted of her
15 faculty.  I would say inherent in those
16 discussions from her standpoint she would have
17 had high expectations of her faculty.  But I
18 don't remember a specific directive of I want
19 you -- I guess I didn't really hear anything
20 from Ms. Litaker that would not -- that
21 expectation would not be inherent in her
22 leadership.
23       Q.    Okay.  When Ms. Litaker took over at

Page 27
 1 Trace Crossings, was there a problem at Trace
 2 Crossings with teachers not performing the
 3 duties that they were supposed to perform?
 4       A.    I wasn't specifically aware of those
 5 if they existed, not to say that they didn't
 6 exist.  I don't know.  I didn't -- I wasn't that
 7 involved at that level of assessing teachers'
 8 day-to-day effectiveness in the classroom.
 9       Q.    Were you aware of any complaints --
10 prior to Ms. Litaker taking over at Trace
11 Crossings, were you aware of any complaints that
12 had been made by teachers about Dot Riley?
13       A.    You know, again, I don't recall
14 specifically.  There may or may not have been in
15 a -- with nine hundred and some odd teachers and
16 over around two thousand employees, count subs,
17 I mean, you have personnel dynamic, and a good
18 bit of it at times.  But I -- I don't have a
19 specific example to give you to address your
20 question.
21       Q.    Were there any parent complaints
22 about Trace Crossings at the time of the
23 transition from Dot Riley to Ms. Litaker?

Page 28
 1       A.    Specific to, I want to set up a
 2 meeting with you, Mr. Superintendent, about --
 3       Q.    Start with that.
 4       A.    I don't recall.  I don't recall
 5 those.
 6       Q.    Anything short of I want to set up a
 7 meeting with you, just parents voicing concerns
 8 about the performance at Trace Crossings?
 9       A.    That I have registered in my mind
10 today from that many years ago, I don't recall.
11       Q.    Why did Debra Smith leave Trace
12 Crossings?
13       A.    I don't recall the specifics.
14       Q.    Was it voluntary?
15       A.    Again, I don't recall the specifics.
16 I know she and I had talked about, at times,
17 what she saw her path as being.  We had those
18 types of discussions.  Best I recall, she did
19 have an interest in doing other things in the
20 district, and we had discussions kind of along
21 those lines of what may potentially involve,
22 those types of discussions, just kind of
23 planning succession kind of discussions.  Not a
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 1 lot but some.
 2       Q.    When Ms. Smith left Trace Crossings,
 3 did she stay in the district?
 4       A.    She did.
 5       Q.    Where did she go?
 6       A.    Mr. Jent, I don't remember the exact
 7 title.  Best I recall, again, I think there was
 8 an opening coming up in the -- it was kind of a
 9 federally funded position.  I think we did a lot
10 of work within the Title I federal funding
11 program.  I want to say that we ended up, I
12 believe she interviewed with -- I think there
13 was a position under Dr. Dodson, best I recall,
14 again, and I hate to keep adding that
15 disclaimer, but best I recall that was her next
16 position.
17             I think we kind of functionally
18 meshed some various responsibilities together
19 with that.  Best I recall, it was not a mirror
20 image of the -- as far as the responsibilities
21 from the previous position, but that was part of
22 it best I recall.
23       Q.    Okay.  Did Ms. Smith apply for the

Page 30
 1 principal position at Trace Crossings when Dot
 2 Riley left?
 3       A.    She did.
 4       Q.    And she did not receive the position,
 5 correct?
 6       A.    She did not.
 7       Q.    Did she ever express to you that she
 8 was upset about not receiving the position?
 9       A.    She did over time.  I don't remember
10 a specific instance, but yes.  I think she was
11 disappointed that -- my recollection is that she
12 was disappointed that she did not get the
13 position.
14       Q.    When Ms. Litaker was transferred to
15 Trace Crossings as principal, was she allowed to
16 choose her own support staff?
17       A.    I think, over time I think -- I don't
18 remember a specific request of to move various
19 folks, but I think a lot of times that was
20 something you kind of had to -- you did within
21 the cycle, that annual cycle of staffing for the
22 upcoming year.  You know, if there's -- as
23 openings come about, as folks request transfer,

Page 31
 1 as that personnel model evolves.  But those
 2 would certainly be her decisions for the most
 3 part.
 4       Q.    Okay.  Did Ms. Smith file any legal
 5 action against Hoover regarding not receiving
 6 the principal position at Trace Crossings?
 7       A.    I think she filed an EEOC claim.
 8       Q.    Did she file a lawsuit?  Do you know?
 9       A.    Do you consider an EEOC claim a
10 lawsuit?
11       Q.    I don't.  A lawsuit is filed in
12 court.  EEOC is a federal agency.
13       A.    I would say no to my recollection.
14       Q.    Okay.  So she filed a charge, you
15 remember, but you don't remember her actually
16 filing something in court?
17       A.    That's my memory.
18       Q.    And did she allege race
19 discrimination?
20       A.    I don't remember the specifics.  If
21 you want me to guess, to the best of my --
22             MS. YUENGERT:  I don't want you to
23 guess.

Page 32
 1       Q.    I'm just asking you what you know.
 2 Do you know if she filed to the best of your
 3 recollection?
 4       A.    I would be most comfortable answering
 5 your question with a document in front of me as
 6 a point of reference.  I don't want to guess.
 7 I've been advised not to guess.
 8       Q.    All I want to know is what you recall
 9 sitting here today, okay?
10       A.    Okay.
11       Q.    Ms. Smith was African-American?
12       A.    Yes.
13       Q.    Is African-American.  I'm bad with my
14 tenses.  Y'all school teachers are all going to
15 start hitting me before the day is over,
16 probably.
17             (Whereupon, a discussion off the
18 record was held.)
19             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 3 was marked
20 for identification.
21       Q.    Let me show you Exhibit 3, which is
22 Ms. Litaker's 2010 employment contract at Trace
23 -- the initial one when she was transferred to
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 1 Trace Crossings.  See if you recall that.
 2             MS. YUENGERT:  Is there a question
 3 pending?
 4       Q.    I'm sorry, I thought he was looking
 5 at it.  I'm sorry.  Do you recognize this as Ms.
 6 Litaker's initial principal employment contract
 7 in 2010 when she became principal at Trace
 8 Crossings?
 9       A.    It appears to be the probationary
10 contract template we would have used.
11       Q.    And that's your signature on the back
12 page?
13       A.    It appears that it is.
14       Q.    And the probationary contract period
15 was from July 1st, 2010 through June 30th, 2012?
16       A.    Yes.
17       Q.    And as a probationary contract
18 principal, explain to me what your understanding
19 of what that probationary -- the term
20 probationary meant as far as it applied to these
21 principals?
22       A.    A lot of it in my mind, again to my
23 recollection was driven by a specific contract

Page 34
 1 principal law.  As I recall, the law --
 2       Q.    The Teacher Accountability Act?
 3       A.    I think that was the one.  The law
 4 prescribed a -- for a principal that did not
 5 have principalship experience.  There were
 6 certain options for ones that did have.  I think
 7 I remember, Mr. Jent, that, for example, if you
 8 had principalship experience, you had to receive
 9 a three-year contract.  You know, other terms
10 specific to the relationship were negotiable.
11             I don't remember if it was required
12 that you had to have a probationary or whether
13 it was typical or suggested in the contract.
14 But we typically -- I think, again, to my
15 recollection, I think there were parameters
16 around -- if it was a probationary agreement, I
17 want to say it could only be two years or less
18 if I remember right.
19       Q.    What did it mean that it was a
20 probationary contract?  Do you know?
21       A.    You know --
22       Q.    I mean, was it a --
23       A.    -- other than having researched,

Page 35
 1 probationary has been a term, again, not coming
 2 through education in the traditional way, it
 3 seemed to be a term that was inherent in the
 4 language in education kind of like a temporary
 5 evaluation kind of a period is my -- what would
 6 be, I guess, the way I would try to describe my
 7 understanding of it.
 8       Q.    Okay.  And then this contract ended
 9 on June 30th, 2012, correct?
10       A.    Yes.
11       Q.    And Ms. Litaker worked as principal
12 during that period from July 1st, 2010 to June
13 30th, 2012, correct?
14       A.    Yes.
15       Q.    At Trace Crossings?
16       A.    Yes.
17       Q.    And then at the end of the June 30th,
18 2012 period, you offered Ms. Litaker another
19 contract, correct?
20       A.    Right.
21             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 4 was marked
22 for identification.)
23       Q.    Let me show you what I've marked as

Page 36
 1 Exhibit 4.  Is this the contract that you and
 2 Ms. Litaker signed, it looks like on or about
 3 June 18th, 2012?
 4       A.    It appears to be the contract we
 5 signed.
 6       Q.    And this is not a probationary
 7 contract, is it?
 8       A.    Correct.
 9       Q.    And this was -- this contract was for
10 a three-year period, correct?
11       A.    Yes.
12       Q.    Was this the standard type contract
13 you recall being offered to all principals in
14 the Hoover School System at that time?
15       A.    With regard to term, certainly the
16 pay, I think, was negotiable, and typically was
17 negotiated.  But in a general sense, yes, this
18 is a typical template, I would say.
19       Q.    And the principals in the Hoover
20 School System, at least do all your principals
21 work under these employment contracts?
22       A.    Because we had some principals that
23 were principals when this law that created this,
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Page 37
 1 I think we still had and still have -- I think
 2 they still have principals that are, I guess you
 3 would refer to them as tenured principals that
 4 aren't operating under a fixed type contract as
 5 this is.
 6       Q.    Okay.  At the time you left, do you
 7 recall how many of those were at Hoover?
 8       A.    I can guess if my attorney will let
 9 me.
10       Q.    We will take it as a guess.
11       A.    One at Deer valley, Bluff Park,
12 Greystone, and Ms. Feltham at Shades Mountain.
13 I may have covered them all.
14       Q.    Shades Mountain, is that elementary?
15       A.    Elementary.  I'm sorry.  I believe
16 those are the four.
17       Q.    Who is at Deer Valley?
18       A.    Dr. Richardson, Wayne Richardson.
19       Q.    And Bluff Park?
20       A.    Dr. Fancher, David Fancher.
21       Q.    And Greystone?
22       A.    Dr. Wheaton, Kathy Wheaton, with a K.
23       Q.    And as a tenured principal, they did

Page 38
 1 not have a written contract such as the one we
 2 have in front of us here as Exhibit 4?
 3       A.    I don't know if they did or did not
 4 have a written contract.  It was certainly not
 5 under the same legal guidance.  They may have
 6 had a contract.  I'm just not -- I don't know.
 7 I would have to see what was created when they
 8 were hired.  They may or may not.  Some school
 9 systems do teacher contracts, some don't,
10 because it's -- anyway, I don't recall, but they
11 don't operate under a fixed term is my
12 understanding.  There's a continuing service
13 understanding in a tenured type of arrangement.
14       Q.    Now, you said that for the most part
15 the contracts are standard and some parts are
16 negotiated, and you said the salary part, the
17 amount of the salary was typically negotiated,
18 correct?
19       A.    I mean, that's the theory behind it,
20 yes.  And it wasn't, here's the salary schedule
21 adopted by the Board of Education and this is
22 what should be paid.  It was not that.
23       Q.    Okay.  Any other parts of the

Page 39
 1 contract, and take a second to look through it,
 2 that you would recognize as not being part of
 3 the standard contract, principal contract, or
 4 principal employment contract?
 5       A.    Standard, Hoover standard?
 6       Q.    Hoover standard.
 7       A.    Legal standard?
 8       Q.    Hoover standard.
 9       A.    I do not recognize anything or
10 remember anything that we would have done
11 materially different from the typical that we
12 used at the time.
13       Q.    Okay.  How many elementary schools
14 were in the Hoover system or were at the time
15 that you were?  And, essentially, I want to know
16 during the time period between 2010 and 2013.
17       A.    Ten, depending on how you count the
18 intermediate school.
19       Q.    Where's the intermediate school?
20       A.    It was a 5/6 grade configuration.  I
21 believe we had ten K-4 and K-5 schools.
22       Q.    Was Trace Crossings K-4 or K-5?
23       A.    It was K-5 at one point.  It became

Page 40
 1 K-4 when we created the intermediate school and
 2 did some realigning.
 3       Q.    When Ms. Litaker was the principal,
 4 do you recall?
 5       A.    I knew you were going to ask me that.
 6 Honestly, I do not remember.  I do not remember
 7 where that was in the timeline.
 8       Q.    Okay.  What is the AYP?
 9             MS. YUENGERT:  What does it stand
10 for?
11       Q.    What does it stand for and do you
12 know what it is?
13       A.    Adequate yearly progress.  It was
14 kind of a measurement within the context of No
15 Child Left Behind.
16       Q.    Is it based on testing scores?
17       A.    I believe there's other variables,
18 but that is certainly a component of it.  I want
19 to say there was an attendance component as
20 well.  Again, I really want to brush up on that
21 to be definitive.
22       Q.    Do you recall how many teachers were
23 at Trace Crossings at the time Ms. Litaker was
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 1 the principal?
 2       A.    I do not.  Part of that goes with
 3 remembering whether they had an extra grade or
 4 not.
 5       Q.    Prior to having Ms. Litaker sign the
 6 Exhibit 4, the June 2012 contract, signed on
 7 June 18th, 2012, were you aware of any
 8 performance problems that Ms. Litaker was having
 9 at the Trace Crossings school?
10       A.    I was not.
11       Q.    Were you aware or did you have --
12 prior to her signing this contract, did you have
13 any concerns with the way the Trace Crossings
14 school was performing?
15       A.    It was -- I mean, we had kind of a
16 general, I guess, desire for all our schools to
17 be successful.  But other than that, a specific
18 concern, we were -- you know, we thought the
19 leadership there was sound and, hence, we
20 entered into a long-term three-year agreement.
21       Q.    The school year in the Hoover system,
22 specifically at Trace Crossings, approximately
23 from sometime in August through sometime May,

Page 42
 1 first of June, end of May --
 2       A.    That's the general --
 3       Q.    Typical --
 4       A.    I don't remember a year where we
 5 didn't set up a calendar to have school days
 6 after Memorial Day, so, yeah, typically
 7 somewhere in August through end'ish of May.
 8       Q.    Not a year round program --
 9       A.    No.
10       Q.    -- for students?
11       A.    No.  Although we had various
12 offerings, but not a standard universal for
13 everybody, but we certainly had things that we
14 offered from time to time in the summer months.
15       Q.    Did the principals or did Ms.
16 Litaker, do you know, did she work -- was it a
17 twelve-month contract?
18       A.    Yes.
19       Q.    After Ms. Litaker signed the contract
20 in June of 2012, did you become aware of any
21 problems with her performance as principal at
22 Trace Crossings?
23       A.    No.

Page 43
 1       Q.    Okay.  After Ms. Litaker signed the
 2 contract, did you become aware of any concerns
 3 about the performance of the Trace Crossings
 4 school?
 5       A.    As time progressed, I would receive
 6 input from Ms. Veal, input from Ms. Barber.  I
 7 had requests to meet with parents over time, and
 8 I had those meetings with parents, but -- what
 9 was your question?
10       Q.    After June 18th, 2012, after the
11 contract was signed, did you have any -- were
12 you aware of any concerns about any performance
13 issues with the Trace Crossings school, not Ms.
14 Litaker's performance, but the performance of
15 the school?
16       A.    Just, again, it's -- I say again, I
17 know I asked you to repeat the question.  But as
18 we began to -- as I began to receive input from
19 Ms. Veal, Ms. Barber with regard to the school,
20 meetings with parents, yes, it did -- it
21 appeared that things weren't in sync as we would
22 have liked.
23       Q.    What input did you receive -- do you

Page 44
 1 recall receiving from Ms. Veal?
 2       A.    Just that she was receiving various
 3 personnel type issues with the school.  I think
 4 various folks, to my recollection, were asking
 5 to meet with her to express concerns about
 6 various operations in the school.  I do not have
 7 names and details, but just a general -- my
 8 recollection from her is a general trend of
 9 those types of complaints and concerns expressed
10 from various personnel at the school.
11       Q.    And I'm not going to ask you for the
12 name of the people if you don't remember.  You
13 don't remember any of the people?
14       A.    I don't.
15       Q.    And not the date of the complaints,
16 but do you recall any specifics about what the
17 complaints were about?
18       A.    You're just really going to have to
19 get that from Ms. Veal with regard to the
20 specifics of it.  I do recall kind of a -- it
21 seemed like over that first semester an
22 increasing number.  It seemed to be increasing
23 as opposed to isolated types of things, just
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 1 from an overall standpoint of the input that I
 2 was receiving from her over time.
 3       Q.    Do you recall at all when Debra Smith
 4 left Trace Crossings?
 5       A.    I do not.  I do recall that Ms. Stone
 6 was the assistant principal at the time in that
 7 November 2012, but I don't remember when that
 8 change was made.
 9       Q.    You don't recall how long she was in
10 the position?
11       A.    I don't.
12       Q.    That's Amanda Stone?
13       A.    Right.
14       Q.    Does she still work for the Hoover
15 system?  When you left?
16       A.    I assume she does.  She was there
17 when I left.
18       Q.    And what position was she in when you
19 left?
20       A.    Assistant principal at Trace
21 Crossings.
22       Q.    What issues do you recall or input do
23 you recall getting from Ms. Barber related to

Page 46
 1 any problems at Trace Crossings school?
 2       A.    Just general culture type things.
 3 Again, I was also at the same time having
 4 requests to meet with parents, one specifically
 5 that I remember was this issue around some
 6 teachers being upset with the mandate of --
 7 related to some kind of duty after school.  I
 8 think it was maybe parking duty, or before
 9 school.  I can't remember, but some kind of
10 mandate, that type of -- that's one specific
11 instance I remember.
12             I remember Ms. Barber talking about
13 various meetings that she had requested to have
14 regarding the school.  One may or may not have
15 been Ms. Stone.  I can't remember.  But I just
16 remember the fact that she was having -- being
17 requested to meet with folks regarding the
18 school.  And my understanding with Ms. Barber
19 was she was in kind of a routine contact
20 supportive role with Ms. Litaker as really a
21 function of her role.
22       Q.    Did any Hoover personnel ask to meet
23 with you regarding Ms. Litaker?

Page 47
 1       A.    I don't recall.  During that --
 2       Q.    During that time period after June of
 3 2012?
 4       A.    Not that I recall.
 5       Q.    You said that some parents, though,
 6 did request to meet with you, correct?
 7       A.    Right.
 8       Q.    And -- well, let me ask this question
 9 because it's a little different.  Did any Hoover
10 school personnel ask to meet with you regarding
11 concerns just about Trace Crossings in general
12 after June 18th, 2012 when the contract was
13 signed up until the removal in November 16th,
14 2012?
15       A.    I know Ms. Litaker and Dr. Camp
16 requested to meet with me regarding the school.
17       Q.    When was that?
18       A.    Summer of '12.
19       Q.    Was Ms. Barber present during that?
20       A.    Yes, to my recollection, yes.
21       Q.    Who else was present during that
22 meeting?
23       A.    Possibly Dr. Dodson, but I can't be

Page 48
 1 for sure.
 2       Q.    And Ms. Litaker had actually asked
 3 for that meeting?
 4       A.    I can't remember whether it was --
 5 the direct request came from Dr. Camp or Ms.
 6 Litaker, but my recollection is it was a request
 7 for both of them to meet with me.
 8       Q.    And who is Dr. Camp?  What position
 9 did she hold?
10       A.    I think at the time she was, I
11 believe, elementary -- Director of Elementary
12 Curriculum, I think, was her technical title.
13       Q.    Is that Deborah Camp?
14       A.    Yes.
15       Q.    And what was the purpose of the
16 meeting with Ms. Litaker and Dr. Camp in the
17 summer of 2012 that you recall?
18       A.    It was requested by, again, one or
19 both of them, but --
20       Q.    Well, what was discussed during the
21 meeting?
22       A.    The school.  I believe they came with
23 a plan, which that seemed to be the purpose of
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 1 the meeting, was them to unveil their plan.
 2       Q.    And the plan, do you recall any
 3 specifics about the plan?
 4       A.    It was a combination of acquiring the
 5 services of some type of a consultant with
 6 regard to the school.  It was some proposed
 7 personnel moves with the school.  Those seemed
 8 to be the primary components.
 9       Q.    Did you ask any questions of Ms.
10 Litaker about the plan?
11       A.    Over the course of the -- over the
12 course of that meeting, I don't recall
13 specifically about the plan, but I think we
14 discussed it as a team.  There were questions at
15 some point with regard to her faculty.
16       Q.    Who asked those questions?
17       A.    I remember a specific question that I
18 asked Ms. Litaker is to essentially assess her
19 faculty in her view as far as their
20 effectiveness as a whole.
21       Q.    Did she answer that question?
22       A.    Yes.
23       Q.    Did she answer it satisfactorily?

Page 50
 1       A.    I think the general start of the
 2 answer was:  My faculty is weak.  I've got a lot
 3 of problems on my faculty.  By the time she
 4 finished, I think the closing assessment was
 5 it's an okay faculty.  So I really didn't -- I
 6 didn't get -- I would say the answer is no.
 7       Q.    Did you ask questions when she
 8 started talking about the faculty and she told
 9 you it was weak?  You or Ms. Barber, do you
10 recall anybody asking her questions specifically
11 about what she meant by was the faculty weak?
12 Was there a discussion held about the faculty
13 before it -- during the interim between when she
14 said the faculty was weak and the closing when
15 she said it was okay?
16       A.    Yeah, and I don't know that she -- I
17 don't know if she used the term weak.
18       Q.    I'm using your terms, yeah.
19       A.    Yeah, I don't recall.  The discussion
20 was kind of all over the board.  There was a lot
21 of discussion about this consultant that they
22 wanted to hire, the expected cost, the reason
23 why certain moves they felt were appropriate or

Page 51
 1 inappropriate.  So there was a lot of discussion
 2 about those types of components of the proposed
 3 plan, but, you know, there may or may not have
 4 been other discussions about faculty.  But I
 5 know there was those related to the proposed
 6 moves.
 7       Q.    So she did come to you, though, in
 8 this meeting with a plan to move the school
 9 forward, correct?
10       A.    Yes.
11       Q.    Was there a particular reason the
12 school needed moving forward?  I mean, what was
13 the reason?
14       A.    They called the meeting, so I assume
15 that they did feel like this plan was needed.
16       Q.    And at that point, were you aware of
17 any AYP scores that had came back for Trace
18 Crossings that were not good scores?
19       A.    Best I recall, this meeting was
20 July'ish.  I don't recall whether the scores had
21 come back or not.  I want to say that they -- I
22 don't know.  I don't know definitively, but it
23 would be certainly easy to find out.

Page 52
 1       Q.    Do you recall the AYP scores even
 2 being discussed during this meeting?
 3       A.    I do not recall whether they were
 4 discussed or not.  I don't recall whether they
 5 were released.  I would assume that if they were
 6 released at the time, they would have been
 7 discussed.  So they may or may not have been
 8 discussed.
 9       Q.    But you don't recall?
10       A.    I don't.
11             MR. JENT:  Let's take just a couple
12 of minutes.
13             MS. YUENGERT:  Okay.
14             (Whereupon, a brief recess was
15 taken.)
16       Q.    We were talking about a meeting that
17 was in July.  Do you recall?
18       A.    Thereabouts.
19       Q.    Somewhere in there?
20       A.    Right.
21       Q.    And do you recall in this meeting Ms.
22 Litaker raising any issues about what she
23 thought were maybe testing infractions with any
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 1 of the tests from the previous year at Trace
 2 Crossings?
 3       A.    I don't recall that.
 4       Q.    Do you ever recall her raising that
 5 issue with you?
 6       A.    Yes.  Seems like -- seems like
 7 subsequent, I don't know the exact time, but,
 8 yeah, subsequent -- at some point, yes,
 9 questioned the test results.
10       Q.    And at some point during the 2012
11 school year, do you recall Trace Crossings
12 receiving notification that some part of the
13 testing had -- they had not passed that part of
14 the test, some part of the testing?
15       A.    We typically got test results.  I
16 believe principals got kind of raw type test
17 results at some point preceding the official
18 release of test results.  That was my
19 understanding.  What was your question again,
20 Kevin?
21       Q.    Do you recall Trace Crossings --
22 during the time that Ms. Litaker was there, do
23 you recall Trace Crossings failing any of the

Page 54
 1 AYP testing in any part?
 2       A.    I recall for that year honestly
 3 because I read it so much in the paper, yeah.
 4 There was a -- they, quote, didn't make AYP.
 5 However, I believe with regard to our -- the
 6 typical template indicators that we used as a
 7 district, and I really want to go back and
 8 verify this, but I don't think -- I think that
 9 was the time when we were transitioning away
10 from -- maybe the state had gotten a waiver or
11 was in the process of getting a waiver.
12             I can't remember how the timing of
13 all that was going on.  At some point the AYP
14 result, the state was intending to get us out
15 from under that, and I can't remember whether at
16 that point they had gotten us out from under
17 that or they were intending to.  I would just
18 have to go back.
19       Q.    You're saying at some point in time
20 the state was trying to get the Hoover system or
21 every school in the state?
22       A.    Have their own plan, their own
23 indicator type set, and I'm really pushing my --

Page 55
 1       Q.    That's fine.
 2       A.    I don't remember where it was in that
 3 with regard to that.
 4       Q.    And what you're talking about is some
 5 indicator type set outside of the scores for the
 6 AYP testing?
 7       A.    Yeah, but we looked at test scores
 8 anyway.  We looked at test scores.  Principals
 9 certainly looked at test scores probably more
10 intimately than anybody.
11       Q.    Was it reported in the newspaper that
12 any other Hoover schools at this same time had
13 not passed the AYP?
14       A.    I don't recall.  I mean, I don't
15 recall whether it was or not.  I know the
16 typical -- typically, our reporter that
17 traditionally covered Hoover usually didn't miss
18 a chance to report something like that.
19       Q.    Is that Mr. Anderson?
20       A.    Yeah.  But I don't recall whether he
21 did or didn't in this case.
22       Q.    Do you recall if it was ever reported
23 that Hoover Intermediate School did not pass the

Page 56
 1 AYP scores?
 2       A.    I don't recall.
 3       Q.    Or Greystone Elementary?
 4       A.    I don't recall.
 5       Q.    Do you recall if either one of those
 6 schools did not pass the AYP in some part or
 7 failed the AYP in some part?
 8       A.    I would have to -- to answer
 9 definitively, I would want to go back and check
10 the record.
11       Q.    Okay.  And I believe we talked
12 earlier, you told me earlier Kathy Wheaten was
13 at Greystone?
14       A.    She was.
15       Q.    And Scott Mitchell was at Hoover
16 Intermediate, correct?
17       A.    Brock's Gap Intermediate.
18             MS. YUENGERT:  And when you say Kathy
19 Wheaten was at Greystone, at what time?
20       Q.    During which time period was Kathy
21 Wheaten at Greystone?
22       A.    I answered my question assuming what
23 we've typically done was when I left, and when I
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 1 left, she was at Greystone.
 2       Q.    She was still there.  Had she been
 3 there the entire time you were superintendent?
 4       A.    No.
 5       Q.    Where else had she been?
 6       A.    Berry Middle School.
 7       Q.    Was she principal at Berry Middle
 8 School?
 9       A.    I think she was other places, but all
10 -- the time I was there, to the best of my
11 recollection, she was always the principal at
12 Berry Middle School.  Now they got moved around
13 physically over that time period, but I want to
14 say before she may have -- well.
15       Q.    That's fine.  Just a couple of
16 questions about that.  Was Ms. Wheaten, she
17 moved from Berry Middle School to Greystone
18 Elementary while you were --
19       A.    She did.
20       Q.    And was she transferred or did she
21 request a transfer?
22       A.    She was transferred, but my
23 understanding was that was a mutual agreement

Page 58
 1 between the two of us.
 2       Q.    Okay.  And she was transferred -- she
 3 was one of those you listed as being under --
 4 that's still the tenure laws applied to her?
 5 She was a tenured principal?
 6       A.    Yes.
 7       Q.    Do you recall if Berry Middle School,
 8 if they failed the AYP scores during the time
 9 period Ms. Wheaten was there?
10       A.    I don't recall.  I recall their
11 performance being generally strong test score
12 wise over time.
13       Q.    After the meeting you've told me
14 about already with Ms. Litaker and Dr. Camp
15 sometime in the summer of 2012, did you have any
16 follow-up discussions with Ms. Litaker about the
17 issues raised in that meeting?
18       A.    What issues raised in the meeting?
19       Q.    Anything that you were -- well, you
20 had a meeting.  She presented a plan for the
21 school.  It involved a consultant, the things
22 you told me about earlier.  I don't want to put
23 words in your mouth.

Page 59
 1       A.    Yeah.
 2       Q.    Did you have any follow-up meetings
 3 with her about the topics, the things discussed
 4 in that summer meeting?
 5       A.    Before I went into that meeting, I
 6 had had discussions with Ms. Barber and I
 7 believe Ron Dodson, as well, with regard to
 8 something I was thinking about, and that was
 9 kind of teaming up as a -- within our own
10 organization and under Ms. Litaker's direction,
11 essentially developing a plan to be in the
12 school assessing -- being involved with team
13 meetings, for example, assessing what's going on
14 in the classroom, what's going on in school.
15             I tentatively discussed that type of
16 a process with Ms. Barber and I believe Dr.
17 Dodson going into that meeting, not knowing what
18 they wanted to discuss in the meeting, and my
19 point in this is -- to answer your question is,
20 I don't remember whether we got into that in
21 that meeting or whether that was subsequent to
22 that.  But I think there was mutual agreements
23 with that kind of an approach at some point.

Page 60
 1 Again, I don't remember whether it was -- that
 2 all happened in that meeting or whether it was a
 3 follow-up.  But I knew that's ultimately the
 4 general agreed-upon approach between the group.
 5       Q.    What prompted the group's -- your
 6 discussions with the group, Ms. Barber and
 7 possibly Mr. Dodson, to implement some sort of
 8 team approach at the Trace Crossings school?
 9       A.    Again, they called the meeting.  They
10 wanted to hire a consultant.  I was adverse to
11 that idea in general.  I think we did the
12 personnel things that they suggested, but in my
13 view we had just come off a process where a
14 consultant had been in the school.
15             My understanding, it was supposed to
16 be a -- it was described to me as a really,
17 really intense review of the school and what's
18 going on with the school and the deliverable of
19 that was supposed to be a plan or a road map.
20 That had been done previously.  So to bring in
21 another consultant, I felt like we had the
22 capacity in house to assess, you know, and
23 develop a direction for the school if, in fact,
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 1 the folks that called the meeting wanted to
 2 develop a road map for the school.
 3       Q.    Okay.  Who was the consultant that
 4 had previously been at Trace Crossings?
 5       A.    I don't remember.  It was --
 6       Q.    Do you remember what group they were
 7 from?
 8       A.    I do not.  It was always described to
 9 me from Dr. Camp as she would say, a SATs review
10 on steroids.
11       Q.    Would that have had to have been -- a
12 consultant coming into Trace Crossings, is that
13 something the board would have to approve in a
14 meeting?
15       A.    Not necessarily.  It just depends,
16 and I do not recall whether that one was or was
17 not.
18       Q.    If it --
19       A.    And I don't remember the -- well, go
20 ahead.  I'm sorry.
21       Q.    If we're talking the time period now,
22 this meeting and these discussions were summer
23 of 2012, do you recall when it was the

Page 62
 1 consultant had been at Trace Crossings?
 2       A.    I do not.
 3       Q.    Do you recall who the principal was?
 4       A.    I do not.
 5       Q.    Was it Dot Riley?
 6       A.    I don't recall.
 7       Q.    You don't recall?
 8       A.    I don't recall the timing of that.
 9       Q.    Was it prior to Ms. Litaker coming as
10 principal?
11       A.    I don't recall.
12       Q.    And did that consultant, do you
13 recall any of the findings that consultant made
14 about the Trace Crossings school?
15       A.    I don't.
16       Q.    When Ms. Litaker asked you, or
17 whoever, Dr. Camp, whoever asked you for the
18 meeting in the summer of 2012, did they tell you
19 that they were going to suggest bringing on a
20 consultant?
21       A.    I don't recall knowing any of the
22 details going into the meeting.  Again, I
23 remember it being requested by one or both.

Page 63
 1       Q.    What do you remember being requested?
 2       A.    The meeting with me.
 3       Q.    Okay.  Then did you have the
 4 discussions that you were telling me about with
 5 Ms. Barber and Mr. Dodson about the team
 6 approach, did you have those prior to the
 7 meeting with Ms. Litaker and Dr. Camp?
 8       A.    I did.
 9       Q.    What prompted you to have the
10 discussions that we're going to look at putting
11 in this team approach at Trace Crossings?
12       A.    Just being able to assess, kind of
13 anticipating maybe the purpose of the meeting.
14 It was not typical for them to call a specific
15 meeting with me.  And, again, I don't remember
16 if -- how that timing of that related to the
17 meetings that I had had with parents, for
18 example.  I believe I had multiple meetings with
19 parents, so potentially, it was a product of
20 that, those discussions with parents.
21       Q.    What specifically do you recall
22 parents -- what issues do you recall parents
23 having meetings with you about during that time

Page 64
 1 period?
 2       A.    It typically was a group.  It was not
 3 necessarily the same group each time.  I would
 4 say if you step back and tried to summarize, it
 5 was not a -- the whole group had all these
 6 concerns.  It was just a discussion, but I would
 7 say there was a general not satisfied -- that's
 8 not, my English teacher is going to get me, too
 9 -- general dissatisfaction with various aspects
10 of the school or the school in general.
11       Q.    And do you recall any specifics about
12 their dissatisfaction?
13       A.    Home values, folks moving out of the
14 zone to attend other schools, folks pulling
15 their kids going to private school.  I think
16 discipline in the school to a various degree,
17 test scores at the school, those types of
18 things.
19       Q.    When Ms. Litaker took over as
20 principal at Trace Crossings, the test scores
21 prior to her takeover were at the lower end of
22 the district, weren't they?
23       A.    I would have to go back to
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 1 definitively answer and compare.
 2       Q.    What issues related to discipline in
 3 the school do you recall being brought up?
 4       A.    Just not a -- from the parents?
 5       Q.    Uh-huh (positive response).
 6       A.    I would characterize it as not a good
 7 learning environment in some cases.  And, again,
 8 I didn't -- it was hard to tell.  I did mostly
 9 listening but it was hard to tell whether that
10 was from a school-wide perspective, from a my
11 child's perspective.  I did mostly listening,
12 but that was one of the things that I recall
13 being brought up.
14       Q.    Did the enrollment at Trace Crossings
15 increase or decrease during the time that Ms.
16 Litaker was the principal?
17       A.    I would want to -- again, I'm sorry,
18 but I would want to go back and see the actual
19 numbers, and I'm not as intimate with those as I
20 was when I was employed there.  And then you
21 have this time when we took a grade out.  So I
22 would want to -- I want to have a better basic
23 -- but it's all officially on -- can be

Page 66
 1 accessed.
 2       Q.    What kind of reports would I need to
 3 ask for for that information?
 4       A.    ADM reports.  I believe you can go
 5 to --
 6       Q.    ADM?
 7       A.    ADM, average daily membership,
 8 basically average enrollment, but I believe you
 9 can go to the State Department of Education's
10 website, and I believe there's a certain amount
11 of history there.
12       Q.    And you said parents had concerns
13 about home values?
14       A.    Those were raised.
15       Q.    And were most of the parents you were
16 meeting with, as far as you recall, were they
17 people who owned homes in the district?
18       A.    Just based on -- it wasn't a specific
19 question I asked, but based on the discussion, I
20 would say a majority.  The majority probably.
21       Q.    And during this time period,
22 typically what area did Trace Crossings pull
23 from in Hoover?  Was there a set zone that was

Page 67
 1 zoned for Trace Crossings?
 2       A.    There was.  A geographic zone.
 3       Q.    Was it right there in the, I guess
 4 I'm going to call it below the Galleria area,
 5 there's a Trace Crossings neighborhood?
 6       A.    Yeah.  Again, I would really want to
 7 have it in front of me, because there was a lot
 8 of undeveloped area that I can't remember
 9 whether it was technically in the zone.  We --
10 but, yes, it certainly for the most part
11 included the neighborhoods directly surrounding
12 it.  It also would include the multifamily
13 dwellings that were zoned there that would not
14 necessarily -- may or may not necessarily be
15 closest to it.
16       Q.    Okay.  And you said -- you also said
17 people were concerned that people were moving
18 out of the zone?
19       A.    That was a concern raised.
20       Q.    What was -- explain that to me, what
21 you recall being raised.  They were concerned
22 that they were going to have to move out of the
23 zone or that they knew of people who were moving

Page 68
 1 out of the zone?
 2       A.    I think probably what I heard was
 3 some folks already have.  We're telling you some
 4 folks already have.  Some folks are going to
 5 continue, and probably some even said, you know,
 6 we're considering it, too, that type of general
 7 -- that type of general discussion.
 8       Q.    Did they tell you why they believed
 9 people were moving out of the zone?
10       A.    First of all, I can't answer the
11 question today, because, again, it was multiple
12 folks.
13       Q.    I'll rephrase it.  Do you recall in
14 any of these meetings with parents a reason
15 being given to you why whoever you were meeting
16 with believed that people were moving out of the
17 zone?
18       A.    I think I can only assume it's
19 related to that general dissatisfaction.
20 Various individuals around the table may have
21 had their unique dissatisfactions, but trying to
22 summarize collectively all those things, I can't
23 really assign those to the group.
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 1       Q.    You said there were some issues
 2 raised as to test scores.  What do you recall
 3 about those?
 4       A.    I just remember there was one
 5 particular parent that came with charts and
 6 graphs and those types of things, and that was
 7 her issue.
 8       Q.    Do you recall who that was?
 9       A.    I do not.
10       Q.    Do you recall what grade her child
11 was in?
12       A.    I do not.
13       Q.    And so I'm clear, I'm only limiting
14 this question to Trace Crossings parents, okay?
15 I'm not -- I know it's a big school system and
16 I'm not asking for every parent that's ever came
17 and met with you about some issue in a school.
18 I'm just limiting it to this specific time
19 period we're talking about --
20       A.    Right.
21       Q.    -- in the summer of 2012 and issues
22 related to Trace Crossings, okay?
23             Did any of the parents in any of

Page 70
 1 these meetings that we're talking about ever ask
 2 you to remove Ms. Litaker as principal at Trace
 3 Crossings?
 4       A.    No.
 5       Q.    Did any of these parents raise
 6 specific concerns with Ms. Litaker?
 7       A.    Not to my recollection.
 8       Q.    Did you ever tell Ms. Litaker that
 9 parents had come to you expressing concerns
10 about Trace Crossings?
11       A.    I don't recall a specific
12 notification, no, but I don't know that I didn't
13 either.
14       Q.    Did you go to any -- well, first off,
15 was there a PTO at Trace Crossings?
16       A.    I assume there was.
17       Q.    Did you ever go to any PTO meetings
18 where you addressed the group related to any
19 concerns that were raised about Trace Crossings
20 during this time period?
21       A.    There was a, kind of a schedule that
22 we did at some point.  I don't remember if it
23 was during that time point where we tried to go

Page 71
 1 to all PTOs or all schools.  I say it was not
 2 necessarily to attend the PTO, although that's
 3 kind of naturally how it played out.  But,
 4 again, I don't remember whether it was during
 5 this time period or not or the time period
 6 you're interested in.  But there was a time when
 7 we intentionally went school by school and it
 8 generally ended up naturally being in the
 9 context of a PTO meeting.
10       Q.    The ADM reports that would have the
11 average daily attendance, do those also contain
12 things, other demographics such as the race of
13 the students, sex of the students, anything like
14 that?
15       A.    I don't know if the posting on the
16 State Department of Education's website will
17 have that.  I believe it does.  I know the
18 submission that we provide to them does have it
19 broken out by subgroup.
20       Q.    Was there a concern raised by any of
21 these parents in any of the issues you've told
22 me about related to the amount of multifamily
23 dwelling kids that were going into the Trace

Page 72
 1 Crossings school?
 2       A.    In the parent meetings?
 3       Q.    Yes.
 4       A.    I don't recall a specific reference
 5 to the number of multifamily dwellings.
 6       Q.    Did you ever have a complaint
 7 regarding that from anybody while Ms. Litaker
 8 was principal at Trace Crossings?
 9       A.    Ms. Litaker touched upon it.
10       Q.    Tell me about that.
11       A.    There was a time when she and I had
12 the opportunity to talk, and I don't remember
13 the time frame, that the discussion went to
14 school, how things were going, that type of
15 thing.  And she raised, not the concern -- it
16 wasn't a concern on her part.  It was just her
17 and I discussing the challenges within the
18 school.
19             And I think you would -- we would
20 generally think of Trace Crossings as having a
21 more transient type of population.  So I think
22 that discussion, you know, would have been
23 around, you know, the challenges inherent in
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 1 that within a school.  And she didn't raise it
 2 as an issue other than, you know, it's something
 3 we discussed, and how can we support around
 4 this.
 5       Q.    Okay.  Did you have any -- did you
 6 add to that conversation?  Did you have any
 7 ideas about how you support around that or how
 8 you address those challenges?
 9       A.    I mean, I remember it being just
10 mainly a how things were going, this is what
11 we're planning, these are the things we're
12 doing, that type of discussion.
13       Q.    After the meeting in summer of 2012
14 that we had talked about earlier, was any sort
15 of plan implemented at Trace Crossings?  Be it
16 what you had envisioned, what Ms. Litaker had
17 brought to the meeting, was anything implemented
18 different for that 2012/2013 school year at
19 Trace Crossings?
20       A.    The concept that we had discussed
21 going into that meeting was ultimately discussed
22 in the group at some point.  Again, I don't
23 remember whether that was in --

Page 74
 1       Q.    You mean your concepts you had
 2 discussed with Ms. Barber?
 3       A.    Generally speaking.  I mean, I --
 4 again, I believe it was ultimately discussed as
 5 a group.  Ultimately, I feel like modified based
 6 on that team input, and best I recall, that type
 7 of at least conceptual tie back to what I was
 8 thinking, whether it ended up looking exactly
 9 what I envisioned it.  I mean, what I envisioned
10 was just let's get our people, form a team, and
11 go in there and support the principal.  That was
12 kind of the concept.  Now, whose plan it
13 ultimately was, I would hope it was our plan as
14 a group.
15       Q.    What was the purpose for having a
16 plan in place to support the principal?  What
17 was going -- I mean, was there something going
18 on that would cause that?
19       A.    We had this meeting that they called,
20 and they wanted to hire a consultant, and you
21 had previously asked me what prompted me to talk
22 with Ms. Barber.
23       Q.    Right.

Page 75
 1       A.    And we veered off into the -- or you
 2 subsequently asked me about the parent thing.
 3       Q.    Right.
 4       A.    So that's it in a nutshell.
 5       Q.    Okay.
 6       A.    But having gone into this meeting
 7 where they requested what I recall as being a
 8 sizable investment in another consultant and
 9 some additional support, which we, to the best
10 of my recollection, granted most, if not all of
11 that additional support, you know, it was kind
12 of -- it kind of evolved as an alternative to
13 this consultant group coming in.  Or I don't
14 know if it was a group or not.  I didn't know
15 enough about it to know.
16       Q.    Was there ever anything you recall
17 being put in writing about this support team
18 concept support system that was put in place at
19 Trace Crossings?
20       A.    Not that I know of.
21       Q.    Okay.  And how did that team concept,
22 as far as you recall, how did that work?  What
23 was done to implement that team concept and what

Page 76
 1 was it?
 2       A.    Ms. Litaker and Dr. Dodson, they took
 3 it and ran with it.  The specifics of that plan
 4 or specifics of that implementation, you know,
 5 if they divided themselves up by grade levels
 6 and to the extent they were in classrooms, to
 7 the extent they would be in team meetings, to
 8 the extent they would sit down with Ms. Litaker,
 9 all that stuff was designed by them.
10       Q.    And do you know if there were
11 meetings between Ms. Litaker and Dr. Dodson
12 about that team?
13       A.    I would -- about the team?
14       Q.    Yes.
15       A.    Or post implementation?
16       Q.    Well --
17       A.    I think once there was an agreement
18 that we were going to use our own folks to kind
19 of team around this, then they took it and ran
20 with it to the best of my recollection.
21       Q.    When you say use your own folks to
22 team around, what actually -- what I'm asking is
23 just what actually was -- what did that mean?
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 1 What happened in the school?
 2       A.    In my mind, again, at that point in
 3 time when there was the request for a
 4 consultant, in my mind, we had the internal
 5 capacity to do whatever it was to support Ms.
 6 Litaker and to support the progression of the
 7 school.
 8       Q.    And what internal people were used to
 9 support Ms. Litaker and the progression of the
10 school?
11       A.    This team that they subsequently
12 designed and implemented and, I mean, that team,
13 our folks.  From that -- at that point in time,
14 when the concept, and I want to stress concept,
15 it was, we've got experts on our payroll.
16 Again, in my mind, we've got experts on our
17 payroll.  We've got a principal in place.  We've
18 got experts on our payroll.  As opposed to
19 another consultant, let's work amongst
20 ourselves.
21       Q.    Who was on that team?
22       A.    Again, once it got to the -- I know
23 the intent was once it went into that stage was,

Page 78
 1 I remember Ms. Barber telling me, I want this --
 2 and I think she's told me that this came out of
 3 her discussions with Ms. Litaker -- I want this
 4 to be us, not outsider central office coming in,
 5 but wanted it to really be under Ms. Litaker's
 6 direction, so -- and we wanted the folks there
 7 in the school to see it that way as well.  I
 8 just remember -- and I say that to say I just
 9 remember that being an important piece of it.
10       Q.    So are you saying what you recall is
11 they were going to use people that were already
12 at the Trace Crossings school?
13       A.    No, no, no.  I'm just saying that I
14 recall Ms. Barber telling me we want to
15 structure it this way.
16       Q.    And my question is simply:  Do you
17 recall from the time that this team concept was
18 implemented until Ms. Litaker left, any specific
19 people who were at the school who were doing
20 anything to support her or the school pursuant
21 to this team concept, this agreement for the
22 team concept?
23             MS. YUENGERT:  So are you asking him

Page 79
 1 can he tell you names of people?
 2             MR. JENT:  Names of people.
 3             MS. YUENGERT:  Names of people on the
 4 team.
 5             MR. JENT:  I'm sorry I didn't ask it.
 6             MS. YUENGERT:  No.  You asked it
 7 fine.
 8       A.    The specific division and tasking and
 9 how they assigned, I don't know.
10       Q.    Do you recall any -- my question is
11 not even that far yet.  I just want to know, do
12 you recall any of the people who might have been
13 -- who were used on the team?
14       A.    Who might have been used.  Ms.
15 Barber, Dr. Dodson.  You mean people not
16 typically thought of as being employed directly
17 at the school?
18       Q.    First, yes.
19       A.    I would say -- again, this is my
20 recollection, because they took the concept and
21 ran with it.  I think that would include Dr.
22 Dodson, Ms. Barber.  I don't remember whether
23 Ms. Gurosky was employed at the time and/or part

Page 80
 1 of this.  I don't recall.
 2       Q.    Who is that?
 3       A.    She was the, at the time -- I don't
 4 recall whether she was employed in that position
 5 at that time.  There was a transition period,
 6 but she was -- I want to say her office was in
 7 Trace Crossings at some point.  She was a Title
 8 1 coordinator basically.  That may not be her
 9 technical title, but --
10       Q.    What's her first name?
11       A.    Linda.
12       Q.    Okay.  Anyone else that was not
13 typically associated with, or not typically
14 employed at Trace Crossings?
15       A.    I'm giving you the ones that I
16 recall, Dr. Camp, Dr. Dodson, and Ms. Barber.
17       Q.    Did Dr. Camp report to Dr. Dodson?
18       A.    Yes.
19       Q.    And then do you recall any of the
20 Trace Crossings faculty or staff that were used
21 in this team concept for support?
22       A.    I don't.  I could just assume.
23       Q.    Now, was Ms. Litaker on board with
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 1 this team concept?
 2       A.    Yes.
 3       Q.    Did she cooperate with the
 4 implementation of it?
 5       A.    Again, I saw it from a distance at
 6 that point.
 7       Q.    Did you ever receive any reports that
 8 she did not cooperate?
 9       A.    I did not.  The one recollection I
10 can remember from Ms. Barber was she stated to
11 me how pleased Ms. Litaker was that we were
12 supporting her in this way.
13       Q.    Okay.
14             MS. YUENGERT:  It's noon, so is this
15 a good place for a break?
16             MR. JENT:  This is a good breaking
17 point.
18             (Whereupon, a lunch recess was
19 taken.)
20       Q.    (MR. JENT)  all right.  I think where
21 we left off, you had told me that Ms. Barber had
22 told you that Ms. Litaker was pleased with this
23 team support concept.  Do you recall that?

Page 82
 1       A.    I do.
 2       Q.    As part of the team, this team
 3 support concept, did you have regular meetings
 4 with Ms. Barber where she reported back to you
 5 what was going on in the school?
 6       A.    Not planned scheduled structured
 7 meetings, but, I mean, other than interaction on
 8 a daily basis, that kind of thing.
 9       Q.    And you and Ms. Barber's office were
10 in the same building?
11       A.    They were.
12       Q.    And that's the central office?
13       A.    That's right.
14       Q.    Sometimes if we see CO, that could be
15 referring to central office?
16       A.    Most likely.
17       Q.    And TC would be Trace Crossings in
18 this case?
19       A.    In our context, yes.  Actually, there
20 probably is -- you probably may see some TCs
21 that aren't Trace Crossings.
22       Q.    Well, if I refer to it as Trace
23 Crossings and it's not --

Page 83
 1       A.    I'm going to assume you mean Trace
 2 Crossings.
 3       Q.    But you can correct me if I'm wrong
 4 and you recognize that it's not Trace Crossings,
 5 the TC.  Did Ms. Barber report to you how --
 6 once the school year started, how this team
 7 concept was working?
 8       A.    Yeah.  I'm recalling just real
 9 abbreviated.  I can remember discussions, you
10 know, about structure, how they structured, who
11 got divided teams, those types of things but,
12 yeah, just informally along the way.
13       Q.    Now, at some point in time Ms.
14 Litaker was removed from the elementary school
15 principal position at Trace Crossings.  Who made
16 that decision?
17       A.    I did.
18       Q.    When was that decision made?
19       A.    November'ish.
20       Q.    Okay.  If Ms. Litaker was removed, I
21 believe around November 15th, November 16th when
22 she was told, how long before that time period
23 was the decision made?

Page 84
 1       A.    Decision to --
 2       Q.    To remove her?
 3       A.    To transfer her?
 4       Q.    To transfer her?
 5       A.    To talk with her about a transfer?
 6       Q.    Yeah.
 7       A.    Was probably within a week of it
 8 happening, maybe shorter.
 9       Q.    And did you have any discussions with
10 anyone employed with the school system about the
11 transfer of Ms. Litaker before you told Ms.
12 Litaker?
13       A.    With Ms. Barber.
14       Q.    Anyone else?
15       A.    Not that I recall.
16       Q.    And what was your reason for
17 transferring Ms. Litaker out of the school?
18       A.    Just generally the kind of
19 culminating position she was in, the direction
20 of the school.  Finally at some point asking
21 myself the question, what are our best chances
22 starting from this point to be successful going
23 forward.  What options do I have if that
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 1 decision were made, those types of things.
 2       Q.    Were there any particular facts that
 3 you based your decision on?
 4       A.    You know, there were a lot of
 5 variables that had been consumed along the way.
 6 As I referenced earlier, the input from Ms. Veal
 7 along the way, the input from Ms. Barber along
 8 the way, my perception of what I had heard from
 9 parents, the fact that at the end of the day,
10 Ms. Litaker had only been a principal for two
11 years, going to that point, again, just what was
12 our best opportunity to be successful going
13 forward.
14       Q.    Did you go through that type of
15 analysis looking at what was your best
16 opportunity to be successful going forward when
17 you offered Ms. Litaker the contract back in
18 June of 2012?
19       A.    I don't know that I would mirror it
20 with that.  I had no reason to not stay with
21 her, stick with her for another -- the law
22 prescribes that to a degree.  It reaches a point
23 where you've got to make a decision whether to

Page 86
 1 extend another offer or not.  That's a variable
 2 in that, but I had no -- it was not an issue in
 3 my mind, quite frankly, about whether to or not.
 4 It was a definite.
 5       Q.    Were there any issues at the school
 6 that arose during the fall of 2012 prior to Ms.
 7 Litaker being removed that you recall today that
 8 we haven't talked about?
 9       A.    I wouldn't want to guess at that.  I
10 don't even know that I can recall what all we've
11 discussed enough to answer that.
12       Q.    Okay.  Were there any personnel
13 issues that arose in the fall of 2012 once
14 school started at Trace Crossings that played a
15 role in your decision to transfer Ms. Litaker?
16       A.    Just the general theme of the
17 information that Mary, that Ms. Veal was sharing
18 with me was, as you say, a part of that.
19       Q.    What was that general theme?
20       A.    It seemed to be a recurring
21 intensifying message of polarization or
22 discontent in the building between the major
23 groups that I would generally think need to work
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 1 together to be successful.
 2       Q.    What were those major groups?
 3       A.    Faculty, support staff, principal,
 4 parent.
 5       Q.    When you made the decision to
 6 transfer Ms. Litaker out of Trace Crossings, did
 7 you make the decision then to move Ms. Barber in
 8 as her interim replacement?
 9       A.    That was part of the -- in my mind,
10 the assessment to transfer her.  What -- Ms.
11 Barber has extensive principalship experience,
12 and that certainly was a major part of the
13 decision, the fact, that she was available,
14 willing, able to, in essence, do what the team
15 needed her to do.  That was a major component of
16 my decision.
17       Q.    And what did you feel was needed at
18 Trace Crossings to move it forward?
19       A.    I felt like, again, some of the
20 things that I described with Ms. Barber would
21 give us the best chance to bring unity to those
22 groups that I mentioned, again, back to her
23 expertise and her experience and her record at
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 1 that point, bring folks together.
 2       Q.    Did you have -- prior to making the
 3 decision to move Ms. Litaker, did you have any
 4 meetings with her where -- with Ms. Litaker
 5 where you expressed any of these concerns about
 6 the school being successful going forward?
 7       A.    You know, we had the meeting in July.
 8       Q.    Right.
 9       A.    I don't recall whether there was
10 other meetings, but I don't recall a specific
11 meeting.
12       Q.    Was Ms. Litaker put on any kind of
13 performance improvement plan prior to her
14 termination -- I mean to her transfer from Trace
15 Crossings?
16       A.    No, not that I'm aware of.
17       Q.    Do you know if anyone with the Hoover
18 school system met with Ms. Litaker and addressed
19 any of the concerns or issues that -- concerns
20 with issues that were going on that eventually
21 led to her being transferred out of Trace
22 Crossings?
23       A.    I mean, I can't speak to what others
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 1 met with her about.  I know there was
 2 interaction certainly between Carol and Ms.
 3 Litaker.  I assume there was interaction with
 4 Dr. Camp and Ms. Litaker.  I mean, just in the
 5 normal course of operating, certainly all those
 6 had wisdom and I think were folks with
 7 perspectives to help and support.  To the extent
 8 they had meetings specific to your question, I
 9 don't know.
10       Q.    Do you know if anyone with the Hoover
11 school system prior to the transfer from Trace
12 Crossings ever discussed with Ms. Litaker any
13 particular issues that particular staff members
14 were having with her?
15       A.    Say that again.
16       Q.    Yeah.  That was a bad question.  Do
17 you know if anyone -- prior to being transferred
18 from Trace Crossings, did anyone at the Hoover
19 school system discuss particular issues that the
20 Trace Crossings staff had with Ms. Litaker?
21 Complaints that teachers or support staff had
22 made, do you know if they were ever raised with
23 Ms. Litaker?
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 1       A.    I don't know whether yes or no.  I
 2 don't know.
 3       Q.    Okay.  Did you feel that Ms. Litaker
 4 was performing well as a principal at the Trace
 5 Crossings school?
 6       A.    You know, again, the direction of the
 7 school, the things that led to that, I wouldn't
 8 have specific non performance or under
 9 performance at that point, no.  At that day in
10 November, no.
11       Q.    What are you saying no to?
12       A.    No -- I think I was answering your
13 question.  No to specific performance issues
14 with Ms. Litaker at that point in time that the
15 decision was made.  I think that was your
16 question.
17       Q.    Okay.  Were you aware of a letter
18 sent by a purported anonymous group of Trace
19 Crossings teachers in August of 2012 to Carol
20 Barber?
21       A.    Was I aware -- let me see it, please.
22       Q.    Let's go ahead and mark it as Exhibit
23 5.  It's the August 10th, 2012 letter.
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 1             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 5 was marked
 2 for identification.)
 3       Q.    Were you aware of this letter before
 4 Ms. --
 5       A.    I believe this is the letter that I
 6 became aware of within the last few weeks.  I
 7 believe it is the letter that I --
 8       Q.    What last few weeks?  The last few
 9 weeks of November?
10       A.    The last few weeks of now.
11       Q.    So you weren't aware of this letter
12 until --
13       A.    Mid November, my recollection is no,
14 I was not aware of this letter.
15             MS. YUENGERT:  Mid November 2012?
16       A.    Mid November of 2012.
17       Q.    And that's Exhibit 5?
18       A.    Okay.
19       Q.    Do you know who Julie Kent is?
20       A.    I know she is or was, during this
21 time, an employee.
22       Q.    Prior to November 16th, 2012, the
23 date you told Ms. Litaker she was being
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 1 transferred, I don't know if it was the 15th or
 2 the 16th, but whatever date that was, did you
 3 know of any concerns or complaints that Julie
 4 Kent had made about Ms. Litaker?
 5       A.    I do not recall specific concerns
 6 from an individual.
 7       Q.    Okay.  Any individual?
 8       A.    Well, from Ms. Kent.
 9       Q.    Do you recall any concerns or
10 complaints from any specific individual?
11       A.    I recall Ms. Veal giving me input
12 about general concerns about types of staff,
13 teachers, support staff, that kind of thing.
14       Q.    What concerns do you recall Ms. Veal
15 giving you about teachers?
16       A.    General discontent.  We didn't go
17 into the details.  Again, the specific example I
18 remember is discontent with some scheduling
19 thing around, I want to say it was parking, some
20 outside of contract thing.
21       Q.    Having to work --
22       A.    I just remember Ms. Veal saying I'm
23 meeting with parents, or not parents.  I'm
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 1 meeting with an employee or employees, whatever
 2 the case maybe.  We didn't get into, that I
 3 recall, specifics about names and who and
 4 necessarily what was said.
 5       Q.    Okay.  And that issue about working
 6 outside of contract, was that some teachers or
 7 staff were having to work either before --
 8 longer hours than what their contract called
 9 for?
10       A.    Again, that's my surface level
11 understanding.  That was the alleged complaint.
12       Q.    Were you aware of any complaints that
13 Julie Stone -- I've combined all the people --
14 Amanda Stone had raised with Ms. Veal about Ms.
15 Litaker?
16       A.    I'm aware that Ms. Stone did
17 eventually raise concerns.
18       Q.    Were you aware at the time you made
19 the decision to move --
20       A.    Yeah, I was getting to that.  I don't
21 know.  I don't recall.  I don't recall.  I can't
22 say definitively that I was.
23       Q.    Did any one specific incident lead
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 1 you to make your decision to transfer Ms.
 2 Litaker out of the Trace Crossings school?
 3       A.    No.
 4       Q.    Were you aware -- did you know who
 5 Dana Clement was?
 6       A.    I did.
 7       Q.    She was the UniServ director?
 8       A.    (Witness nods head.)
 9       Q.    And were you aware of any concerns
10 that Ms. Clement raised to Ms. Barber or Ms.
11 Veal about Ms. Litaker at that time when you
12 made the decision to transfer her?
13       A.    I don't recall.  Are you asking if
14 she made specific concerns -- did she talk to me
15 specifically with concerns?
16       Q.    My question was:  Are you aware of
17 any concerns she raised with Ms. Barber or Ms.
18 Veal?
19       A.    Again, in my recollecting inventory,
20 I know that she did eventually.  Whether or not
21 that was done prior to or apart of the general
22 discussions that Mary and I -- Ms. Veal and I
23 were having, I don't recall if that was part of
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 1 them or not.  But I know she eventually provided
 2 input, but I would assume, you know, that the
 3 issue regarding -- it's my recollection that the
 4 issue regarding the contract thing -- my guess
 5 would be that it came through her.
 6       Q.    Who told Ms. Litaker that she was
 7 being transferred?
 8       A.    I did.
 9       Q.    Okay.  Was anybody else present?
10       A.    Ms. Barber.
11       Q.    Where did that meeting take place?
12       A.    In Ms. Barber's office.
13       Q.    You told her.  What did you tell Ms.
14 Litaker about her transfer?
15       A.    We had a discussion, I felt like.  We
16 generally -- I think the message was we want to
17 transfer you to a role at central office, or I
18 don't even remember if we specifically said
19 central office, but I know there was a
20 discussion, and I think Ms. Litaker at one point
21 asked about what role.  And I think at that
22 point there was a few thrown out based on really
23 more from the standpoint of what was technically
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 1 available, but put her in a position where she
 2 can get more broader experiences and
 3 potentially, you know, settle into a role as
 4 part of that.
 5       Q.    Okay.  Do you recall any of the
 6 specific positions that were thrown out at that
 7 time?
 8       A.    I don't recall the specific ones that
 9 were thrown out at that time.  Eventually --
10 well, go ahead.  I'm sure you're going to get to
11 this, but I'll let you go there.
12       Q.    Did Ms. Litaker say anything other
13 than you said she asked about what role?  Do you
14 recall anything she said during the meeting when
15 she was told about the transfer?
16       A.    I don't recall specific wording.  I
17 feel like we had a discussion and, ultimately,
18 reached a mutual agreement, but I don't
19 remember, you know, exact words.
20       Q.    Was Ms. Litaker told why she was
21 being transferred?
22       A.    I believe the notion was around the
23 direction of the school, the reports that we
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 1 were getting, the experience that we -- I wanted
 2 to go in with, experience that Ms. Barber would
 3 bring to that role.  I think at some point I
 4 tried to convey to Ms. Litaker that to an extent
 5 she's still a new principal, and get her in a
 6 position, slow things down for her, give her
 7 some new experiences, and, hopefully,
 8 opportunities would be created from that for her
 9 and us.
10       Q.    Was it discussed during the meeting
11 what the public announcement would be as to this
12 transfer?
13       A.    I believe it was.  I believe we did
14 try to formulate the -- what would be said to
15 the public when there was inquiries about the
16 matter.
17       Q.    And do you recall what was agreed
18 upon?
19       A.    I don't.  I think it was -- the theme
20 would have been something that expressed that
21 this isn't a punitive measure.  It's kind of the
22 right place at the right time type of
23 transition, new opportunities, that kind of soft
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 1 generic message, but I don't remember the
 2 specifics.
 3       Q.    And what was the intent from you for
 4 Ms. Litaker, what she was supposed to -- you
 5 know, my understanding this happened -- was it a
 6 Friday this happened?
 7       A.    This was close to going into
 8 Thanksgiving break, which for us, I can't
 9 remember if it was a year where we got off five
10 days or just three, but I know it was on the eve
11 of that break.
12       Q.    What was your intent for Ms. Litaker
13 when she returned from Thanksgiving break?  When
14 that was over, what was she supposed to report
15 to doing at that point?
16       A.    At some point, I don't know if it was
17 in that meeting.  At some point Ms. Litaker and
18 I discussed her taking some paid leave.  She was
19 working on her doctorate at the time, and I
20 think she asked that she -- I think she asked.
21 Whether that was asked or whether that was just
22 a product of our conversation, I don't recall.
23 But in any event, we agreed she would take time
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 1 she needed or wanted to work on that would be no
 2 -- we would not -- that would be with pay, no
 3 charge to her leave balances.
 4       Q.    Okay.  I'm going to show you what I'm
 5 going to mark as Exhibit 6.
 6             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 6 was marked
 7 for identification.)
 8       Q.    And do you recognize this as the
 9 e-mail that Ms. Barber sent out on Friday,
10 November 16th, informing a group of people that
11 Ms. Litaker would be leaving Trace Crossings?
12       A.    It looks like the one.
13       Q.    And that Ms. Barber would be moving
14 to Trace Crossings.  Did you approve this e-mail
15 before it was sent?
16       A.    No.
17       Q.    Other than the discussion during the
18 meeting with Ms. Litaker, did you and Ms. Barber
19 have a discussion about what would go into the
20 e-mail that was sent out?
21       A.    No.  I don't recall.  I know we --
22 well, I don't know that we had that discussion
23 or not.  I may be getting it wrong with other
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 1 times when Ms. Barber felt an urge to update
 2 folks.
 3       Q.    Okay.  If you'll look at the address
 4 list on this.  Are all those people -- I'm not
 5 going to ask you about each one of them, but
 6 were they all Hoover School Board employees at
 7 that time or do you see anybody who is not a
 8 Hoover school employee?
 9       A.    I'm unsure of Carissa Anthony,
10 whether she was or was not at the time.  Unsure
11 of Janice Bradford, whether she was or was not
12 at the time.  I'm unsure of --
13             MS. YUENGERT:  Okay.  You said Janice
14 Bradford?
15             THE WITNESS:  Bradford.
16             MS. YUENGERT:  Okay.  Sorry.
17       A.    I'm unsure of Wendy Brandon, whether
18 she was or was not at the time.  Unsure of
19 Deborah Camp, whether she was or was not at the
20 time.  I don't know who Matt Fields is.  I
21 believe he's in technology.
22       Q.    I think it's Matt Dover and Connie
23 Fields, I think, if you look at it that way.
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 1       A.    You're right.  You're right.
 2       Q.    It's confusing because that was a
 3 split line.
 4       A.    Matt Dover was not there when I left.
 5 The timing of that, I don't know officially
 6 whether he was employed at the time.  Connie
 7 Fields was part-time.  I think she was not a
 8 full-time employee.  So she was employed, but
 9 part-time.  Tina Lewis, I'm unsure.  Sabrina
10 Mabry, I'm unsure.  I'm saying unsure because
11 they left eventually.  They're no longer there,
12 so I can't say they were there when I left so
13 they had to be there with no break in service.
14 Chris Shaw, I don't recall.  Susan Wood, I don't
15 recall.  Maurine Black, I don't recall.  Linda
16 Gurosky, I don't recall.  Terri Smith, I don't
17 recall.  Kathy Paiml, I don't recall.  Roger
18 Torbert, I don't recall.  Paul Litten, I don't
19 recall.  Lucy Perinka, I don't recall.  Kathy
20 Long, I don't recall.  I believe that's it.
21       Q.    Okay.  Once the e-mail was sent out
22 -- well, strike that.  Who told the staff at
23 Trace Crossings that Ms. Litaker was being
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 1 transferred out?
 2       A.    Ms. Barber and I went out and
 3 informed the faculty.
 4       Q.    16th, around the same day here or do
 5 you recall when it was?
 6       A.    I don't recall when it was.  I don't.
 7       Q.    After this e-mail went out, did you
 8 receive any calls from any of these people
 9 regarding Ms. Litaker being the transfer
10 situation?
11       A.    Not that I recall.  From the people
12 on the list?
13       Q.    Yes.
14       A.    Not that I recall.
15       Q.    Do you recall any calls you received
16 from anybody associated with Trace Crossings or
17 Hoover?
18       A.    Calls?
19       Q.    Yeah.  Ms. Litaker not included in
20 that.  We'll get to any of those.
21       A.    Not that I recall.
22       Q.    Did you have any visits from anybody?
23       A.    I'm sorry.  Not that I recall.

Page 103
 1       Q.    What about e-mails?
 2       A.    I probably had some e-mails with
 3 regard to the transfer.
 4       Q.    Parents, from parents?
 5       A.    Best I recall.
 6       Q.    Okay.  Let me show you what I'll mark
 7 as Exhibit 7.
 8             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 7 was marked
 9 for identification.)
10             And Exhibit 7 is an e-mail, is a
11 forward of an e-mail sent from Ms. Barber.  It
12 was forward by Dr. Camp to Ms. Litaker.  The
13 e-mail or the body was sent from Ms. Barber on
14 November 18th to certain people.  David Fancher,
15 what position did he hold?
16       A.    Where are you, on the first page?
17       Q.    On the first page.  I'm just going
18 through the distribution list.  Who is David
19 Fancher?
20       A.    Principal of Bluff Park Elementary.
21       Q.    Who is Wayne Richardson?
22       A.    Principal of Deer Valley Elementary.
23       Q.    Maurine Black?

Page 104
 1       A.    She was one of the ones that I was
 2 unsure whether she was employed or not, but when
 3 she was employed, she was the principal at
 4 Greystone Elementary, her last position held.
 5       Q.    Louise White?
 6       A.    She was my assistant.
 7       Q.    Okay.  Jeff Singer?
 8       A.    Principal at Green Valley Elementary.
 9       Q.    Dianne Baggett, who is that?
10       A.    Principal at Riverchase Elementary.
11       Q.    Sonia Carrington?
12       A.    Principal at Rocky Ridge Elementary.
13       Q.    Bob Lawry?
14       A.    I'm unsure whether he was principal
15 at South Shades Crest before he took a position
16 in the attendance area, and I don't know which
17 one of those he was in on November 19th, 2012.
18       Q.    Okay.  And Juli Feltham?
19       A.    Principal at Shades Mountain
20 Elementary School.
21       Q.    Did you receive this e-mail?  Do you
22 recall?
23       A.    I don't recall.
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 1       Q.    Okay.  Prior to November 19th, 2012,
 2 did you discuss with Ms. Barber sending out a
 3 follow-up e-mail to a smaller list of people
 4 related to Ms. Litaker's transfer?
 5       A.    Not that I recall.
 6       Q.    When did you learn that this e-mail
 7 had been sent?
 8       A.    Which one?
 9       Q.    The one from Ms. Barber to -- Exhibit
10 -- no.  This one, Exhibit 7.
11             MS. YUENGERT:  The first page of
12 Exhibit 7.
13       Q.    The first page of Exhibit 7, the
14 first and second.
15       A.    I don't know.  I don't know that I
16 was aware.
17       Q.    Okay.  Were you aware at some point
18 during this time period in November of 2012,
19 that the Birmingham News was contacting various
20 Hoover employees asking questions about Ms.
21 Litaker's transfer?
22       A.    No, not definitively.  I would have
23 assumed possibly.
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 1       Q.    Okay.
 2       A.    That was the protocol of Mr.
 3 Anderson's.
 4       Q.    Did he ever contact you about Ms.
 5 Litaker's situation?
 6       A.    I don't recall if he did or not.
 7       Q.    Look at the body of Exhibit 7, first
 8 page.  And the e-mail that I'm referring to is
 9 the -- not the part where it says from Deborah
10 Camp but the part from Carol Barber to the list
11 there -- no, no.  Exhibit 7 still but the --
12 yes.  The second paragraph there.
13             In the e-mail it states:  Robin did
14 an outstanding job at TC.  She is not being
15 moved for lack of effort, poor job performance,
16 or any of the common reasons one normally sees
17 for making a principal move in the middle of a
18 school year.  Do you agree with that sentence?
19       A.    Looking backwards, probably no.  At
20 the time that we had the discussion with Ms.
21 Litaker, I would have not embraced or I would
22 have embraced for the most part -- I wouldn't
23 have -- I didn't write it, but at the time of
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 1 the discussion and the transfer, I would have
 2 embraced Ms. Litaker's abilities and leadership.
 3       Q.    What changed -- when you say looking
 4 back, what has changed from now -- from then to
 5 now?
 6       A.    A variety of information that has
 7 come forward.  To an extent the result of this
 8 claim.
 9       Q.    Would you say there was anything that
10 came forth prior to Ms. Litaker handing in her
11 resignation, her retirement in April of 2013?
12       A.    I wouldn't -- to pinpoint times when
13 -- I don't know.  I don't know.  I don't know
14 the answer to that.
15       Q.    The next sentence:  Robin did exactly
16 what we asked her to do to hold teachers and
17 staff at TC accountable for high standards
18 related to their job performance.
19             Would you agree with that sentence or
20 did you agree with it at the time of the e-mail?
21       A.    I think this was authored by a person
22 that worked with her more intimately on a
23 operational basis.  You're asking me to
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 1 interpret something that I didn't write.  I
 2 would not have worked with this person to that
 3 degree.
 4       Q.    Okay.  You made the decision to
 5 transfer her, though, correct?
 6       A.    Right.
 7       Q.    Okay.  Would you agree that as layers
 8 and layers of issues were unraveled, that
 9 feathers were ruffled at Trace Crossings?
10       A.    Again, the folks that had had the
11 meetings with the discontented folks, is one of
12 the ones that wrote this, so I couldn't comment
13 to that degree.  I couldn't --
14       Q.    Okay.  Did you talk with Ms. Barber
15 about this e-mail at any point in time after it
16 was sent, not as part of this lawsuit, but just
17 as part of your work relationship as
18 superintendent and assistant superintendent?
19       A.    In and around the time, I don't
20 recall.  Possibly.
21       Q.    Let me show you what I'll mark as
22 Exhibit 8.  This doesn't have a Bates number but
23 I think we've produced it, though.
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 1             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 8 was marked
 2 for identification.)
 3             MR. JENT:  Have you seen this?  I
 4 don't want to bring it on you unless we've
 5 produced it.
 6             MS. YUENGERT:  I think I've seen
 7 this.
 8             MR. JENT:  Okay.  I was just confused
 9 that it didn't have a number on it.
10       Q.    Exhibit 8 is a string of -- a group
11 of e-mails.  If you look at the second page,
12 there's an e-mail from Ms. Litaker.  Do you
13 recall her forwarding an e-mail to you from John
14 Anderson asking what to do.  He's contacted her
15 about the administrative changes at Trace
16 Crossings.  Do you recall that?
17       A.    I recall that it's in front of me and
18 that, apparently, it must have happened.
19       Q.    And then Ms. Barber responds somewhat
20 that she was sent the same message.  She was
21 going to call him in the a.m.  I would not
22 respond if I were you.  And then Ms. Litaker
23 sends another e-mail that says that she's very
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 1 upset about the way she's being portrayed in the
 2 paper.  It looks like I allowed fighting between
 3 teachers and I did not.
 4             And then you responded on November
 5 20th that you were just reading the e-mails.
 6 They went to your gmail account and you don't
 7 often check that.  So you had a gmail and a
 8 Hoover school account?
 9       A.    I had a personal gmail account, yeah.
10       Q.    And you said you were confused as
11 well.  Do you recall what you were confused
12 about?
13       A.    I don't.  I think it's a reference to
14 her saying that she's confused, and I don't
15 recall the specific article that she's
16 referencing.  So no, I don't recall.
17       Q.    Did you talk with Ms. Litaker after
18 you received this e-mail?
19       A.    I don't recall if we had a meeting
20 specifically in reference to this chain, but I
21 assume we spoke subsequent to November 20th.
22       Q.    Did you ever have a meeting or a
23 conversation with Ms. Litaker about Exhibit 7,
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 1 the e-mail that Ms. Barber sent on the 18th,
 2 that portion of Exhibit 7?
 3       A.    A meeting --
 4       Q.    With Ms. Litaker where you --
 5       A.    A meeting to set up to discuss this?
 6       Q.    Yes.
 7       A.    No.  I had meetings with Ms. Litaker
 8 where that was discussed, but I think your
 9 question, as I interpreted it, was did y'all
10 have a meeting to discuss this.
11       Q.    Did you ever discuss that e-mail with
12 Ms. Litaker?
13       A.    Yes.
14       Q.    Okay.  Did that happen at the
15 O'Henry's in Brookwood?
16       A.    The best of my recollection.
17       Q.    And how was -- did you set that
18 meeting up at O'Henry's or did Ms. Litaker?
19       A.    I don't recall.  I'm sure it was a
20 mutual thing.  I don't recall if it was at my
21 request or her request or our mutual request,
22 but we both decided to meet.  I don't recall the
23 mechanics of it.
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 1       Q.    Did you have some concerns about the
 2 way that things were being portrayed about the
 3 Trace Crossings situation with Ms. Litaker in
 4 the media?
 5       A.    I rarely read something that Mr.
 6 Anderson writes that I like, because I just --
 7 well, I'll just leave it at that.
 8       Q.    In the meeting at the O'Henry's, what
 9 do you recall being discussed during that
10 meeting?
11       A.    I recall -- I recall a long meeting,
12 a ventilation meeting.  I think I did a lot more
13 listening than talking.  It was during that
14 time, as I recall, where she was -- Ms. Litaker
15 was on leave.  I recall it being kind of a
16 meeting to listen and try to begin to formulate
17 some plans, that type of a meeting.
18       Q.    During that meeting, did you discuss
19 what Ms. Litaker's future would be at Hoover?
20       A.    I would suspect that the beginning --
21 there was at some point, Mr. Jent, that I
22 discussed with her some of the short-term things
23 that I saw her doing.  I don't recall whether it
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 1 was during that meeting, whether it was during a
 2 previous meeting, or to what degree we got into
 3 that.  But at some point there was that
 4 discussion of the most immediate things.
 5       Q.    Do you recall any specifics of what
 6 those short-term things were?
 7       A.    The two things that I recall at the
 8 point when she came back was one was going to be
 9 a safety type inventory to go to school by
10 school.  We had had some plans to kind of get
11 our -- get a plan developed in terms of the
12 things that we were going to look at campus by
13 campus.  One of the things that Ms. Litaker and
14 I talked about was that -- would be that she
15 would go school by school, kind of with the
16 principal, assess those types of things and
17 bring that back in whatever form it came back
18 in.  It was conceptual at that point.
19             The other thing that we talked about
20 along the way, one of the most immediate things
21 short term was the -- we had had a community --
22 I can't remember the name of it.  Safe and drug
23 free healthy community grant and it had kind of
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 1 been an ongoing federal type grant.  We had a
 2 specific person that ran those activities.  At
 3 the time, I don't remember whether we knew she
 4 was leaving or she had left.  I'm not really
 5 sure.  But one of the things that was on the,
 6 again, the short-term agenda for Ms. Litaker to
 7 do was to kind of carry that forward, at the
 8 same time assess the long-term need for that in
 9 our district as well as kind of wind that down.
10             If I remember right, it was kind of
11 in its last year of agreed-upon funding.
12 Whether or not we would continue funding or
13 approach additional funding, those were some of
14 the things that I envisioned her being part of
15 in the short run.
16       Q.    Who was the person that was in charge
17 of that program?
18       A.    Carissa Anthony.
19       Q.    Let me show you what I'm marking as
20 Exhibit 9 to your deposition.  Do you recognize
21 Exhibit 9?
22             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 9 was marked
23 for identification.)
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 1       A.    I recognize it from the standpoint
 2 it's been in our packet.
 3             MS. YUENGERT:  During this
 4 litigation, is that what you mean?
 5             THE WITNESS:  Yes.
 6       Q.    Did you see it prior to being
 7 involved in this litigation?
 8       A.    I can remember being aware of its
 9 general content.  Whether I read it from
10 beginning to end, I can't confirm that I did.
11       Q.    Did you discuss this article with Ms.
12 Litaker at the meeting at O'Henry's?
13       A.    The answer is going to have to be I
14 don't know, because I'm not even sure when this
15 article was written and when we met.
16       Q.    It looks like it was written on
17 November 26th and updated on November 26th.
18       A.    I don't recall whether we did or not.
19       Q.    Do you have any reason to dispute if
20 Ms. Litaker says you discussed it at the
21 O'Henry's meeting?
22       A.    I wouldn't.  I wouldn't have a
23 capacity to disagree and prove it.

Page 116
 1       Q.    Did you ever have a meeting during
 2 this time period with Dana Clement about faculty
 3 unrest at Trace Crossings during the fall of
 4 2012?
 5       A.    I don't recall.
 6       Q.    Okay.  This article, if you look at
 7 the fourth paragraph, refers to the e-mail that
 8 Ms. Barber sent to elementary school principals
 9 that Litaker had done an outstanding job, but
10 the ruffled feathers, hurt feelings, the things
11 that we looked at in Exhibit 7.  Do you know how
12 Mr. Anderson would have known about -- how he
13 knew about that e-mail?
14       A.    I do not.
15       Q.    Was there any investigation done into
16 how that e-mail got to Mr. Anderson?
17       A.    Not that I'm aware of specific
18 effort.  We talked amongst ourselves to a degree
19 of how he would have gotten it, but other than
20 that, I'm not aware of a directive to
21 investigate that.
22       Q.    What do you remember being discussed
23 as to how he would have received that e-mail?
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 1       A.    Just how did -- how would he have
 2 received it, because it was sent -- it appears
 3 it was sent to a menu drop down of current
 4 employees.  I would assume.  I don't know that.
 5       Q.    All principals except for your
 6 assistant, right?
 7       A.    I'm not -- that's my guess having
 8 just perused through the listing.  I would
 9 assume that it was a drop down, not a -- oh, I'm
10 not talking about that.
11             MS. YUENGERT:  Okay.  I want to make
12 sure we're on the same e-mail.  Mr. Craig, his
13 question about the -- when you're talking about
14 a drop down, are you talking about this group
15 that you went through and identified in the
16 November 18th e-mail or are you talking about
17 the group that you reviewed for the November
18 16th e-mail?
19             THE WITNESS:  I probably shouldn't
20 even be trying to answer the question.  I'm just
21 trying to answer more than you're asking, I
22 think, because I can't imagine somebody typing
23 in that many names.  I'm assuming it was done

Page 118
 1 from a drop down.
 2             MS. YUENGERT:  But again, you're
 3 talking about the November 16th?
 4             THE WITNESS:  I'm talking about this
 5 e-mail.
 6       Q.    (MR. JENT) The November 16th e-mail?
 7       A.    Yeah.
 8       Q.    Okay.
 9       A.    I'm sorry.
10       Q.    You're fine.  There's a lot of dates
11 and e-mails and different people, so I want to
12 make sure --
13       A.    If you'll rephrase it, I'll try to do
14 a better job this time.  Or not rephrase it,
15 re-ask it.
16       Q.    The e-mail I'm talking about is the
17 first page of Exhibit 7.
18       A.    Okay.
19       Q.    And that distribution list.  Did
20 anybody question the specific people on this
21 distribution list to see if any of them had
22 provided information to Mr. Anderson that would
23 have been in this article?
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 1       A.    I did not question people on this
 2 list.  I don't have knowledge that somebody else
 3 did or didn't.
 4       Q.    Did you ask anybody to question these
 5 people?
 6       A.    Not that I recall.
 7       Q.    Okay.  Do you recall ever discussing
 8 this article with Ms. Litaker at any point in
 9 time?
10       A.    The one, the AA rep article?
11       Q.    Yeah, Exhibit 9.
12       A.    I don't recall a specific discussion
13 about this article.
14       Q.    Are you saying it didn't happen or
15 you just don't recall it?
16       A.    I'm saying it could have, but I don't
17 recall.  I don't recall.
18       Q.    Okay.
19       A.    I know there was a concern of Ms.
20 Litaker with regard to, as it's documented here,
21 of the reporting, so it would not surprise me if
22 it -- you know, in that broad sense that she
23 referred to the reporting, you know, I guess
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 1 that could or couldn't include this.  I don't
 2 know.
 3       Q.    Did Ms. Litaker ever express to you
 4 between November of 2012 and April or May of
 5 2013 that she felt her reputation had been
 6 damaged by any of the information that had been
 7 put out regarding her transfer?
 8       A.    I remember a specific reference to
 9 what came when she Googled her name.
10       Q.    Tell me what you remember about that.
11       A.    That's the most definitive
12 recollection I have.  I just remember her saying
13 that:  When I Google my name, I don't like what
14 I see.
15       Q.    Did she tell you what she saw?
16       A.    I don't recall how specific or
17 generic she was, but I know that she was
18 concerned about what she saw when she Googled
19 her name.
20       Q.    Did you ever tell her you were going
21 to help her rebuild her reputation?
22       A.    I don't know whether I said it in
23 those terms exactly, but I certainly wanted to
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 1 give her opportunities to progress,
 2 opportunities professionally and, hopefully,
 3 progress from there and broaden her ability to
 4 do various things that she would aspire to do.
 5       Q.    Okay.  Did you ever speak with Mr.
 6 Anderson from the Birmingham News about Ms.
 7 Litaker?
 8       A.    Not that I recall.  When you say
 9 speak, issue a press document to him or --
10       Q.    Did you ever issue a press document
11 to Mr. Anderson about Ms. Litaker?
12       A.    I don't recall but I want to say
13 there was something released from my office, but
14 I would have to go back and look.
15       Q.    Do you recall what -- was that
16 document released from your office, was that in
17 relation to her being transferred or what the
18 topic of that document was?
19       A.    Well, I'm having a hard enough time
20 recalling that there's a document.  I can't say
21 definitively there is.  So I really can't go
22 past that.  It should be --
23       Q.    Who does your press release or did at

Page 122
 1 that point in time?
 2       A.    Who writes them?  Who delivers them?
 3 Who disseminates them?
 4       Q.    Who disseminates them?
 5       A.    Generally, it would be -- I mean,
 6 there wasn't just a set this is the way it's
 7 always done protocol but, generally speaking,
 8 Jackie Gaston would do that.
 9             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 10 was
10 marked for identification.)
11       Q.    Let me show you what I've marked as
12 Exhibit 10.  Do you recall receiving Exhibit 10,
13 which is a November 27th, 2012 letter from Beth
14 Ransom addressed to you?
15       A.    I don't.
16       Q.    Okay.  And Beth Ransom, was she the
17 mother of a student at Trace Crossings?  Do you
18 know?
19       A.    I don't.
20       Q.    Okay.  Do you recall parents from
21 Trace Crossings expressing concern that Ms.
22 Litaker had been moved?
23       A.    I do.

Page 123
 1       Q.    Do you recall any specific names of
 2 parents?
 3       A.    I do not.
 4       Q.    Do you recall any specific concerns
 5 they raised about the removal of Ms. Litaker?
 6       A.    There's one that sticks in my mind,
 7 Mr. Jent.  There was one that went into a good
 8 level of detail about a specific way that Ms.
 9 Litaker handled their special education child,
10 in a positive way.
11       Q.    Okay.
12       A.    And I say that one because that's the
13 one that sticks in my mind.  She did a really
14 good job of saying what she said, and it was
15 mostly around the kind of individualized care
16 that she got from the principal.
17       Q.    Do you recall, was Ms. Litaker still
18 employed by the board when this parent made this
19 -- I guess, brought this to your attention?
20       A.    I can't say definitively, but I've
21 got to say -- well, my attorney told me not to
22 guess again, but --
23       Q.    Was Ms. Litaker still the principal

Page 124
 1 at Trace Crossings when this was brought to your
 2 attention, the one you're specifically referring
 3 to about the special education child?
 4       A.    Again, I can't definitively say.
 5       Q.    Okay.  But you don't recall the
 6 letter from Ms. Ransom?
 7       A.    I don't.  I just don't.
 8       Q.    After Ms. Litaker was moved from
 9 Trace Crossings, did you have any meetings with
10 the PTO at Trace Crossings to discuss the change
11 of leadership of the school?
12       A.    I don't recall an organized meeting
13 to the PTO group.  I think there was a level of
14 e-mail exchange with members, possibly to me,
15 possibly to Ms. Barber.  I remember some
16 activity there, but I just remember that there
17 was activity of that nature.
18       Q.    Okay.  After Ms. Litaker was moved
19 from Trace Crossings, did you have any meetings
20 with groups of parents like you had had before
21 she was removed where they expressed concerns
22 about the school?
23       A.    There were meetings with parents kind
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 1 of throughout, and I'm talking about at the time
 2 after, but whether they were -- a lot of times,
 3 over time, it seemed like this thing developed
 4 where they wanted to meet with me occasionally.
 5 And they, I don't want you to think that it was
 6 the same people, because it may or may not have
 7 been.  It may have been more or less.  But there
 8 were subsequent -- I guess my answer is there
 9 were subsequent meetings.  For what purpose they
10 were called or requested, I remember they were
11 mainly update in nature.
12       Q.    Were you still having meetings with
13 parents regarding things such as the home values
14 and people wanting to move out of the zone or
15 sending kids to private schools and that type of
16 thing?
17       A.    Whether that was a part of a
18 structured meeting or whether that was -- I
19 mean, yeah, we still heard those types of
20 concerns.
21       Q.    Okay.  Did you put any measures in
22 place after Ms. -- other than putting Ms. Barber
23 in the school, were any measures put in place at
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 1 Trace Crossings after Ms. Litaker left to
 2 address those issues, those concerns that were
 3 being raised about students leaving and people
 4 moving and those kind of things?
 5       A.    You know, other than hopes of getting
 6 things at the school operating where teachers
 7 and faculty and support staff and principal and
 8 parents and kids were kind of pulling in the
 9 same direction, and I say that real generically,
10 you know, to me that takes care of a lot of
11 things over time.  So, you know, something --
12 some policy to raise the home values, you know,
13 I mean, to me that's -- some of that could be
14 outside the scope of a school district.  We just
15 set out to have good schools.
16       Q.    Okay.  Now, Ms. Litaker, was she
17 transferred out of Trace Crossings in November
18 of 2012?
19       A.    That's when we had the discussion, so
20 yes.
21       Q.    Okay.  Was she notified in writing
22 that she was being transferred?
23       A.    When we finished that meeting on the

Page 127
 1 day that we had it, it was a mutual agreement as
 2 I understood it.
 3       Q.    Was it in writing?
 4       A.    I believe I saw in some of the
 5 information there was an agreement, not an
 6 agreement agreement, but a discussion between
 7 the two of us about when do I show up, what do I
 8 do.
 9       Q.    Okay.
10       A.    So if that qualifies to answer your
11 question, I don't know, but --
12       Q.    I'm just asking were you -- prior to
13 her being told about her transfer in that
14 meeting, was she given any written notice that
15 she was being transferred?
16       A.    Not that I'm aware of.
17       Q.    Okay.  Did she have a say in whether
18 or not she remained at Trace Crossings?
19       A.    Again, I felt like it was a mutual
20 agreement when we finished that meeting.
21       Q.    When you went into the meeting, you
22 had already decided to transfer her, correct?
23       A.    I had decided we were going to talk

Page 128
 1 to her about a transfer.  If there was not
 2 mutual agreement, then maybe that -- maybe that
 3 meeting would not have ended in an agreement or
 4 an action.  But because the course of that
 5 meeting did get to a mutual agreement, that's
 6 how it progressed.
 7       Q.    And the mutual agreement was that she
 8 would be transferred to some position at the
 9 central office either in some sort of -- in some
10 sort of administrative capacity there, correct?
11       A.    Right.
12       Q.    And when she left, when she was
13 transferred from Trace Crossings, and it's my
14 understanding that she was allowed to take some
15 time paid -- paid time off to work on her
16 dissertation, and then she came back and was
17 assigned to the central office, correct?
18       A.    Right.
19       Q.    What was her title when she was
20 assigned to the central office?
21       A.    We didn't have a -- she didn't have a
22 formal title.  We had agreed upon the things we
23 would do in the short term.  There was a
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 1 discussion that she and I had at some point in
 2 that.  Again, as I stated earlier, I'm not sure
 3 to the extent that discussion was had in the
 4 transfer discussion, to the extent that
 5 discussion was had at O'Henry's or any other
 6 meeting we had.  There was a discussion at the
 7 things that were available right then and there
 8 in terms of open positions.  And I do not recall
 9 -- that discussion kind of happened over time.
10 I do not recall whether that specific discussion
11 happened in there or not.
12       Q.    Would there somewhere, in some sort
13 of record that you're aware of, be a listing of
14 the positions that were open and available at
15 that time period?
16       A.    There may be a list of open vacancies
17 in the district, but I was working off, what Ms.
18 Veal may consider open, I may not consider open,
19 and she's going to have every type of district.
20 Like a custodial position, obviously, is not one
21 that I would discuss with her.  I think the
22 administrative type positions that we had open,
23 I think those were in my mind.

Page 130
 1       Q.    And you recall at that point in time,
 2 when you had the meeting with her on November
 3 15th, that there were some administrative type
 4 positions open?
 5       A.    I believe at the time, I think, and I
 6 really want to go back and verify, but I believe
 7 at the time we had discussed about needing to
 8 add an administrator on the team at Bumpus.
 9 Whether that was a formally adopted position put
10 into our HR system, I don't know.  But we had --
11 we had had discussions actually for quite some
12 time.  Their enrollment was -- they were, as
13 best I recall, an eight hundred student middle
14 school, and I believe they had two
15 administrators in the building.  And then there
16 was that same type of mind set about our
17 alternative school, whether or not we could use
18 some additional capacity there, too.
19       Q.    And when you discussed these -- when
20 you were having discussions with Ms. Litaker,
21 were you having discussions with her where you
22 told her that she may be moved to a role of an
23 assistant principal?
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 1       A.    Again, the timeline is important.  If
 2 you can narrow it down.  Actually, I --
 3       Q.    Well, November 15th, 2012.
 4       A.    I don't recall to what extent we got
 5 into that that day.  I would say most of the
 6 time that was driven by Ms. Litaker's desire to
 7 be placed, or her inquiries about where
 8 potentially she would be placed at that time.
 9       Q.    And a lot of her inquiries were
10 directed to director level positions at the
11 central office, weren't they?
12       A.    Well, I mean, the inquiry I'm talking
13 about is, you know, where could I be placed.
14 And, again, whether the level of that or the
15 extent of that discussion on the day that we
16 discussed her transfer was probably different
17 than what the level of that subject further down
18 the road.
19       Q.    The discussion at the day of her
20 transfer, she was not -- it was not proposed to
21 her at that point in time that she be
22 transferred to the assistant principal position
23 at Crossroads?

Page 132
 1       A.    I don't recall that it was.
 2       Q.    The assistant -- any kind of
 3 assistant principal role at Bumpus Middle, was
 4 that discussed on the day of --
 5       A.    I can't recollect that it was or
 6 wasn't.
 7       Q.    Just to clarify, the day of November
 8 15th?
 9       A.    Whatever day it was.
10       Q.    The day you discussed her transfer
11 with her?
12       A.    Yeah.
13       Q.    Okay.  And when she was -- when Ms.
14 Litaker reported to the central office on her --
15 after coming back from her leave time, was she
16 given an office?
17       A.    Before you finish, I've got to use
18 the restroom.
19             MR. JENT:  Oh, yeah.  Fine.
20             (Whereupon, a discussion off the
21 record was held.)
22       Q.    Did Ms. Litaker ever tell you that
23 she was not interested in moving to an assistant
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 1 position at Bumpus?
 2       A.    I don't recall whether she
 3 specifically said that to me.
 4       Q.    All right.  Did she say it to anybody
 5 that you know of?
 6       A.    I would oftentimes get secondhand
 7 information from discussions that she may have
 8 had with Ms. Barber or Dr. Dodson, but I don't
 9 remember it specifically regarding Bumpus.
10       Q.    Do you recall anything specifically
11 about that she would not accept an assistant
12 position anywhere?
13       A.    I think it was expressed to me that
14 at some point, whether it was sooner or later in
15 that time window, that she would only accept a
16 director's type position or a principal
17 position.
18       Q.    And did she express that to you --
19       A.    I don't remember.
20       Q.    You don't remember when?
21       A.    And I don't remember if it came from
22 her or --
23       Q.    Or somebody else?

Page 134
 1       A.    -- or her second.
 2       Q.    Have you told me everything that was
 3 discussed during the November meeting with Ms.
 4 Litaker and Ms. Barber where she was told of her
 5 transfer about what positions or what
 6 possibilities she could be transferred to?
 7       A.    That I recall.  I mean, that you've
 8 asked me about.  I don't recall that -- there
 9 may be gaps in your question that I don't
10 recall.
11       Q.    During that time that you were
12 meeting with Ms. Litaker, and you said you came
13 to an understanding or an agreement that she
14 would leave Trace Crossings, do you recall that?
15       A.    Right.
16       Q.    During that conversation, prior to
17 coming to that agreement, was there any
18 discussion with Ms. Litaker about moving to an
19 assistant principal position?
20       A.    At that meeting?
21       Q.    Yes.
22       A.    I don't recall.
23       Q.    Okay.
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 1             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 11 was
 2 marked for identification.)
 3       Q.    Let me show you what's marked as
 4 Exhibit 11.  Exhibit 11 is a couple of e-mails.
 5 I think you referenced this earlier in your
 6 testimony about an e-mail from Ms. Litaker
 7 asking where she needed to report when she came
 8 back to work.  Do you recall that?
 9       A.    Yes.
10       Q.    And you respond, you told her report
11 to the central office, correct?
12       A.    Right.
13       Q.    She asked a couple of questions also
14 first -- the second question is where does she
15 need to go.  The first question has to do with
16 the AYP status.  Did you ever answer that
17 question with Ms. Litaker, the first question
18 there on the bottom of Exhibit 4?
19       A.    The question in the first sentence?
20       Q.    About the -- yes.  Did you ever
21 discuss the issue about the AYP status and
22 having the test scores negated?
23       A.    I feel we discussed that.  I know she
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 1 had concerns or expressed that the assessments,
 2 as I understood they gave throughout the year,
 3 was kind of indicating progress didn't sync up
 4 with the results on the spring test.  And I knew
 5 she felt like they were not indicative of what
 6 she would have expected, given the, I guess,
 7 pre-access.  I don't know if that's the right
 8 education term, but --
 9       Q.    And when you go to the last page of
10 the e-mail and Ms. Litaker e-mails, Mr. Dodson,
11 copies you and Ms. Barber and Ms. Camp.
12       A.    The last page?
13       Q.    The last page of the exhibit.  I'm
14 sorry.  That top e-mail, was there ever an
15 answer to the question:  Was this test
16 administered correctly?  Did those scores ever
17 change with Trace Crossings from the failing AYP
18 score?
19       A.    As Ms. Litaker continued with her
20 concern over this, at some point I went to Dr.
21 Dodson and said, would you look into this.  And
22 I think, generally speaking, at some point he
23 contacted the state department.  At some point,
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 1 is my understanding, he got with Ms. Litaker.
 2 They picked some tests to send that were
 3 evaluated at that level.  That's my
 4 understanding of how that evolved.
 5       Q.    Okay.  Was there ever a resolution as
 6 to were the tests -- that's a bad question,
 7 because I really don't know all the terms
 8 either.
 9       A.    Neither do I.
10       Q.    Was there ever a finding as to
11 whether there was any impropriety with those
12 particular testing scores?
13       A.    I wouldn't want to begin to try to
14 guess at what you mean by impropriety.
15       Q.    Well, something that was not --
16       A.    Impropriety in the context of --
17       Q.    I'm not implying somebody did
18 something wrong.  I guess I'm using it in the
19 context of did those test scores stand or was
20 there a finding that there was some reason they
21 should be discarded?
22       A.    I'm not aware of an official
23 discarding.  Again, Dr. Dodson worked with the

Page 138
 1 State Department of Education on that matter.  I
 2 think there was some information gleaned from
 3 that about certain standards, that there were --
 4 weaknesses were shown in some of the tests.
 5 There was an issue or a theory that there was
 6 some kind of time, and, again, I don't
 7 understand enough about the official test
 8 taking.  I know there's a lot of regulatory
 9 things that go around that, but I'm not aware of
10 an official discarding of test scores.
11       Q.    Okay.  When Ms. Litaker reported on
12 January -- in January of 2013, we had previously
13 talked about two areas you wanted her to work
14 in.  Is that what she started doing when she
15 reported in January of 2013?
16       A.    I believe so.
17       Q.    Okay.  And who did she report to on
18 those projects?
19       A.    I think the functional, whether it
20 was on a piece of paper, is who she reported to.
21 I think the nature of the work related to the
22 drug free community grant.  I think she had a
23 lot of contact with Ms. Melody Green.  I think
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 1 she had a lot of contact with Ms. Antee with
 2 regard to the functional piece of that.  The
 3 assessment type, the safety school assessment
 4 type activity, from my perspective it seemed
 5 like most of that interaction was me, other than
 6 the interaction she would have had with the
 7 principals that she visited over the course of
 8 that work.
 9       Q.    And did she complete both of those
10 projects?
11       A.    The grant thing, I kind of saw -- in
12 the assessment evaluation, I saw as a longer
13 project.  She expressed interest in March of
14 leaving, so I don't recall whether the safety
15 was technically finished, but it progressed --
16 it at least progressed really well, I felt like.
17       Q.    Who did she express interest to in
18 March that she wanted to leave?
19       A.    I got a call from an attorney on her
20 behalf was my understanding.
21       Q.    And what is your recollection of that
22 conversation?
23       A.    The -- he established who he was and
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 1 in what capacity he was contacting me on, and
 2 his interest in -- I don't know if he used the
 3 word negotiate, but to develop a mutual
 4 agreement with Ms. Litaker.
 5       Q.    Was that Mark Boardman?
 6       A.    It was.
 7       Q.    And he was her attorney through CLAS?
 8       A.    I don't know the complete structure.
 9 I mean that was part of what he -- the
10 groundwork he laid to me, but I believe so.
11       Q.    Okay.
12       A.    I wasn't really sure.
13       Q.    Were you a member of CLAS also?
14       A.    You know, we fill out these things
15 where you choose all these suborganizations, and
16 I don't remember if I checked that box or not,
17 quite honestly.
18       Q.    Was that available to you?
19       A.    Yes, I believe so.
20       Q.    At the time you received the call
21 from Mr. Boardman, had it already been
22 communicated to Ms. Litaker that her option was
23 to be transferred to the alternative school as
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 1 assistant principal?
 2             MS. YUENGERT:  Object to the form.
 3 You can answer.
 4             THE WITNESS:  What did you say?
 5             MS. YUENGERT:  I objected to the
 6 form.  You can answer if you understand the
 7 question.
 8       A.    Well, can you repeat it, please?
 9       Q.    Yes.  You talked about a call from
10 her attorney, Mr. Boardman, in March that you
11 received saying that she wanted to leave the
12 system.  At the time you received that call, had
13 Ms. Litaker already been told that she was being
14 transferred to the alternative school?
15       A.    I don't recall that the definitive
16 decision to transfer her to Crossroads was made
17 or to the point that it was being recommended.
18 I recall getting this feedback from somewhere
19 along the way that she was interested and
20 becoming anxious to be placed in some position.
21       Q.    Okay.
22       A.    You know, at that point in time,
23 based on from the standpoint of what is
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 1 available, my recollection is that's what
 2 technically -- if somebody had to be assigned
 3 that day, then or in that time frame, then
 4 that's -- and we had struck Bumpus Middle School
 5 from the list.
 6       Q.    Why?
 7       A.    We had had another employee that
 8 works at Bumpus that came to visit Ms. Barber
 9 and gave us enough information for us to make
10 the decision that it would not be a good
11 placement.
12       Q.    Was that Donna Burke?
13       A.    It was, but I don't recall it being a
14 -- my recollection is it was a this is what we
15 have.  If we have to assign today, this is what
16 we have.
17       Q.    Do you know who told Ms. Litaker that
18 if it had to be assigned today, that it would be
19 the alternative school?
20       A.    I don't recall.
21       Q.    Had Ms. Litaker -- prior to you
22 receiving the call from her attorney, had Ms.
23 Litaker talked with you about her interest in
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 1 being assigned to a position?
 2       A.    Again, it's -- I don't recall enough
 3 to know, to differentiate what kind of that
 4 information came directly from her, what kind of
 5 that information came from somebody in between.
 6       Q.    Let me try to narrow it down a little
 7 bit.  In the time period after she reported to
 8 central office in January of 2012, prior to you
 9 receiving the call from her attorney, were you
10 aware that Ms. Barber -- I mean Ms. Litaker was
11 dissatisfied with not being placed in a more
12 permanent role at the board?
13       A.    I think what I did understand was
14 that she had this insistence on it being a
15 director or a principal.
16       Q.    And was that consistent with what
17 agreement was made with her back in November
18 when she was moved from Trace Crossings?
19       A.    There was no agreement as to where
20 she would ultimately be placed.
21       Q.    Was there an agreement as to what
22 type of position she would be placed in?
23       A.    I don't recall an agreement to what
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 1 type of position.
 2       Q.    Other than those two projects, the
 3 safety project and the drugs in school project,
 4 were there any other projects that you assigned
 5 to Ms. Litaker to work on during that time
 6 period that she was at the central office?
 7       A.    Not that I'm aware of.  There was a
 8 inquiry of me and a request of sorts from Dr.
 9 Camp and I very vaguely -- I remember that there
10 was a request made that Ms. Litaker work with
11 her, and I don't know to what extent that was
12 Ms. Litaker's request through Deborah.  I don't
13 know.  But I know there was a brief -- and to
14 call it a request is probably over formalizing
15 it, that she work in some capacity with her,
16 with Dr. Camp.
17       Q.    And did Ms. Litaker work with Dr.
18 Camp in some capacity?
19       A.    Functionally, I don't know.
20       Q.    Was she told to work with Dr. Camp in
21 some capacity?
22       A.    Not that I'm aware of by me.
23       Q.    Okay.  When you were informed about
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 1 this request to work with Dr. Camp, did you say
 2 yes, she can do it or did you say anything?
 3       A.    I don't know that I -- I didn't
 4 approve.  I believe it was just kind of a
 5 listening thing.  It was a brief -- brief type
 6 of -- I don't recall it being a set up meeting,
 7 formal request.
 8       Q.    Okay.  Why was Ms. Litaker not put in
 9 any kind of director position at the central
10 office?
11       A.    We had agreed that we would place her
12 doing those two things on the front end, assess
13 what becomes available, assess where she was,
14 where we were and consider those things over
15 time.  In the end, I think three months was too
16 short of a time for that to evolve.
17       Q.    Okay.  And why was she not placed
18 into a principal position during that time?
19       A.    I would answer that the same way.  To
20 the extent she would have become -- be
21 considered for principalships, if that were to
22 happen, it would have happened after some time
23 and some evaluation along the way.  That typical
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 1 -- those openings are typically official in the
 2 summer months, and we were having the settlement
 3 discussions in March.
 4       Q.    Okay.  When you talked with her
 5 attorney in March, Mr. Boardman, did he tell you
 6 that -- I'm just trying to make sure I
 7 understand what you understood from the
 8 conversation.  You said that at first that she
 9 was going to -- looking to leave the system.
10 Was it that she wanted to be placed in a -- did
11 he tell you that she wanted to be placed in a
12 permanent position or she was going to leave the
13 system or how did he phrase what he told you?
14       A.    I don't remember how he exact
15 phrased.  My interpretation of the purpose of
16 his call was to talk about an agreement out of
17 her contract.
18       Q.    Okay.  To an agreement to get her out
19 of her contract?
20       A.    Yes.  That was my interpretation.  I
21 don't remember the exact words, whether he said
22 she wanted a buyout or whatever the case may be,
23 but that was what I understood the purpose of
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 1 the call and the discussion was.
 2       Q.    And what did you do in response to
 3 the call you received from her attorney?
 4       A.    At some point, whether it was the
 5 initial call or whether it was a subsequent
 6 call, I don't remember.  But at some point he
 7 threw out -- he proposed an offer.
 8       Q.    Okay.  An offer, a monetary offer?
 9       A.    Monetary and best I recall a time
10 frame.
11       Q.    Okay.  Did he ever propose a
12 position, a title for her to work in.
13       A.    Mr. Jent, I don't recall if he did.
14       Q.    Did you ever talk to a CLAS
15 representative, Earl Franks, about Ms. Litaker's
16 position?
17       A.    I think he contacted me somewhere
18 along the way, yes.
19       Q.    Was that before or after you talked
20 with Mr. Boardman the first time?
21       A.    To the best of my recollection, that
22 was before.
23       Q.    Okay.  And what do you recall about

Page 148
 1 the conversation with Mr. Franks?
 2       A.    Really, at this point, just the
 3 notion that he was calling on behalf of Ms.
 4 Litaker.
 5       Q.    Any specifics?  What was the issue he
 6 raised with you, do you recall?
 7       A.    I think general probably discontent
 8 that she had, in nature like that.
 9       Q.    Now, at some point in time, Ms.
10 Litaker was told -- or let me ask it this way.
11 At some point in time was Ms. Litaker told she
12 was being transferred to the Crossroads
13 Alternative School as the assistant principal?
14       A.    My understanding is that Dr. Dodson
15 met with her at some point, and that option was
16 discussed, but an ultimatum was not -- my
17 understanding, was not given.  It was not
18 intended from me.
19       Q.    Did you instruct Dr. Dodson to talk
20 with Ms. Litaker about the Crossroads position?
21       A.    I don't recall how that came.  Ms.
22 Litaker and Dr. Dodson would talk a lot and
23 oftentimes that information would filter back to
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 1 me.  So whether that discussion was an informal
 2 discussion out of one of those meetings, I don't
 3 know.  But, apparently, the discussion was had.
 4 But I didn't go to Dr. Dodson and say, Tell her
 5 we're going to transfer her with no options.
 6       Q.    Do you know if Ms. Veal was present
 7 during any meetings with Ms. Litaker about
 8 transferring to Crossroads?
 9       A.    I don't.
10       Q.    Do you know if Ms. Veal and Ms.
11 Litaker had any discussions about her transfer
12 to Crossroads?
13       A.    I do not.
14       Q.    Okay.  As of the time that -- let me
15 show you Exhibit 12.
16             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 12 was
17 marked for identification.)
18             This is a letter dated April 4th,
19 2013 from Ms. Litaker to you with a retirement
20 date.  Do you recall receiving this?
21       A.    I do.
22       Q.    Okay.  As of April 4th, 2013, were
23 you aware of any additional issues at Trace

Page 150
 1 Crossings that you felt were due to Ms.
 2 Litaker's leadership of the school?
 3       A.    There were conversations over the
 4 course of time with Ms. Barber about things she
 5 was experiencing or seeing, but in terms of
 6 inventorying those in the context of
 7 performance, I really -- at that point, I had
 8 moved towards the next phase.  Ms. Litaker was
 9 in a new role and, you know, it wasn't -- and I
10 know there were some concerns expressed, and
11 Carol had some concerns expressed, but, again, I
12 don't recall those enough to lend specifics to
13 them today.
14       Q.    Any of those concerns that were
15 expressed during that time period, did they play
16 any role in Ms. Litaker not being given a
17 director position at the central office?
18       A.    The main thing that was impacting was
19 the positions available at the time, the really
20 short window from the time -- you know, I had a
21 vision of a longer term process with regard to
22 where she would ultimately end up from a
23 permanent standpoint.

Page 151
 1       Q.    How long?
 2       A.    Longer than three months.  I mean, I
 3 think the process and the availability of roles,
 4 the things that -- how she did on things that
 5 she was involved with, I mean, I think a lot of
 6 those things would have ultimately played into
 7 her ultimate role with the district.
 8       Q.    Did you ever tell Ms. Litaker that?
 9       A.    I got a call from her attorney saying
10 that she wanted out.
11       Q.    Did you tell him what you just told
12 me about the longer term vision?
13       A.    Well, I say that to you, looking
14 backwards in the context of your question.  I
15 think over the course of Ms. Litaker's and my
16 discussions, there was always this get you in
17 this role, get you visible in the district, get
18 you to do some different things, add to your
19 skill set, ultimately at some point you'll be in
20 a position where you'll have probably,
21 hopefully, more opportunities because of your
22 experience that you will have had in that
23 interim.  That was the template, and I think she
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 1 understood that as the template.
 2       Q.    When you got the call from the
 3 attorney saying she wanted out, did you express
 4 that to him?
 5       A.    With Ms. Litaker, I found myself a
 6 lot of times, if that's what she wanted, then
 7 that's what -- and if she wanted out and that
 8 was expressed by her attorney, I took that
 9 approach.  That's -- she had talked a little
10 bit, referred to retirement over the course of
11 our discussions, not in a bad way or -- I think
12 as she processed in her mind what she saw for
13 herself.  So, I mean, I didn't think of it as
14 necessarily -- I didn't know what I thought of
15 it.  But I thought of it as, I think, what she
16 apparently wanted.
17       Q.    Okay.  In negotiating the settlement
18 -- did you do the negotiating of the settlement
19 with her attorney?
20       A.    Yes.
21       Q.    Was it ever raised from either side
22 of the possibility of creating any sort of
23 director position for her at the central office?
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 1       A.    With Mark Boardman?
 2       Q.    Yes.
 3       A.    I don't recall.
 4       Q.    Or with anybody, Mr. Franks from CLAS
 5 or anybody?
 6       A.    I had the notion in my mind.  Again,
 7 I don't -- I can't with specificity tell you how
 8 it got to me, whether it was directly from Ms.
 9 Litaker or whether it was through one of these
10 other, Dr. Dodson or conversations with Ms.
11 Litaker, but I had it in my mind that that was a
12 line in the sand, so to speak, with her.  I
13 don't recall that from Mr. Boardman.  I don't
14 recall that from Mr. Franks.  I just don't
15 recall having that discussion.  But that was in
16 my mind.  How it got there and who said it to me
17 and how many times, I don't know.
18       Q.    Okay.  Do you recall if Ms. Litaker
19 told you that?
20       A.    I don't.
21       Q.    Okay.  You had -- strike that.  Were
22 you aware of a meeting between Ms. Barber and
23 Ms. Litaker on January 28th, 2013?

Page 154
 1       A.    I'm aware that there were meetings.
 2 January 28th, I don't know.
 3       Q.    Let me show you a summary of a
 4 meeting.  Just look at it and tell me if you
 5 were ever told any of the specifics about this
 6 meeting.
 7             MS. YUENGERT:  And for the record
 8 purposes, he's looking at a document with a
 9 Bates label of 00276 through 00278 produced by
10 defendants.
11             MR. JENT:  And we'll go ahead and
12 mark it as Exhibit 13 because we'll use it later
13 on anyway, just for identification purposes.
14             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 13 was
15 marked for identification.)
16       Q.    Do you recall being informed about
17 this meeting or the things that were discussed
18 in this meeting.
19       A.    I haven't read it, but --
20       Q.    Just look over it and see if it jogs
21 any --
22       A.    I know there were meetings.
23       Q.    Did Ms. Barber bring complaints to
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 1 you during this time period between January and
 2 the end of March of 2013 regarding problems with
 3 Ms. Litaker?
 4       A.    I mean, she talked about a level of
 5 difficulty finding things, that type of thing.
 6 She did express things of that nature,
 7 transitional type things.
 8       Q.    Okay.  Were you aware -- did anybody
 9 make you aware that Ms. Litaker -- prior to
10 hearing from Mr. Boardman or Mr. Franks, did
11 anyone make you aware that Ms. Litaker was upset
12 with not being placed in a more permanent role?
13       A.    I mean, if you -- I mean, consider
14 that -- I sensed anxiousness from her, whether
15 by e-mail or through conversations.  Whether it
16 was a direct conversation with her, I don't
17 remember, but I sensed anxiousness of having a
18 title.
19       Q.    Did the board ever vote on
20 transferring Ms. Litaker out of Trace Crossings?
21       A.    I would have to check the record, but
22 I do not believe so.
23       Q.    Okay.  And I have a question about

Page 156
 1 this.  When you say check the record, you mean
 2 the minutes or is there a different record?
 3       A.    The personnel actions that are
 4 official to each -- what they vote on, there's a
 5 listing of personnel actions.  That's what I'm
 6 referring to.
 7       Q.    Is that attached to the minutes or is
 8 that kept somewhere else?  Do you know?
 9       A.    We were pretty consistent, I believe,
10 about posting those online.  But there's an
11 official record at the central office.
12       Q.    Okay.  Personnel actions, as far as
13 you remember, weren't discussed in open
14 meetings, correct?  They were discussed more in
15 executive sessions, specific personnel actions?
16       A.    I would think -- I mean, the
17 personnel listing is typically long for us.  And
18 it's produced out of HR.  But unless there's
19 something that qualifies to be discussed in the
20 executive session, it's discussed.
21       Q.    Okay.  So if the board voted to
22 transfer Ms. Litaker out of Trace Crossings, it
23 should be reflected in some personnel listing
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 1 that was attached to some minutes for their
 2 meeting, correct?
 3       A.    Correct.
 4       Q.    Okay.  Did you make a written
 5 recommendation to the board that Ms. Litaker be
 6 transferred from Trace Crossings?
 7       A.    No.  It was my understanding that the
 8 fact that it was a mutual agreement that it was
 9 not required.
10       Q.    Where did you get that understanding?
11       A.    Ms. Veal.
12       Q.    And did you ever see anything in
13 writing to that effect of what Ms. Veal told you
14 about the fact that it was a mutual agreement
15 meant it didn't have to be in writing?
16       A.    Let me clarify.  That understanding
17 would have been from Ms. Veal in connection with
18 advice of counsel.
19       Q.    Who performed evaluations on Ms.
20 Litaker while she was principal at Trace
21 Crossings?
22       A.    Typically when Ms. Barber was
23 assistant superintendent, typically, the guts of

Page 158
 1 that process, the paperwork, that was done by
 2 her.
 3       Q.    Okay.  Did you sign off on
 4 evaluations?
 5       A.    The things that were required for my
 6 signature, Carol and I would discuss the things
 7 associated with that process.  Principals would
 8 talk to me.  I negotiated extension of contracts
 9 with contract principals.  So I typically would
10 talk with Ms. Barber about any matters that
11 needed to be discussed.  It was kind of an
12 ongoing process.  So the short answer to your
13 question is if I needed to sign by way of those
14 discussions, I would sign.
15       Q.    Do you know if an evaluation was
16 performed on Ms. Litaker for the 2012/2013 year?
17       A.    We followed the process outlined by
18 the state department.  That process, as I
19 understand it, called for different extent of
20 evaluation over the course of the years.  For
21 example, it may have included various
22 observations one year.  The next year it may
23 have included some kind of a PLP review or
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 1 something like that.  My general understanding
 2 is that has different phases over time and
 3 different requirements annually.
 4       Q.    Okay.
 5       A.    But we would follow the process
 6 outlined by the state department.
 7       Q.    Do you know if that was done for Ms.
 8 Litaker in 2012-2013?
 9       A.    My understanding is that process was
10 followed.
11       Q.    And was that performed by Ms. Barber?
12       A.    That's my recollection.
13             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 14 was
14 marked for identification.)
15       Q.    Exhibit 14 is a letter dated April
16 10th, 2013 to Ms. Litaker from you signifying
17 the Board of Education accepting her
18 resignation.  Do you recall this?
19       A.    I do.
20       Q.    And her retirement would be effective
21 December 31st, 2013?
22       A.    Correct.
23       Q.    Did the board vote on accepting her
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 1 resignation?  Do you recall?
 2       A.    I don't recall, but I would assume
 3 so.
 4       Q.    Did you have any discussions with Ms.
 5 Litaker after she tendered her resignation?
 6       A.    Not that I recall.
 7       Q.    Ms. Litaker was replaced by Ms.
 8 Barber, correct?
 9       A.    Yes.
10       Q.    And at first Ms. Barber was in the
11 position on an interim basis, correct?
12       A.    Correct.
13       Q.    And then it has -- did it change
14 during your tenure to a permanent basis or was
15 that after you?  Do you know?
16       A.    I think it was after.
17       Q.    Are you familiar with the Children
18 First Law or Children First Program?
19       A.    Children's First.
20       Q.    Children's First?
21       A.    I can't say that I'm sure what you're
22 asking about.
23       Q.    Have you heard of -- were you allowed
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 1 to transfer principals out of schools pursuant
 2 to any type of law that you're aware of?
 3       A.    I mean, I can't quote the law with
 4 regard to transfers, but I know that the
 5 Student's First Act does.
 6       Q.    Student's First, okay?
 7       A.    It does, you know, cover that and
 8 give guidance on that as well as the contract
 9 with a principal.
10       Q.    Could you have transferred a tenured
11 principal, not a contract principal, but a
12 tenured principal out of the school mid year?
13       A.    I would have to review the law.
14       Q.    Okay.  Don't get scared.  I'm not
15 asking you questions about every page.
16       A.    If you have to go, I was going to
17 have to go in cycles.
18             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 15 was
19 marked for identification.)
20       Q.    Exhibit 15 is Defendants' Responses
21 to Plaintiff's First Interrogatories and Request
22 for Production.  Have you seen these before?
23       A.    Yes.

Page 162
 1       Q.    And if you turn to the last page,
 2 it's your -- is that your signature
 3 verification?  Next to the last page, I'm sorry.
 4       A.    49?
 5       Q.    Yes.
 6       A.    Yes.
 7       Q.    And did you review these responses?
 8       A.    I did.
 9       Q.    And the things that you were
10 answering on your behalf, you verify that they
11 were true and correct?
12       A.    Yes.
13       Q.    And I understand not everything was
14 -- it specifies in here what is yours.  So I'm
15 not holding you to everything.  Turn to Page 23.
16 And we have some listings on some particular
17 board employees, and I just want to ask you a
18 few questions about these employees, okay?
19       A.    Okay.
20       Q.    We've talked about David Fancher a
21 little today.  He was the principal at Bluff
22 Park Elementary?
23       A.    Right.

Page 163
 1       Q.    And it looks like, according to this
 2 chart, he retired effective 4/1/15.  That was
 3 after you had left, correct?
 4       A.    Right.
 5       Q.    When you left Hoover Schools, was he
 6 still the elementary principal at Bluff Park?
 7       A.    He was.
 8       Q.    And while you were superintendent,
 9 did Mr. Fancher ever hold any other positions
10 with the Hoover City School System while you
11 were superintendent?
12       A.    No.
13       Q.    Okay.  Did you ever consider removing
14 Mr. Fancher from the Bluff Park Elementary
15 principal position?
16       A.    No.
17       Q.    Were you aware of any performance
18 issues with Mr. Fancher in or around April of
19 2012?
20       A.    I mean, I can't specify to the date.
21       Q.    Do you recall -- well, do you
22 recall --
23       A.    April of when did you say?

Page 164
 1       Q.    2012.
 2       A.    No, not that I can recall.
 3       Q.    Were you aware of any meeting between
 4 Ms. Barber and Mr. Fancher April 2012 regarding
 5 performance issues that he had?
 6       A.    I was aware that she was going to
 7 discuss with him in relation to a matter that
 8 was brought to us from an employee.  I'm not
 9 positive that's what you're referring to, but I
10 do know --
11       Q.    Was there a sexual harassment
12 complaint made against him?
13       A.    There was a complaint that was
14 brought to us and we went to and investigated
15 that complaint.
16       Q.    What was the nature of that
17 complaint?
18       A.    It was language, sexual language type
19 allegation the best I recall.  I don't recall
20 the details, but I do recall there was a
21 complaint lodged, and we set out to investigate
22 that with him.
23       Q.    And was there a finding of that
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 1 investigation?
 2       A.    I think you would probably have to go
 3 to the one that was the most directly involved
 4 with that.
 5       Q.    Is that Ms. Barber?
 6       A.    Yes.
 7       Q.    Were you aware of a finding as to
 8 that investigation?
 9       A.    Not -- I'm not aware of an actionable
10 finding.
11       Q.    Were you ever aware of any complaints
12 about Mr. Fancher about the clothes he wore to
13 school?
14       A.    From?
15       Q.    From any parents?
16       A.    I don't think I ever had a parent say
17 to me, comment on his clothing.
18       Q.    Was there ever any comment from any
19 of the faculty or staff about Mr. Fancher's
20 clothing?
21       A.    Ever to me?
22       Q.    Yes.
23       A.    I don't recall.

Page 166
 1       Q.    Or his appearance?
 2       A.    Ever to me?
 3       Q.    Yes.
 4       A.    I don't recall.
 5       Q.    Were you ever aware of any complaints
 6 to anyone about Mr. Fancher's appearance?
 7       A.    Not that I recall.
 8       Q.    Were you aware that Mr. Fancher was
 9 -- let me just show you Exhibit 16.
10             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 16 was
11 marked for identification.)
12       Q.    Exhibit 16 is a conference summary
13 and future plan of action for or signed by David
14 Fancher and Carol Barber.  Were you aware of
15 this?
16       A.    I was aware of, again, of the
17 process.  To the extent about this document, I
18 can't recall.
19       Q.    Were you aware that Mr. Fancher was
20 given a future plan of action?
21       A.    Again, recalling the details and the
22 results of that, I don't recall.
23       Q.    Okay.  Do you recall any of the

Page 167
 1 concerns listed in this conference summary, the
 2 first one being delegation of principal
 3 responsibilities to other staff members, such as
 4 having office personnel handling discipline.  Do
 5 you ever recall knowing about an issue like that
 6 with Dr. Fancher?
 7       A.    I recall Ms. Barber going through a
 8 process with Dr. Fancher.  I don't recall the
 9 specifics of the outcomes and the direction that
10 they were to take from that.
11       Q.    Did you --
12       A.    I remember --
13       Q.    Go ahead.
14       A.    -- the context of which the parts
15 that I participated in which were the
16 complaints, the complaint up front, and I recall
17 that through the course of Ms. Barber's
18 approach, those particular things were addressed
19 and properly investigated.  I was concerned that
20 that is what happened, that they were properly
21 investigated and a determination.
22       Q.    That was the sexual harassment that
23 we talked about, the sexual language or whatever

Page 168
 1 you referred to it earlier?
 2       A.    I think you can broadly say yes.
 3       Q.    Did Ms. Barber or Ms. Veal ever bring
 4 any concerns to you about Mr. Fancher that
 5 faculty and staff had complained to them outside
 6 of the one that Ms. Barber investigated, other
 7 complaints from faculty or staff about Mr.
 8 Fancher?
 9       A.    I don't recall specifically either of
10 them coming to me.  I don't recall.
11       Q.    And namely, if you'll look at the --
12 see the bullet points in the second paragraph,
13 do you recall any of those issues that are
14 listed in Exhibit 16?
15       A.    I think bullet point two was an item
16 that was referenced by the person expressing the
17 grievance, per se.
18       Q.    The over dependency by principal and
19 other school personnel?
20       A.    Yeah.  That was one of the things
21 that that person brought up.
22       Q.    Who brought up -- do you recall
23 anything about communication and relationship
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 1 problems with students, parents and community?
 2       A.    I do not recall that.
 3       Q.    Okay.  Or the issue of the principal
 4 losing temper, retaliation occurs, and
 5 repercussions follow person who presented the
 6 challenge.  Do you recall who brought that up?
 7       A.    Hold on.  I'm reading the bullet
 8 point before it.  Inappropriate comments by
 9 principal.  I think -- I would assume that's in
10 reference to the thing that we investigated.
11       Q.    Do you know if there were ever any
12 allegations of inappropriate racial comments by
13 Mr. Fancher?
14       A.    I would say that to the best of my
15 recollection, possibly the information brought
16 by the employee might be perceived that way.
17       Q.    Okay.  If you look down at the future
18 plans, there was future plans with Dr. Fancher
19 with the Director of Human Resources.  Who would
20 that be?  Would that be Ms. Field?
21       A.    Yes.
22       Q.    And the superintendent, which would
23 be Ms. Barber?

Page 170
 1       A.    At that time, yes.
 2       Q.    Will meet at least one time during
 3 each quarter of the 2012/2013 school year to
 4 review current practices and ongoing issues of
 5 concern.  To your knowledge, did those meetings
 6 take place?
 7       A.    To my knowledge, I don't have a way
 8 of verifying that.
 9       Q.    I just want to know if you were aware
10 of it?
11       A.    Well, I'm aware of it because I'm
12 reading now that they planned to meet.
13       Q.    Right.  But were you aware during the
14 time you were superintendent that those meetings
15 actually took place?
16       A.    It's not something that would have
17 been reported to me and inventoried.
18       Q.    Did Ms. Barber or did Ms. Veal report
19 to you any updates on Dr. Fancher after July of
20 2012?
21       A.    I don't recall any subsequent issues
22 raised with me from Ms. Barber or Ms. Veal.
23       Q.    Was there a concern with how -- with
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 1 Bluff Park Elementary and how it was doing at
 2 that point?
 3       A.    Not that I recall.  At what point?
 4       Q.    At the point this future plan of
 5 action was put in place, July 30th, 2012?
 6       A.    Not that I'm aware of.
 7       Q.    Okay.  Did you, yourself, have any
 8 discussions with Dr. Fancher about any concerns
 9 related to his performance?
10       A.    David and I often met.  I would go
11 see him, but I don't recall any specific
12 performance type issues that I would have raised
13 with him in that context.
14       Q.    And I want to be clear.  Were you
15 aware of any future plan of action such as this,
16 this document, Exhibit 16, that was done for Ms.
17 Litaker prior to her being removed from the
18 Trace Crossings principal position?
19       A.    I'm not aware of that, no.
20       Q.    Was there any disciplinary action
21 taken against Dr. Fancher based on the items
22 listed here in this conference summary that
23 you're aware of?

Page 172
 1       A.    Not that I'm aware of other than
 2 investigation, I believe, was adequately
 3 performed and matters addressed.
 4             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 17 was
 5 marked for identification.)
 6       Q.    Just to complete the record, Exhibit
 7 17 is a letter from Mr. Fancher to Ms. Barber,
 8 dated July 27th, 2012 regarding the conversation
 9 of April 12th.  Were you aware of this letter?
10       A.    I may have gotten it, but I can't
11 respond specifically.  This doesn't appear to
12 have been addressed to me.
13       Q.    Okay.
14             (Whereupon, a discussion off the
15 record was held.)
16       Q.    Chris Shaw, are you familiar with
17 him?
18       A.    I am.
19       Q.    He was principal at Spain Park High
20 School, correct?
21       A.    Right.
22       Q.    And this is on Page 25 of the
23 interrogatory responses.  And I understand these
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 1 may not be the part that you're verifying.  I'm
 2 not asking you about that.
 3       A.    Okay.
 4       Q.    I'm just using this as a reference
 5 point, okay?  It looks like he was moved as
 6 planning director at central office February
 7 29th, 2012.  Do you recall that happening?
 8       A.    I do.
 9       Q.    Was that a position that was posted
10 and open at the central office?
11       A.    It was a position that was posted.
12 It was really specific to some of the things
13 that I needed done at the time.
14       Q.    Was it a position -- was Mr. Shaw the
15 first person in that position?
16       A.    Yes.
17       Q.    Okay.  And it shows that he resigned
18 in July of 2012.  Did someone take his place in
19 that planning director position when he
20 resigned?
21       A.    Not that I'm aware of unless they
22 hired somebody after I left.
23       Q.    Well, while you were there?

Page 174
 1       A.    No.
 2       Q.    Okay.  And what kind of things did
 3 you need done that that position was created
 4 for?
 5       A.    At the time there were some
 6 operational things, a lot of information
 7 gathering we were going to undertake.  For
 8 example, one, as I recall, was we wanted to look
 9 at a system-wide landscape arrangement whereby
10 we designed and bid those services.  That was
11 one of the things that I felt like needed some
12 specific attention.
13             Best I recall, Mr. Jent, it was also
14 part of the rental activities as folks would --
15 that was something that this person might
16 possibly be part of.  But there were a lot of
17 system level planning things that he was going
18 to be part of more or less the information
19 gathering that went along with those to support
20 the overarching process.
21       Q.    And so one of the things you recall
22 is the system-wide landscaping?
23       A.    Uh-huh (positive response).

Page 175
 1       Q.    Is that a yes.  You've done good all
 2 day, but is that a yes?
 3       A.    Oh, yes.  I'm sorry.
 4       Q.    You've done well.  It's late, so I
 5 understand.  And you said rental activities.
 6 What was that in relation to?
 7       A.    Well, you had different parks and
 8 rec, for example, would use our facilities.  We
 9 would have an array of requests to utilize our
10 facilities.  There was a good bit of
11 administration around those types of
12 arrangements, assessing those types of
13 arrangements, establishing fees for those types
14 of arrangements.  It was just kind of something
15 that I felt like could use at that time some
16 attention to some of those details.
17       Q.    Now, was Mr. Shaw a contract
18 principal?
19       A.    He was.
20       Q.    Okay.  And did you approach Mr. Shaw
21 about moving to this planning director position
22 or did he approach you about the position?
23       A.    I approached him.

Page 176
 1       Q.    And did you approach him before or
 2 after the position was posted?
 3       A.    It would have been before.
 4       Q.    Okay.  And why did you approach Mr.
 5 Shaw about the position at that time?
 6       A.    I wanted to make a change at Spain
 7 Park High School.
 8       Q.    And why did you want to make a change
 9 at Spain Park High School?
10       A.    Generally, I did not see the school
11 going in the overall direction, didn't see -- I
12 felt like the expiration of his contract was
13 that his contract would most likely have not
14 been renewed, and I had a candidate that I saw
15 as more of a long-term candidate there ready.
16 Things just weren't going as I wanted.
17       Q.    Okay.  What sort of -- do you recall
18 any specifics of what was going on at that time
19 at Spain Park?
20       A.    Just really around the question of
21 from a succession planning standpoint, is Mr.
22 Shaw going to be the principal past the
23 expiration of his contract.  It was more of a
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 1 forward looking pre-planning kind of thing.
 2       Q.    Okay.
 3       A.    I saw it as a temporary assignment.
 4       Q.    Okay.  But it was given an actual
 5 title, correct?
 6       A.    Right.
 7       Q.    Did he have a specific office
 8 assigned to him at the central office?
 9       A.    He did.
10       Q.    And there was actually a press
11 release and an announcement made to the public
12 that he was given the position of planning
13 director, correct?
14       A.    I don't know if it was a press
15 release or a writing of what took place at the
16 board meeting.
17       Q.    Okay.  Do you recall an article being
18 in the paper about that?
19       A.    I suspect there was.  I don't recall
20 it specifically.
21       Q.    Do you recall when Mr. Shaw's
22 contract was to expire?
23       A.    I would have to look.  I don't

Page 178
 1 remember whether it was to expire.
 2       Q.    And I've got it here so I can -- I
 3 don't want you to --
 4       A.    It was that June.  My guess is that
 5 June.
 6       Q.    I don't want you guessing, so I'm
 7 going to show you the actual contract.
 8       A.    I've been reprimanded all day.
 9       Q.    I didn't realize I had it.  I thought
10 I had it but I've got a lot of folders over
11 here.  This is PX 18.
12             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 18 was
13 marked for identification.)
14       Q.    Do you recognize this as the contract
15 of employment with Chris Shaw?
16       A.    It looks like the contract we would
17 have executed with him.
18       Q.    And Mr. Shaw came in as principal of
19 Spain Park, it looks like, July 1st, 2010?
20 That's when the contract is for, correct?
21       A.    Yes.
22       Q.    And ending June 30th, 2013.  Now, did
23 Mr. Shaw ever have a probationary contract with

Page 179
 1 Hoover that you know of?
 2       A.    I believe this was his initial
 3 contract.  I think he was in that -- he had had
 4 previous experience so he started with a three.
 5       Q.    Did the experience have to be as a
 6 principal or could it have been as an assistant
 7 principal; do you know?
 8       A.    It's -- principal was -- to my
 9 recollection of the law, I believe it was
10 principal.
11       Q.    So the contract ended June 30th,
12 2013?
13       A.    Right.
14       Q.    And Mr. Shaw resigned -- did Mr. Shaw
15 agree with you to take the planning director
16 position at the central office?
17       A.    He agreed that he would -- that was
18 something that he would pursue and wanted to
19 pursue, so yes.
20       Q.    Did he know that he would have the
21 planning director position when he agreed to
22 leave Spain Park?
23       A.    I think he knew he was going to be a

Page 180
 1 good candidate and that he was going to be
 2 transferred out of Spain Park.
 3       Q.    Let me show you what I'll mark as
 4 Exhibit 19.
 5             (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 19 was
 6 marked for identification.)
 7       Q.    Exhibit 19 is two pages.  It's a
 8 February 24th, 2012 letter from you to Chris
 9 Shaw, and the second page is a personnel
10 recommendation form.  Do you recall sending this
11 to Chris Shaw?
12       A.    I do.
13       Q.    Okay.  And just to clarify for the
14 record, I think we all know that Chris Shaw is a
15 male, correct?
16       A.    Right.
17       Q.    Chris Shaw says that the board voted
18 on February 22nd, 2012 to approve your
19 recommendation to transfer him from principal at
20 Spain Park High School to planning director at
21 central office effective February 29th, 2012.
22 Do you recall that happening?
23       A.    I do.
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 1       Q.    And then the personnel recommendation
 2 form signifies a transfer from principal at
 3 Spain Park High to planning director at the
 4 central office, correct?
 5       A.    Right.
 6       Q.    And signed by Mary Veal and you?
 7       A.    Right.
 8       Q.    Okay.  And then Mr. Shaw resigned
 9 from the Hoover system prior to his contract
10 expiring, correct?
11       A.    He did.
12       Q.    Okay.  And when he resigned, he was
13 still in the role of planning director, correct?
14       A.    Best I recall, yes.
15             (Plaintiff's Exhibit 20 was marked
16 for identification.)
17       Q.    Let me show you Exhibit 20.  Exhibit
18 20 is a letter dated June 19th, 2012 signifying
19 Mr. Shaw's resignation to accept the principal
20 position at Northview High School, correct?
21       A.    Right.
22       Q.    Okay.  And you recall making a
23 recommendation to the school board to transfer

Page 182
 1 Mr. Shaw from the principal position at Spain
 2 Park, correct?
 3       A.    Yeah, by virtue of this letter that I
 4 signed --
 5       Q.    Okay.
 6       A.    -- I recall.
 7       Q.    Bob Lawry, who was a principal at
 8 South Shades Crest Elementary?
 9       A.    Yes.
10       Q.    And at some point do you recall Mr.
11 Lawry transferring to a position in student
12 services?
13       A.    I do.
14       Q.    He was called a student services
15 specialist?
16       A.    (Witness nods head.)
17       Q.    How did that come about?  Did you ask
18 him to take that position?
19       A.    No.  He applied for that position,
20 interviewed for that position, and received that
21 position.
22       Q.    At the time he applied for that
23 position, did Mr. -- had there been any

Page 183
 1 discussions with Mr. Lawry about moving him from
 2 the principal position at South Shades Crest?
 3       A.    I had had a discussion with Mr. Lawry
 4 as we approached the end of his existing
 5 contract.  Mr. Lawry, we talked about his
 6 school, talked about what -- where he saw
 7 himself, what he would like to do in Hoover City
 8 Schools.  Through that conversation, he
 9 expressed interest in other things in the
10 district.  He felt like his leadership had run
11 its course.  These were his words, not mine, had
12 run its course at South Shades Crest, and, you
13 know, if opportunities arose, he would like to
14 pursue other thing in the district.
15       Q.    Well, your part of the discussion
16 with Mr. Lawry, were you expressing any concerns
17 with what was going on at South Shades Crest?
18       A.    No.
19       Q.    Was there anything negative from you
20 about South Shades Crest?
21       A.    Not that I recall.
22       Q.    Or anything negative about Mr. Lawry
23 in the --

Page 184
 1       A.    In that discussion, no.
 2       Q.    Do you know if anyone had expressed
 3 any concerns with what was going -- how -- any
 4 concerns with the direction of South Shades
 5 Crest at that time when Mr. Lawry made the
 6 decision to apply for another position?
 7       A.    Anyone?
 8       Q.    Yes.
 9       A.    Anyone to anybody?
10       Q.    Anyone at Hoover?
11             MS. YUENGERT:  Hoover City Schools?
12       Q.    Hoover City School Systems.
13       A.    He went through a period of time
14 where there were some -- there seemed to be some
15 angst in the community about -- in his community
16 about some particular program that had been in
17 the school for a long time that he restructured
18 in some way.  That's what I remember.  But I
19 think at the time that we talked, that had kind
20 of run its course.
21       Q.    What kind of program?
22       A.    I think it was called the request
23 program.  Don't quote me on that.  But it was a
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 1 program that they had had for years that he
 2 chose to restructure and did restructure, but
 3 the specifics of that, you would have to discuss
 4 with him.
 5       Q.    Did anyone -- when did you have the
 6 discussion with Mr. Lawry -- strike that.  Let
 7 me show you Exhibit 21.
 8             (Plaintiff's Exhibit 21 was marked
 9 for identification.)
10       Q.    Exhibit 21 is a letter dated May
11 31st, 2013 from you to Bob Lawry similar to what
12 we saw with Mr. Shaw.  It's a notification that
13 the Hoover board intends to transfer him from
14 principal at South Shades Crest Elementary to
15 the student services specialist at student
16 services effective July 1st, 2013, correct?
17       A.    Right.
18       Q.    How long before this transfer was put
19 in place did you have that discussion you told
20 me with Mr. Lawry about how he felt he wasn't --
21 his leadership maybe wasn't as effective as it
22 used to be?
23             MS. YUENGERT:  Object to the form.

Page 186
 1 That's not --
 2       Q.    The discussion -- we'll leave my
 3 commentary --
 4       A.    Yeah, he wanted -- yeah, he -- I
 5 think the phrase was my leadership had run its
 6 course here.  He wanted to pursue other things.
 7       Q.    I was trying to refresh you of the
 8 conversation.  I wasn't trying to --
 9       A.    What was the question again?
10       Q.    How long before this transfer was
11 that conversation with Mr. Lawry?
12       A.    That conversation was spring'ish.
13       Q.    Do you know how -- because the letter
14 is kind of spring'ish too.  Do you know how long
15 before the letter was the conversation?
16       A.    I don't recall exact date.  I
17 remember it was warm outside.
18       Q.    Would there be some kind of document
19 in the system's records as to when the student
20 service specialist position came open?
21       A.    Certainly.  There would be a day of
22 posting and there would be information that
23 would coincide with that process, with the

Page 187
 1 posting process and the interview process, yeah.
 2       Q.    Okay.  And the student services
 3 specialist position, do you know what that
 4 position was?
 5       A.    It was in the attendance office and
 6 relates mainly to attendance type activity,
 7 opportunity type activities, enrollment type
 8 activities, assessing all the things that go
 9 along with the enrollment process.
10       Q.    And at the time you were having --
11 you had the conversation with Mr. Lawry, had you
12 received any complaints from -- I don't know if
13 I've asked you this or not because I've asked
14 you about so many complaints and people, so
15 excuse me if I have, okay?  Had you received any
16 complaints from parents about Mr. Lawry or South
17 Shades Crest?
18       A.    You know, not that I recall.  You
19 know, I'm remembering something about the --
20 something about the traffic line.  I remember
21 one isolated kind of thing, it seems, with
22 regard to an interaction he had had with a -- I
23 remember an e-mail of sorts, and, quite frankly,

Page 188
 1 I may be getting that mixed up with the current
 2 principal.  I know that was --
 3       Q.    Who is the current principal at South
 4 Shades Crest?
 5       A.    Dr. Scholl, Kara Scholl.
 6       Q.    The student services specialist
 7 position that Mr. Lawry moved to, was that a
 8 lateral type transfer or how would that equate
 9 on the --
10       A.    From a pay standpoint, I think the
11 pay was slightly less or slightly more.  I mean,
12 not enough to -- I think it was -- from a pay
13 standpoint, it was lateral.  I don't know how
14 you would view it as a functional role.
15       Q.    Okay.
16       A.    He worked --
17       Q.    Was the pay -- I'm sorry.
18       A.    He worked with somebody and whether
19 it's for somebody in that move, I don't know how
20 you couch that.  It wasn't -- so I don't know.
21       Q.    Was the pay level, pay grade put on
22 the posting for the job when it was originally
23 posted?  Do you know?
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 1       A.    We typically did ranges.  I assume
 2 there was a range given.
 3       Q.    Okay.  Let me show you what I'll mark
 4 as Exhibit 22.
 5             (Plaintiff's Exhibit 22 was marked
 6 for identification.)
 7       Q.    This is a handwritten note from the
 8 desk of Andy Craig.  Is that your handwriting?
 9       A.    It looks like it.
10       Q.    Parts of it, I guess?
11       A.    Yeah.  That's not mine in the middle.
12       Q.    Who is the middle?  Do you recognize
13 that signature?
14       A.    I do not.
15       Q.    And it says Bob Lawry AC slash AA,
16 step ten.  Is that a pay grade?
17       A.    It is.
18       Q.    Who is Steve?  Who would that be?  It
19 references a Steve.  It says:  Steve, please
20 place Bob on the above as closest to his current
21 salary, something?
22             MS. YUENGERT:  You mean the part of
23 the note to Steve that he says isn't his?

Page 190
 1             MR. JENT:  Right.
 2             MS. YUENGERT:  Okay.
 3       A.    Do you want me to guess?
 4       Q.    And we'll understand that it's a
 5 guess.
 6       A.    It's a guess.  It's -- I believe
 7 that's probably Steve in payroll.
 8       Q.    And is that Marilyn?
 9       A.    It looks like Mary.
10       Q.    Mary.  Okay.  That makes sense.  It's
11 Mary with a smile.  It says effective 7/1/13,
12 correct?
13       A.    Yes.
14       Q.    And we can mark out that number there
15 if you want to.  I don't have any interest in
16 it.  It doesn't indicate what it is?
17             MS. YUENGERT:  Sure.  Yeah, we're
18 good.
19             (Whereupon, a discussion off the
20 record was held.)
21       Q.    Are you aware of any discussions
22 between Bob Lawry and Ms. Barber about his
23 performance as a principal at South Shades Crest

Page 191
 1 during this 2013 time period?
 2       A.    Other than in the normal course of
 3 the process I described to you earlier, no.
 4       Q.    Okay.
 5             MS. YUENGERT:  Off the record.
 6             (Whereupon, a discussion off the
 7 record was held.)
 8       Q.    All right.  I'm going to try to wrap
 9 up in a minute.  Brian Cain was principal at
10 Simmons Middle School.  Did you ever have any
11 discussions with Ms. Barber about performance
12 problems that Mr. Cain had at Simmons Middle
13 School as principal?
14       A.    Out of the normal ordinary course of
15 her process that she undertook, I'm sure we had
16 conversations about him, as we did with any
17 principal.
18       Q.    Anything out of the ordinary that you
19 recall?
20       A.    You know, Brian and I talked on
21 occasion.  A lot of that was around the fact
22 that I felt like he took over somebody that had
23 been there a long, long time and that, you know,

Page 192
 1 it was going to take time for him to establish
 2 his leadership.
 3       Q.    He took over for Ms. Barber?
 4       A.    Right.
 5       Q.    And did she ever express
 6 dissatisfaction to you about his job
 7 performance?
 8       A.    I wouldn't say dissatisfaction.  I
 9 would say ways that we need to support him,
10 plans to support him.  My understanding is he
11 came to us.  You know, what can I do to be
12 better at this or be better at that or do this
13 better.  So he was kind of a collaborative type,
14 kind of handled that more collaboratively than
15 probably most.
16       Q.    Were there problems with Simmons
17 Middle School?
18       A.    Academic problems?  What do you mean
19 problems?
20       Q.    Any kind of morale problems among the
21 faculty?
22       A.    I felt like overall it tended to go
23 in a strong direction.  My recollection is their
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 1 academic performance was fairly consistent.
 2       Q.    Did Ms. Barber ever suggest moving
 3 her office over to Simmons as part of that
 4 collaborative process?
 5       A.    Not that I recall.
 6       Q.    Okay.
 7       A.    I would have said no.
 8       Q.    Okay.  All right.  Scott Mitchell was
 9 principal at Hoover Intermediate School?
10       A.    Brock's Gap Intermediate School.
11       Q.    It's Brock's Gap?
12       A.    Yeah.  We talked about him being at
13 Hoover.
14       Q.    My paper says Hoover, so I'm slow to
15 process.  And that's fifth and sixth grade?
16       A.    Right.
17       Q.    Did Brock's Gap, did they, I guess
18 did they fail an AYP at some point while you
19 were superintendent?
20       A.    I don't recall specifically whether
21 they did or not.
22       Q.    Do you recall if the school where
23 Karen Wheaten was principal failed AYP at some

Page 194
 1 point?
 2       A.    Kathy Wheaten.
 3       Q.    Kathy Wheaten?
 4       A.    I don't.
 5       Q.    And you never moved Mr. Mitchell from
 6 the Brock's Gap position, did you?
 7       A.    No.
 8       Q.    Rush Propst, he was head football
 9 coach at Hoover High School, correct?
10       A.    Right.
11       Q.    And then there was a lot of
12 documented problems, publicly documented
13 problems with Mr. Propst, correct?
14       A.    There were public documents.
15       Q.    And he was removed from the position
16 of Hoover High School coach, correct?
17       A.    It was a -- there was a negotiated
18 settlement, a confidential settlement.
19       Q.    After he was coach of -- head coach
20 at Hoover, he was then an administrative
21 assistant at the central office?
22       A.    I don't recall the specifics of the
23 negotiated settlement, but there was some

Page 195
 1 transitional items as part of it.
 2       Q.    And then he eventually retired from
 3 the Hoover system?
 4       A.    To the best of my recollection, yeah.
 5       Q.    And that was part of a negotiated
 6 settlement.  Did he have an attorney for that?
 7       A.    He did.
 8       Q.    Do you recall who that was?  And I
 9 can look it up, I know.
10       A.    I think it was Russ Campbell.
11       Q.    Okay.  Did you negotiate that or did
12 your counsel negotiate that settlement?
13       A.    I would call it more of a
14 collaborative.
15       Q.    And was Mr. Propst, did he work under
16 a contract?
17       A.    He was hired before I got there.  I
18 think whether there's a written contract or it's
19 an assumed contract under the context of the
20 law, yes, he had -- my recollection is he had
21 some type of a contract.
22       Q.    All right.  And did he file a lawsuit
23 against the Hoover School System?  And by that,

Page 196
 1 I mean actually file a complaint, a lawsuit in
 2 court?
 3       A.    I don't recall.
 4       Q.    And then David Shores was the head
 5 football coach at Spain Park, correct?
 6       A.    Right.
 7       Q.    He was there under Chris Shaw at some
 8 point, correct?
 9       A.    Right.
10       Q.    And then he was removed from that
11 position as head coach, correct?
12       A.    Best I recall removed from the head
13 coach position, correct.
14       Q.    And he was moved to an assistant
15 director of athletics.  Was that a system-wide
16 position?
17       A.    It was -- that was -- again was part
18 of a negotiated agreement, attorneys involved as
19 well.
20       Q.    Do you recall who his attorney was?
21       A.    I can remember his face.
22       Q.    Do you want to draw it?
23       A.    Gordon.
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 1       Q.    Bruce?
 2       A.    There was another attorney that was
 3 with him, too.  It was Bruce Gordon and another
 4 attorney.
 5       Q.    And did you negotiate the settlement
 6 agreement with Mr. --
 7       A.    A similar type of collaborative
 8 process.
 9       Q.    But the assistant director of
10 athletic position that he moved to as a result
11 of that settlement, was that at the central
12 office or was that at Spain Park School?
13       A.    Best I recall, it was at his house.
14       Q.    Okay.  He did not work anymore,
15 physically come to work somewhere for the school
16 system after that?
17       A.    Huh-uh (negative response).
18       Q.    And had he filed a lawsuit against
19 the board?
20       A.    I don't recall whether he did or not.
21       Q.    And he was removed because of an
22 allegation of an altercation with a student?
23       A.    I would just have to refer to the --

Page 198
 1 and I'm not -- I'm not sure of the mechanics.  I
 2 don't recall all the mechanics, whether he was
 3 formally removed that led to the negotiation,
 4 whether the discussion -- I don't remember how
 5 that all played out.  I just know in the end
 6 there was a negotiated arrangement.
 7       Q.    Okay.  You stated earlier that the
 8 Bumpus position, the assistant principal
 9 position at Bumpus was taken off the table after
10 someone spoke with Donna Burke?
11       A.    Yeah.
12       Q.    Do you recall that?  What was her
13 position at Bumpus?
14       A.    Assistant principal.
15       Q.    And she spoke with Ms. Barber?
16       A.    Yes.  And when you say taken off
17 the table, in our mind, it was not a candidate
18 for --
19       Q.    You had said that --
20       A.    -- immediate placement.
21       Q.    -- you were thinking about creating a
22 new position there?
23       A.    An additional.

Page 199
 1       Q.    An additional administrative
 2 position?
 3       A.    Yeah.
 4       Q.    But that eventually you never -- and
 5 did you ever create that position?
 6       A.    They have two assistant principals
 7 now.  They had one at the time.
 8       Q.    Who received the position at Bumpus?
 9       A.    What was his name?  Quincy Collins
10 maybe.  I think that's who she hired there.
11       Q.    And it was a male?
12       A.    Yes.
13       Q.    Who is the principal at Bumpus?
14       A.    Tamala Maddox, Dr. Tamala Maddox.
15       Q.    And do you know when Mr. Collins was
16 placed in that position?
17       A.    I do not.
18       Q.    Was he with the system already?
19       A.    I think he came from maybe
20 Tuscaloosa.
21       Q.    Do you know anything about the nature
22 of why Ms. Burke objected to Ms. Litaker coming
23 to Bumpus?

Page 200
 1             MS. YUENGERT:  Object to the form.
 2 You can answer.
 3       A.    I think there had been a relationship
 4 there and we felt like it would not be a good
 5 fit.
 6       Q.    Okay.  Did you convey that to Ms.
 7 Litaker?
 8       A.    No.
 9       Q.    Were you aware of that relationship
10 between Ms. Burke and Ms. Litaker prior to Ms.
11 Burke raising that issue?
12       A.    No.
13       Q.    Did you ever tell anyone that Trace
14 Crossings had an image problem?
15       A.    Not that I recall.
16       Q.    And I'm wrapping up, which is why I'm
17 trying to make sure I've covered everything.  So
18 I'm not just --
19             MS. YUENGERT:  This is a good sign is
20 what he's telling you.
21       Q.    This is a good sign.  Were there any
22 other teachers you moved mid -- any other
23 principals, excuse me, that you moved mid
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 1 contract because of issues with the performance
 2 of the school or the direction the school was
 3 taking, excuse me?
 4       A.    I think Chris Shaw probably, we
 5 talked about that whether it was issues with the
 6 school, whether it just wasn't the right person
 7 at the right time going forward, and I believe
 8 that one was mid contract.  I don't mean exact
 9 middle, but it had not expired.
10       Q.    In the middle?  Okay.  And Mr. Shaw's
11 move was not part of a negotiated settlement,
12 was it?
13       A.    No.
14       Q.    Is there a -- are you aware of a
15 personnel action form signifying Ms. Litaker's
16 move from principal at Trace Crossings to
17 whatever role she was fulfilling at the central
18 office in January of 2013?
19       A.    I don't recall one.  You showed me
20 one earlier, but I don't remember what that was
21 -- that's okay.  I don't think that was -- I
22 think that was the one that when she took the
23 job originally.
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 1       Q.    Right.  The Crossroads position --
 2 who was the principal at Crossroads when you --
 3 when Ms. Litaker left?
 4       A.    Anna Whitney.
 5       Q.    And do you know what her educational
 6 background was?
 7       A.    I don't.
 8       Q.    Did she have a certificate in special
 9 education?
10       A.    You know, that sounds familiar, but I
11 can't definitively say.
12       Q.    Who were the other administrative
13 people at Crossroads at that time, and by
14 administrative I'm using principal, assistant
15 principals, those positions?
16       A.    She had a person, but I don't believe
17 that would technically be considered
18 administrative.  So I don't think she had an
19 assistant principal at the time.
20       Q.    Did you ever talk with Ms. Litaker
21 about plans to realign the district?
22       A.    Whether realign the district or
23 whether there would be organizational things
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 1 considered, I mean, that was kind of an ongoing
 2 at least possibility.  Specific in those terms,
 3 I don't recall whether they were stated in those
 4 terms but --
 5       Q.    Did you ever tell Ms. Litaker that
 6 you were going to take care of her in these
 7 plans for any kind of realignment?
 8       A.    I wanted her to be successful.  I
 9 wanted her to have exposure to other roles.  I
10 wanted her to eventually land in a place that
11 was rewarding to her and us as an organization.
12 I mean, that was how I saw the path that we
13 wanted to go down, whether that involved some
14 sort of restructuring or it was a component of
15 that or that was how -- that was what I wanted.
16             MR. JENT:  Give me two seconds, and I
17 think I'm about through.
18             (Whereupon, a brief recess was
19 taken.)
20       Q.    Mr. Craig, you were aware that Ms.
21 Litaker filed an EEOC charge, correct?
22       A.    Yes.
23       Q.    Did you help prepare a response to
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 1 the EEOC to that charge?
 2       A.    That really came through
 3 correspondence with HR and our attorney.
 4       Q.    Ms. Veal?
 5       A.    Yeah.
 6             MR. JENT:  Okay.  That's all I have.
 7             MS. YUENGERT:  I've got a handful of
 8 questions.
 9                 EXAMINATION
10 BY MS. YUENGERT:
11       Q.    Mr. Craig, in the negotiated
12 settlements with Mr. Shores and Mr. Propst, do
13 you recall if there was a release of all legal
14 claims in those negotiated settlements?
15       A.    I believe there was.  I believe there
16 was in both of those.
17       Q.    In your discussions with Bob Lawry
18 that you related, did you ever tell Mr. Lawry
19 that you were going to remove him from South
20 Shades Crest?
21       A.    As principal?
22       Q.    Yes.
23       A.    No.
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 1       Q.    Did you ever notify him that you
 2 weren't going to renew his contract?
 3       A.    No.
 4       Q.    In November of 2012 when you made the
 5 decision to put Carol Barber in the principal
 6 job at Trace Crossings and remove Ms. Litaker to
 7 the central office, did you have a director
 8 position available at the central office at that
 9 time?
10       A.    No.
11       Q.    In January of 2013 when Ms. Litaker
12 reports to the central office, did you have a
13 director position available in the central
14 office at that time?
15       A.    No.
16       Q.    Did you ever fill out any forms to
17 transfer Ms. Litaker to Crossroads?
18       A.    No.
19       Q.    Did you ever intend to transfer her
20 to Crossroads against her will?
21       A.    No.
22             MS. YUENGERT:  That's all I have.
23             MR. JENT:  A couple of questions.
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 1                  RE-EXAMINATION
 2 BY MR. JENT:
 3       Q.    The planning director position that
 4 Chris Shaw was moving into, did that exist
 5 before Chris Shaw was moved into it?
 6       A.    Not in exactness.  There was an FITE.
 7 There was a former person in a role that I would
 8 say had components to those responsibilities,
 9 but, you know, going back looking at vacancies
10 or responsibilities and capacities, there was
11 what we call an FTE.
12       Q.    Okay.  Who was in that -- who held
13 some of those responsibilities before?
14       A.    Gary McVeigh did those things and
15 probably several other things.
16       Q.    The landscaping, that type stuff?
17       A.    We had not -- we had not bid out
18 full-fledged landscaping services, but he
19 handled the bid process for grass cutting.  But
20 we were going to a different model.  He was
21 probably -- you're probably not interested in
22 that, but there were similarities in the
23 responsibilities.
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 1             MR. JENT:  That's all I have.
 2             MS. YUENGERT:  I have one more.
 3                RE-EXAMINATION
 4 BY MS. YUENGERT:
 5       Q.    You testified about the person who
 6 went into the Bumpus assistant principal job?
 7             MR. JENT:  Quincy?
 8       Q.    Collins, was that the name?
 9       A.    I think so.
10       Q.    Okay.  Do you know if the assistant
11 principal job at Bumpus was ever posted?
12       A.    I would assume it was.
13       Q.    Do you know if the person who got it
14 actually applied through the posting process?
15       A.    Yes.
16       Q.    Okay.
17             MS. YUENGERT:  That's all I have.
18             MR. JENT:  Nothing further.
19             (Whereupon, deposition concluded at
20 4:50 p.m.)
21

22             FURTHER DEPONENT SAITH NOT
23
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 1               C E R T I F I C A T E
 2

 3 STATE OF ALABAMA  )
 4 JEFFERSON COUNTY  )
 5

 6               I HEREBY CERTIFY that the above
 7 and foregoing transcript was taken down by me in
 8 stenotype, and the questions and answers thereto
 9 were transcribed by means of computer-aided
10 transcription, and that the foregoing represents
11 a true and correct transcript of the testimony
12 given by said witness.
13               I FURTHER CERTIFY that I am
14 neither of counsel, nor of any relation to the
15 parties to the action, nor am I anywise
16 interested in the result of said cause.
17

18

19            /s/Tanya D. Cornelius
20            TANYA D. CORNELIUS
21            CCR No. 378
22            Notary Expires 9/13/18
23
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Freedom Court Reporting, Inc 877-373-3660

 189:22   190:2, 17 
 191:5   200:1, 19 
 204:7, 10   205:22 
 207:2, 4, 17

< Z >
zone   64:14   66:23 
 67:2, 9, 18, 23   68:1,
9, 17   125:14
zoned   67:1, 13
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Board of Education 

A.W.Boll 
Earl A. Cooper 
Donna C. Frazier 
PauleHe R. Pearson 
William G. Veitch 

Andy Craig 
Superinlfndenl 

May 26, 2010 

Ms. Robin Litaker 
312 Gainswood Road 
Birmingham, AL 35209 

Dear Ms. Litaker: 

HOOVER 
CITY SCHOOLS 

Z810 MlTROPOLITAN WAY 
HOOVER. ALASAMA 35143 

205·439·1000 

This is to notify you that the Hoover City Board of Education acknowledges your 
agreement to accept the transfer from Assistant Principal at Shades Mountain Elementary 
School to Principal at Trace Crossings Elementary School effective July 1, 20 I 0. I 
believe that this arrangement will most effectively use your qualifications and be most 
beneficial to our students. If you have any questions about this action, please call me and 
I will be happy to discuss it with you. 

Thank you for all your work for our school system and our students. 

Sincerely, 

ikfL 
Andy Craig 
Superintendent 
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HOOVER CITY SCHOOLS 
PERSONNEL RECOMMENDATION FORM 

Offite Use Only: 

HR Secretary 

4HRA 
~AESOP 
~Payroll 

Employee Name L; ta.\<er Robw'\ 
(As shown on Social Security Card) Last First 

Redacted 
SS# 

Middle 
DOB:. __ _ 

Street Address .312 Qains K>ocd l?oad City S,J-rn'l~ha.\"1'\ Zip 05:20'1 

Phone (H) Bl \ ~ 1.\33 I (C) :4S.3 ~ 322.9 School or Department~_S=-W..,..,.....,es .. · '--'f!lo'"'""" .... IAM"""'-"-b ....... l·.<... ...... !...-
Check applicable boxes: 
0 Has completed a Certified Online Application 
0 Has completed a Classified Application 

0 Teacher is Highly Qualified (if applicable) 
0 References have been checked (list at bottom of page) 

Employment Position---------- Subject/Grade. __________ _ 

Effective Date ________ Replacing------------------

New Position Transfer of Unit from to 
__ One Year Only Appointment =Until End of Year Only Appointment ------

Resignation Position--------------- Effective Date ________ _ 

• Attach letter at resignation from employee __ Reason. ____________________ _ 

Termination Position. _______ -,--_______ Effective Date _______ _ 

Non-tenured Tenured 

Leave of Absence Position -----------------
Type ot leave: Medical Maternity ___ _ Other _________ _ 

Beginning date of leave--------- Ending date of leave ________ _ 

For medical leave attach employee letter and letter from doctor. For maternity leave attach employee letter and 
"Physician's Form to Accompany Request for Maternity Leave." 

Long-Term Substitute Beginning Date ________ Ending Date _______ _ 

For ____________ _ 
Position-----,---------------

Transfer (Check appropriate boxes) Effective Date __ 7..__---L..I-_-...._I 0=--------
D Within this school/department From. __________ To·---------:---

B" To another school/department ·--OL_~"=:--,------ At. _ _.3~\vul~~QS...._7P1-'-"";o;"'aJo"'-"'-...... lh..,__ 
(§$2_oi/Department) 

To. __ ~~~~~--At._-m~~~~~e~C~~~r~0-5-Swi~Ha~~ 
(School/Department) J 

D New Position 

Names of References Called/Date: 

Recommendation Submitted By Date f'n.-w I "1 t<t2/tJ 
'--"-{-"'1 

Information in this box will be completed by Central Office personnel. 

Notes ____________ ~~l~~-t--~-----------------------------------------------
Payro!llnformalion, __ -'11.--j!:--"'3"-'I-+_,Jc....'i:)=-------------------------

Date of Appr 

Approved by .JL.::L..ll.~l;f(<U.:.4&------ Date (J -" J rg - / tJ Produced tiy Hoover Board 

Personnel Recommendation Form- Last Revised BlOB 
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PRINCIPAL EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT 

PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 

3 

This Contract is made by and between the Hoover City Schools Board of 

Education located in the State of Alabama (hereinafter referred to as "the Board"), and ROBIN 

LITAKER (hereinafter referred to as "the Probationary Contract Principal"). 

Witnesseth: That in accordance with action taken by the Board as recorded in the 

minutes of the Board meeting held on the 241
h day of May, 2010, the Board hereby agrees to 

employ the Probationary Contract Principal, and the Probationary Contract Principal hereby 

agrees to accept such employment, subject to the following terms and conditions: 

Section 1. Term of Contract. Pursuant to Section 3 of the Teacher 

Accountability Act, Probationary Contract Principal shall be employed as a probationary 

principal for the period stated as follows: 

Beginning Date: July I, 2010 

Ending Date: June 30, 2012 

The above-stated probationary term is hereby acknowledged, understood and mutually agreed 

upon by the Board and the Probationary Contract Principal. 

Section 2. Salary. 

(a) In consideration of an annual salary of $88,000, for 12 months/260 days per 

year and of further agreements and consideration hereinafter stated, the Probationary Contract 

Principal agrees to use his best efforts to perform faithfully the duties of a Probationary Contract 

Principal for the Board and to abide by the rules, regulations and policies promulgated by the 

Board before or during the term of this Contract. The annual salary shall be increased by 1.5% 

fur the second year ending June 30, 2012. The annual salary shall be paid in twelve equal 

installments. 
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(b) In any year in which the Alabama Legislature enacts a pay raise for all public 

school teachers, the Probationary Contract Principal's salary will increase in accordance with the 

terms of the legislation and any subsequent action taken by the Board in response to that 

legislation. 
(c) Any upward adjustment in salary during the term of this contract shall not 

constitute a new contract or an extension of this contract. 

Section 3. Renewal or Termination of Probationary Principal's Contract. 

(a) The Probationary Contract Principal's employment at the end of the 

probationary term may be extended for a period of not less than three years or terminated. The 

Board may temrinate the Probationary Contract Principal's contract effective at the end of the 

probationary period for any reason or without a stated reason. The Probationary Contract 

Principal shall not be entitled to a hearing if the Probationary Contract Principal's employment is 

terminated at the end of the probationary term. 

(b) Cancellation of Probationary Contract Before Completed Term: The 

Board may nomenew or terminate this probationary contract without a hearing effective either at 

the end of the first probationary year or at the end of the second probationary year for any reason 

or without stated reason. 

If the Board shall determine to terminate the Probationary Contract Principal prior 

to the end of the school year, the Probationary Contract Principal shall be entitled to a hearing in 

accordance with Ala. Code§ 16-24B-3(a). 

Section 4. Professional Status. The Probationary Contract Principal affirms that 

throughout the term of this Contract he or she will hold a valid and appropriate certificate to act 

as a Probationary Contract Principal of Schools in the State of Alabama. 
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Section 5. Probationary Contract Principal's Duties. The Probationary 

Contract Principal shall perform in a timely manner all duties delegated or assigned to the 

Probationary Contract Principal by federal, state, and local laws, policies, and regulations, by the 

Board, or by its Superintendent of Education {hereinafter referred to as "the Superintendent"). 

Section 6. Transfer. The Board, upon the written recommendation of the 

Superintendent, is authorized to transfer the Probationary Contract Principal without loss of 

salary to other administrative openings in the school system. 

Section 7. Evaluation. The Probationary Contract Principal shall be evaluated 

annually according to the process defined by the State Board of Education. The Probationary 

Contract Principal agrees to participate in the evaluation process and to complete any 

professional development plan resulting from the evaluation process. 

Section 8. Benefits. The Probationary Contract Principal shall receive all 

benefits of employment that the Board grants across the board to all other certificated employees. 

Section 9. Background Check. Pursuant to state law and regulations, the Board 

is required to conduct a criminal background check on all new employees with unsupervised 

access to children. Failure to disclose a criminal conviction shall be considered a material breach 

of this contract. 

Section 10. Professional Liability. The Board will include the principal as a 

covered person in the liability coverage obtained by the Board subject to the terms, limitations 

and exclusions of said coverage. 

Section 11. Amendment, Modification. or Waiver. This Contract shall not be 

amended, modified, or waived except in writing authorized, agreed upon, and executed by the 

Probationary Contract Principal and the Board, upon the written recommendation of the 

Superintendent. 

Section 12. Severability. If during the term of this Contract it is found that part 

of the Contract is illegal and must be severed from the Contract, the remainder of the Contract 
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shall remain in force, unless the severance causes the remainder of the Contract to fail in its 

essential purpose. 

Section 13. Choice of Law. This Contract shall be construed and enforced by the 

substantive Jaws of the State of Alabama. 

Section 14. Interpretation of Agreement. No provision of this Contract shall be 

construed against or interpreted to the disadvantage of any party by any court or other 

governmental or judicial authority by reason of that party having, or being deemed to have, 

structured, dictated, or drafted that provision. 

Section 15. Headings. The section headings in this Contract are entirely 

editorial, and in no way substantive. They do not create, enlarge, or diminish the rights and 

duties of the parties to this Contract. 

Section 16. Other Agreements or Understandings. Provisions of this Contract, 

and any changes made pursuant to Section 12, above, supercede any previous agreements or 

understandings between the parties- whether oral or in writing - and will control in the event of a 

conflict with any other agreement or understanding that the parties may enter in to. 

Section 17. Counterparts. This Contract may be executed in two counterparts, 

each of which shall be deemed an original but all of which will constitute one and the same 

Contract. 

Section 18. Advice of Counsel The parties to this Contract represent that they 

have signed it (1) after ample, full, and mature deliberation, (2) with full authority to do so, (3) 

after having read the contract and had the opportunity to freely discuss it with counsel and any 

other advisor of each party's choice, and ( 4) that they are signing it voluntarily and fully aware of 

its contents and meaning. 
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Section 19. Effective Date. The effective date of this Contract is July-1, 2010. 

In witness whereof, the parties have executed this Contract on the date indicated below. 

Executed by the Board this 241
h day of May 2010. 

(kri 
Superintendent of Education 

Executed by the Probationary Contract Principal this 241
h day of May 2010. 
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PRJNCIPAL EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT 

PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 

This Contract is made by and between the Hoover City Board of Education 

located in the State of Alabama (hereinafter referred to as "the Board"), and ROBIN LITAKER 

(hereinafter referred to as "the Contract Principal"). 

Witnesseth: That in accordance with action taken by the Board as recorded in the 

minutes of the Board meeting held on the 18th day ofJune 2012, the Board hereby agrees to 

employ the Contract Principal, and the Contract Principal hereby agrees to accept such 

employment, subject to the fullow1ng terms and conditions: 

Section 1: Tenn of Contract. Pursuant to Ala. Code § 16-24B-3(a) Contract 

Principa1, Contract Principal shall be employed for a three-year period on the condition that 

Contract Principal is certified for the position as required by Ala. Code § l6-24B-2(2). The 

three-year period of employment shall begin on July I, 2012 and end. June 30, 2015. 

Section 2. Salary. 

(a) In consideration of an annual salary of $94,000 for 12 months/260 days per 

year and of further agreements and consideration hereinafter stated, the Contract Principal agrees 

to use her best efforts to perform faithfully the duties of a Contract Principal for the Board and to 

abide by the rules, regulations and policies promulgated by the Board before or during the term 

of this Contract The annual salary shall be increased by 1.5% for each of the two subsequent 

years of this contract. The annual salary shall be paid in twelve equal installments. 

(b) In any year in which the Alabama Legislature enacts a pay raise for all public 

school teachers, the Contract Principal's salary will increase in accordance with the terms of the 

legislation and any subsequent action taken by the Board in response to that legislation. 
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(c) Any upward adjustment in salary during the tenn of this contract shall not 

constitute a new contract or an extension of this contract. 

Section 3. Professional Status. The Contract Principal affinns that throughout 

the tenn of this Contract she will hold a valid and appropriate certificate to act as a Contract 

Principal of Schools in the State of Alabama. 

Section 4. Contract Principal's Duties. The Contract Principal shall perfurm in a 

timely manner all duties delegated or assigned to the Contract Principal by federal, state, and 

local laws, policies, and regulations, by the Board, or by its Superintendent of Education 

(hereinafter referred to as "the Superintendent"). 

Section 5. Transfer. The Board, upon the written recommendation of the 

Superintendent, is authorized to transfer the Contract Principal without loss of salary to any other 

administrative position in the school system. 

Section 6. CanceDation. 

The Board, in accordance with Ala. Code § 16-24B-3, may cancel the 

Employment Contract: 

(a) During the three-year contract term, the contract may be cancelled for: 

(l) immorality, (2) insubordination, (3) neglect of duty, (4) conviction of a felony or crime 

involving moral turpitude, (5) failure to fulfill the Contract Principal's duties as defined by law, 

(6) willful failure to comply with Board policy, (7) justifiable decrease in the number of 

positions due to decreased enrollment or decrease in funding, (8) failure to maintain a current 

certificate, and (9) failure to perform duties in a satisfactory manner, (10) incompetency, or (ll) 

other good and just cause. At the end of the three-year contract term, the Superintendent and 

Board may choose not to offer a new, renewed or extended contract to the Contract Principal, by 
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a vote made at least 90 days before the end of the three-year contract tenn The recommendation 

of the Superintendent shall be written notice of the decision of the Superintendent and shall 

contain the reason for his decision to non-renew. The decision may be based on any reason 

except personal or political reasons. No hearing shall be required by the Board if such non-

renewal occurs. 

(b) Cancellation of this contract shall be in accordance with the Teacher 

Accountability Act, Ala. Code§ 16-24B-l, et seq. A copy of the Teacher Accountability Act is 

attached to this contract as Appendix A. 

(c) The Contract Principal shall give the Superintendent 90 days written notice of 

his intent to cancel this Contract. Notice shall be served by certified mail, return receipt 

requested, or by personal service, and by no other means. 

Section 7. Contract Non-Renewal. 

(a) The Contract Principal shall give the Superintendent at least 90 days' written 

notice of his intent not to seek renewal of the contract. Notice shall be served by certified mail, 

return receipt requested, or by personal service. 

(b) Should the Board and Contract Principal agree to renew the contract but fail to 

execute a new contract prior to the expiration of the current contract, the terms and agreements 

herein shall continue to bind the parties until such time as a new contract can be executed. 

(c) If the Contract Principal contends that the Board's decision not to renew her 

contract was made fur personal or political reasons, and appeals the decision to non-renew, the 

losing party to that appeal shall be liable for the prevailing party's attorney's fees, costs, and 

expenses for the appeal, including the cost of the mediator. 
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Section 8. Evaluation. The Contract Principal shall be evaluated annually 

according to the process defined by the State Board of Education. The Contract Principal agrees 

to participate in the evaluation process and to complete any professional development plan 

resuhing from the evaluation process. The failure of the Superintendent to ensure the Contract 

Principal is evaluated shall result in a one-year extension of this contract, for no more than a total 

of three years. 

Section 9. Benefits. The Contract Principal shall receive all benefits of 

employment that the Board grants across the board to all other certificated employees. 

Section 10. Background Check. Pursuant to state law and regulations, the 

Board is required to conduct a criminal background check on all new employees with 

unsupenrised access to children. Failure to disclose a criminal conviction shall be considered a 

material breach of this contract. 

Section 11. Professional Liability. The Board will include the principal as a 

covered person in the liability coverage obtained by the Board subject to the terms, limitations 

and exclusions of said coverage. 

Section 12. Amendment, Modification, or Waiver. This Contract shall not be 

amended, modified, or waived except in writing authorized, agreed upon, and executed by the 

Contract Principal and the Board, upon the written recorrunendation of the Superintendent. 

Section 13. Severability. If during the term of this Contract it is found that part 

of the Contract is illegal and must be severed from the Contract, the remainder of the Contract 

shall remain in force, unless the severance causes the remainder of the Contract to fail in its 

essential purpose. 
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Section 14. Choice of Law. Tlris Contract shall be construed and enfurced by the 

substantive laws of the State of Alabama. 

Section 15. Interpretation of Agreement. No provision of this Contract shall be 

construed against or interpreted to the disadvantage of any party by any court or other 

governmental or judicial authority by reason of that party having, or being deemed to have, 

structured, dictated, or drafted that provision. 

Section 16. Headings. The section headings in this Contract are entirely 

editor:ia~ and in no way substantive. They do not create, enlarge, or diminish the rights and 

duties of the parties to this Contract. 

Section 17. Other Agreements or Understandings. Provisions of this Contract, 

and any changes made pursuant to Section 12, above, supersede any previous agreements or 

understandings between the parties - whether oral or in writing - and will control in the event of a 

conflict with any other agreement or understanding that the parties may enter in to. 

Section 18. Counterparts. This Contract may be executed in two counterparts, 

each of which shall be deemed an original but all of which will constitute one and the same 

Contract. 

Section 19. Advice of CounseL The parties to this Contract represent that they 

have signed it (1) after ample, ful~ and mature deliberation, (2} with full authority to do so, (3) 

after having read the contract and had the opportunity to freely discuss it with counsel and any 

other advisor of each party's choice, and ( 4} that they are signing it voluntarily and fully aware of 

its contents and mearring. 
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2012. 

below. 

Section 20. Effective Date. The effective date of this Contract shall be July 1, 

In witness whereof; the parties have executed this Contract on the date indicated 

Executed by the Board this 18th day of June 2012. 

ent of Education 
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PLAINTIFF'S 

EXHIBIT r®~©[e~w~~ 
w AUG 1 4 2012 ~I 

August 10, 2012 
Dear Dr. Barber, 

By 

This letter is being sent in hopes that you can have a glimpse of the concerns felt by many of the 

classroom teachers at Trace Crossings Elementary School regarding our principal. First we would like to 

say that.we truly ~old .no personal animosity toward Ms. Litaker. We feel her overall intentions are good 

but she IS often mtsg~tded i~ how she approaches her leadership role in an elementary school. We will 

lay out our concerns tn a senes of bullet points in an attempt to highlight our concerns. 

• 

• 

• 

Ms. Litaker consistently maintains a pessimistic attitude about our school and teachers She has 

told us s~nce she arrived that we are a broken school and she was hired to "fix" us. She ~as also 

told u: Since day one th~t we were not going to make AYP goals. We guess this past year she got 

her w1sh. Please note thts has happened under her watch and is partially due to some of her 

decisions with regards to instructional mandates and making the best use of staffing. 

Ms. Utaker has never worked in the role of a classroom teacher. She does not know the day to 

day dynamics and challenges of the classroom. She often circumvents the expertise of excellent 

teachers with no practical knowledge of the effects it has on both the students' performance 

and the creativity and passion with which good teachers teach. 

Ms. Litaker does a very poor job of communicating information to the faculty. She may tell a few 

people the same information four times and some people never get the word. Then, she gets 

angry at the people who never got the word. Communication is key to running a school 

smoothly. We often get information at the last minute which causes frustration. 

• Ms. Litaker has taken away valuable preparation time from classroom teachers. Classroom 

te<~chers now have three days (instead of four)when their students are out of the classroom for 

one hour for their PE and either music, art, or library. During one of those days teachers have 

their team meeting during th<1t hour. We might h<~ve time left at the end of that meeting to go 

to the bathroom before we pick up our students. That leaves us two days with an hour. While 

we prepare during this time we also drop notes off up front, meet with the bookkeeper, 

communicate with parents, etc. This leaves us with two days of the week when we only have 30 

minutes while the students are in PE. Ms.Litaker's explan<~tion for taking this preparation time 

away was that because we lost fifth gr<~de music, library, and art, had less time to see students. 

(??????) By the way, no classroom teacher has one of their hour long prepar<~tion times on 

Friday because music, library, and art do not see classes on Friday! !1! Classroom teachers were 

told it was none of our business why music, library, and art do not see classes on Friday. They 

have Friday every week to do special projects, start clubs, and prepare for the next week, while 

classroom teachers get 30 minutes!! I I Does this make sense? Of all days classroom teachers 

need one of the hour long planning days to be Frid<~y to assess where they have gotten to in the 

current week <~nd to begin to get ready for the next week. It t<~kes more planning and 
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preparation time for a classroom teacher than any other teacher in the school. We have 

checked with nearby Hoover elementary schools and these schedule issues are not in place. 
Again, this is an example of a school leader who does not understand the vital role of the 
classroom teacher. This one issue alone has made loyal and dedicated teachers feel resentful 

and undervalued. 

• Placement-Ms. Litaker instituted a student placement policy which has led to unbalanced 
classrooms. In the past grade level teams have worked hard to create balanced classes with no 

next year teacher names attached to the classes. Then once the teacher names are known slight 

adjustments might have to be made on a couple of students. This part was always done by the 

principal so that the teacher was out of the position of placing a student in a certain teacher's 
class. Currently, Ms. Litaker has grade level teams meet and place each child from their room 
into a named teacher's class for next year. We are told to "go with our gut'' about who the child 
should have as their teacher for the upcoming year. This puts the teacher in a very awkward 

position on many levels. For one we do not see other teachers teach. What has been happening 
in many cases is that some teachers are either lobbying for certain students or teacher friends 

are making sure not to put their challenging students in their friend's class the next year. This 
leads to the teachers who are not lobbying for students to often be overburdened by the more 
challenging students. It has been very upsetting to see this practice but it is a natural outgrowth 
of the placement policy set forth by Ms. Litaker. 

We send this letter as a last resort. We have tried to honor the changes (and there are more of 
concern) made by Ms. Litaker but feel that many of the attitudes and policies mention above 
are not going to change unless heard by someone of your stature and experience. At the last 
faculty meeting of this past year Ms. Litaker told everyone that if we were not on board that we 

could leave. How is that for a great send off for the end of the year? What we are afraid she will 
find is that many of us who love Trace Crossings and the students we serve will take her up on 
her invitation. It will not be the teachers she might want to get rid of but the hardworking, thild
centered teachers she will wish she had valued. 

We would love the opportunity to speak with you personally about our concerns but do not 
know how to go about it without feeling our school leadership will make it more diffitult at 

work. If you have a way to make this happen we would welcome that chance. 

Thank you, 
Several Concerned Trate Crossings Teachers 
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( 
Litaker, Robin 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Barber, Carol _ 
Friday, November 16, 2012 3:55 PM 
Antee, Cllthy; Anthony, Carissa; Barber, Carot Bonner, Me6nda; Brai:lrord, Janice; 
Brandon, Wendy; Bnmham, Alyssa; Camp, Deborah; Craig. Andy; Dodson, Ron; Dover, 
Matt; Fields, Coftnle; Fitzgerald, Patty, Franklin, Pam; Gaston, Jason; Goodwin, Unda; 
Haralson. Sandra; Lanzi, Carolyn; Lewis, Tina; Mabry, Sabrina; Marshall, Steve; Mayer, 
Barbara; McCal~ Sharon; McCay, Michele; Meadows, Teresa; Phillips, Bryan; Polk, leslt 
Porteous, Kathy; Riney, Chris; Shaw, Chris; Smith, Debra; Smith, Wayne; Veil, Mary; 
White, louise; Williams, Kristi; Wood, Susan; Yancey, lisa; Baggett. Dianne; Black. · 
Maurine; Carrington, Sonia; Fancher, David; Feltham; Jul~ Gu rosky, Unda; Lawry, Bob; 
Utaker, Robin: Mitchel~ Scott Richardson, Wayne; Singer, Jeff; White, Kimberly; Cain, 
Brian; Maddox, Tlllllilla; Robbins, Chris; Wheaton, Kathy; Hufin, Don; Jamagin, Kenneth; 
Smith, Terry; Whitney, Anna; GregO!)', Arwr, Lamar, Terry; Palm~ Kathy; Pate, Kerry; 
Schol~ Kara; Stone, Amanda; Torbert, Roger, Tumey, Alice; Uswatte, Dit Weems. Ami; 
Burke, Donna; Erwin, Kevin; Kneisley, Margaret; Litten, Paut Perinka, lisa; Butler, Charles; 
Giangrosso, Larry; Gr~e, Melody; Hil~ Murry; Hogan, Jennifer, Kellogg. Patrick; Long, 
!Cathey, Montgomery, John; Sutherland, Holly 
FW: Information 

Just to update you on a few changes that are occurring for the disbict ...... remember, change is 
positive II 

Robin Litaker, principal at Trace Crossings, has been talking to us about some different opportunities. 
that are being considered for the Hoover district. Currently, Robin has asked for some time to work 
on her dissertation and will be taking a few weeks to focus attention on this important task. Robin's 
assignment to a new position will be finalized when she returns from this professional 
leave. Meanwhile, I plan to move from my CO position to fill the principal pbsition at TC. I Ytriii begin 
at TC on Monday, Nov. 26; we notified thefacultylstaffthis.afterhoon. I will continue to work with CO 
responsibilities, operating from the office at TC, until my responsibilities are reassigned or until a 
suitable replacement to assist with some of the tasks has been identified. 

I wiD not be in B'ham over the Thanksgiving break (family trip) but will be available via email or phone 
should you have any reason to contact me. I hope everyone has a happy Thanksgivln~pend time· 

·with family and above ail, join me in giving thanks for our numerous blessings I We are so fortunate II 

Happy ThanksgiVing! 

tard lllrlter 
-nt5upellnten
HoDIIV 0ty Sdlools 
2810 Metroporan Wlly 
HGO>W,AI. 3SlU 
:!05,439-lOlS 
cborber@hDp!!!f.kl2.al.its 
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Litaker, Robin 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Barber, Carol _ 
Friday, November 16, 2012 3:55 PM 
Antee, Cll1hy; Anthony, Carissa; Barber, Carol; Bonner, Melinda; Bradford, Janice; 
Brandon, Wendy; Branham, Alyssa; Camp, Deborah; Craig. ArrrJy; Dodson, Ron; Dover, 
Matt; Fields, Connie; Fitzgerald, Patty; Franklin, Pam; Gaston, Jason; Goodwin, Unda; 
Haralson, Sandra; Lanzi, Carolyn; Lewis, lina; Mabry, Sabrina; MarshaU, Steve; Mayer, 
Barbara; McCaU, Sharon; McCay, Michele; Meadows, Teresa; Phillips, Bl}'iln; Polk, Lesli; 
Porteous, Kathy; Riney, Chris; Shaw, Chris; Smith, Debra; Smith. Wayne; Vea~ Mary; 
White, Louise; Williams, Krlsti; Wood, Susan; Yancey, Lisa; Baggett. Dianne; Black. · 
Maurine; Carrington, Sonia; Fancher, David; Felthall\ Jul~ Guroslcy, Unda; Lawry, Bob; 
Utaker, Robi~ Mitchell, Scott Richardson, Wwyne; Singer, Jeff; White, Kimberly; Cain. 
Brian; Maddolr, Tamala; Robbins, Chis; Wheaton, Kathy; Hulin, Don; Jarnagin, Kenneth; 
Smith, Teny; Whitney, Anna; Gregory, Amy; Lamar, Terry; Palm~ Kathy, Pate. Kerry; 
ScholL Kara; Stone, Amanda; Torbert Roger, Tumey, A&ce; Uswatte, Di~ Weems. Ami; 
Burke, Donna; ElWin, Kevin; Kneisley, Marg811!1; Litten, Paut Perinka, lisa; Butler, Charles; 
Giangrosso, Larry; Grel!ne. Melody; HilL Murry; Hogan, Jennifer, Kellogg. Patrick; Long, 
!Cathey; Montgomery, John; Suther1and, Holly 
FW: lnforrnation 

Just to update you on a few changes that are occurring for the district ...... remember, change is 
positivell . 

Robin Litaker, principal at Trace Crossings, has been talking to us about some different opportunities. 
that are being considered for the Hoover district. Currently, Robin has asked for some time to work 
on her dissertation and will be taking a few weeks to focus attention on this Important task. Robin's 
assignment to a new position will be finalized when she returns from this professional 
leave. Meanwhile, I plan to move from my CO position to fiH the principal pesition at TC. I will begin 
at TC on Monday, Nov. 26; ·we notified the faculty/staff this. afternoon. I will continue to work with CO 
responsibilities, operating from the oflice at TC, until my responsibilities are reassigned or u·ntil a 
suitable replacement to assist with some of the tasks has been identified. 

I will not be in B'ham over the Thanksgiving break (family trip) but will be available via email or phone 
should you have any reason to contact me. I hope everyone has a happy Thanksgiving-spend time· 
·with family and above ai~ join me in giving thanks for our numerous blessings! We are so fortunatell 

Happy ThanksgiVing! 

c:.al Borber 
-niSupelln!endent 
HD<Mt OlJ Schoob 
2810 Meuopol"otan WPJ 
-.ALaszu 
2115, 439-lOU 
cl!a!be!l!!hD!M!r.kl2.a!.Us 
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From: o.a-m c.mp (wareaele444Mp"-tn) 

~; To: 

Date: Mandlly, N_.,.,. 19,2012 12:48 PM 

From: "Barber, Carol" <http://us-mg6.maiLyahoo.com/neolredir.aspx? 
C=f9e1t3332ebc48ab8be7927a7dad555l&URL=mailtoo/o3acbarber% 
40hoover.kl2.al.us> 
D•te: November 1~, 2012, 4:24:21 PM CST 
To: ''Fancher, David" <http://us-mg6.mail.vahoo.com/neo/redir.asox? 
Q-f9elf3332ebc48ab8be7927a7dad5S5l&URL=mailtoo/o3aDFanch~lo 
40bQover.kl2.ai.w, "Ricluudson, Wayne" <bttp·llus
mg6.mail.yahoo.com/neolredir.aspx? 
C=19cl f3332ebc48ab8be7927a7dqd5551 &URL=mllilto%3awrjcbardson% 
40hoover.kl2.al.us>, "Black, Maurine" <http://us-mg6,mail.yahoo.com/neolredir.aspx? 
0'-19elf3332ebc48ab8be7927a7dad5S5l&URL=mailto%3ambJacko/o 
40booyer.]cl2.al.us>, "White, Louise" <http://us-mg6.mail,yaboo cornlneofredir aspx? 
C=f9elf3332ebc48ab8be7927a7dad5551&UR!;;mailtoo/o3alwhiteo/o40boover.kl2.al.us>, 
"Singer, Jeff' <http://us-mg6.mail.vahoo.cornl.neo/redir.aspx? 
C=19elf3332ebc48ab8be7927a7dad555l&URL=mailtoo/o3ajsinger"lo 
40boover.kl2.al.us>, "Baggett. Dianne" <http:flus-mg6.mail.yahoo.cornlneo/redir.aspx? 
Q=f9elf3332ebc488b8be792Wdad5551 &URL=mailtoo/o3adbaggett% 
40hoover.kl2.al.us>, "Carrington, Sonia" <http://us-mg6.mail.yahoo.cornlneolredir.aspx? 
O=of9elf3332ebc48ab8be7927a7dad555l&URL=mailtoo/o3ascanington% 
40ho9ver.kl2.al.us>, "Lawiy, Bob" <bttp://us-mg6.mail.yahoo.comlneolredir.amx? 
C=f9elf3332ebc48ab8be7927a7dad555l&URL=mailto%3ablawni% 
40booyer.kl2.a),us>, "Feltham,Juli" <http://us-mg6.mail yahoo com/neotledjr .mpx? 
C=f9elf3332ebc48ab8be7927a7dad555l&URL--mailto%3ajfeltham% 
40boover.kl2al.us> 
Subjeet: Clumges, __ 

Beginning Nov. 26, I will officially become a member of the elementary administrative team. 
Just needed to share a bit more than what I felt comfortable putting in the email last Friday 
afternoon-.. 

I am moving to TC as Robin transitions to another district administrative position. Robin did an 
outstanding job atTC-she is not being moved for lack of effort, poor job performance, or any 
of the common reasons one normally sees for making a principal move in the middle of a school 
year. Robin did exactly what we asked her to do-to hold teachers and staff at TC accountable 
for high standards related to their job performance. As Robin unraveled the layers and layers of 
.. ISSUes," feathers were ruffled; feelings were hurt; people started arguing (oftentimes among 
themselves); lots ofbackstabbing and throwing of people under the bus; in a 
nutshell-extremely low morale, poor dlmate and negative Ct!lture. Once respect and trust are 
lost, It becomes a lost battle. When the "'good .. teachers began, to complain (they were 
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threatening to leaw due to the lack of trust and respect) it became apparent that we had to 
make some type of change. It was NOT fair to Robin to have her to i:ontinue. to work 24(1 and 
for It to be for naught! Neither was it fair to the kids. When teachers spend more time 
"fussing" then they do planning for their classroom, It wnl ultimately negatively impact student 
learning. 

Robin is taking this week to be with her family, and plans to take the rest of the time between 
this Thanksgiving break and winter break ttl work on her dissertation. This is healthy for 
her-when she returns after the winter break, we will lOoks at several administrative positions 
that will be available for her to assume. 

I am excited about the opportunity to join the ranks of elementary administration. I am going to 
need lots and lots of help." .. things have changed dramatically since I have been principal and 
OMS-the curriculum!! II I know good teaching and know how to organize curriculum-what I 
don't have first-hand knowledge about is the current programs. It will be a steep learning curve 
for me and yes, please be patient when I call for help! !I You may receive some very elementary 
questions ... _ -My first chaDenge wlll be to try to restore so itlve climate/culture to this sc o I. ) 
That Is primary ch;~llenge number 1. Robin will be helping me to get a andle on the day-to-;Jay 7f
operation stuff here at TC. There are no plans to thl111!18 liirel:tiaA o• even M shaftf:e 
~ractlces/promdures Robin implemented. After abw¢ a mopth w~..lb..ev may veoc well all 
be wishing they had Robin ~I - ·--

Hope this helps to darifywhat is going on! Not easy to communicate via email but I am leaving 
town for the next week and no time to get together as a group. I really am looking forward to 
working with all of you as a fellow •justice leal!ue• member (where do I get the t-shlrt?)l 

Have a greatThanksgMngllll 

y -\ . 'tVl 
FW: Information ,..,. . (~ .rf"r;.. ):;\ ' iY\J(\ ::·Carol \,.~' £. d fi\ ; v"'. v\) d 
~:;mY· November 16,2012 3:54PM )(0 ~ {'fJV CJ \'J: ~ ~ 
M \' 
Antee, Cathy; .Anlhony, Carissa; Barber, Carol; Bonner, Melinda; Bradford, Janice; 
Brandon, Wendy; Branham, Alyssa; Camp, Deborah; Craig, Andy; Dodson, Ron; Dover, 
Matt; Fields. Comrle; Fitzgerald, Patty; Franklin, Pam; Gaston, Jason; Goodwin, Linda; 
Haralson, Sandra; Lanzi, Carolyn; Lewis. Tina; Mabry, Sabrina; Marshall, Steve; Mayer, 
Barbara; McCall, Sbaron; McCay, Michele; Meadows, Teresa; Phillips, Bryan; Polk, 
Lesli; Porteous, Kathy; Riney, Chris; Shaw, Chris; Smith, Debra; Smith, Wayne; Veal, 
Mary; White, Louise; Williams, Kristi; Wood. Susan; Yancey, Lisa; Baggett, Dianne; 
Black. Maurine; Carrington, Souia; Fancher, David; Feltbam, Juli; Gurosky, Unda; 
Lawcy, Bob; Litaker, Robin; Mitchell, Scott; Richardson, Wayne; Singer, Jeff; White, 
Kimberly; Cain, Brian; Maddox, Tamala; Robbins, Chris; Wheaton. Kathy; Hulin, Don; 
Jlllllllgin, Kenneth; Smith, Terry; Whitney, Anna; Gregory, Amy; Lamar, Terry; Paiml, 
Kathy; Pate, Keny; Scholl, Kara; Stone, Amanda; Torbert, Roger; Twney, Alice; 
Uswatte, Dil; Weems, Ami; Burke, Donna; Erwin, Kevin; Kneisley, Margaret; Litten, 

Litaker Discovery Production 1273. 
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Paul; Perinka, Lisa; Butler, Charles; Giaugrosso, Larry; Greene, Melody; Hill, Murry; 
Hogan, Jennifer; KeUogg, Patrick; Long, Kathey; MODtgomery, John; Sutherland, Holly 

Just to update you on a few changes that are oa:urring for the district--~remember, change is 
positive! I 

Robin Litaker, prlndpal at Trace Crossings, has been talking to us about some different 
opportunities that are being considered for the Hoover district. currently, Robiri has asked ~r 
some time to work on her dissertation and wHI be taking a few weeks to focus attention on this 
important task. Robin's assignment to a new position will be flnafiZed 'When she returns from 
this professional leave. Meanwhile, I plan to move from my CO position to fiH the principal 
position at TC. I will begin at TC on Monday, Nov. z6; we notified the faculty/staffthis 
afternoon. I will continue to work with CO responsibilities, operatins from the office at TC, until 
my responsiblfrties are reassigned or until a suitable replacement to assist with some of the 
tasks has been identified. 

I will not be in B'ham over the Thanksgiving break (family trip) but will be available via email or 
phone should you have any reason to contact me. I hope everyone has a happy 
Thanksgiving-spend time with family and above all, join me in giving thanks for our numerous 
blessings! We are so fortunate!! 

Happy Thanksgiving! 

Qro!Batber 
AsllsbntSuJa~
H<>O¥t!rOiy Schools 
2810 MelfOPOII!an way 
Hoover., AI. 35243 
205, 459-lDlS 
cborborfi!Dav!<.tl2.al.us 
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Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 11:09 PM 
.. To:'litaker, Robin 

• Cc: Barber, Carol 
Subject: Re: changes at Trace Crossings 

Just reading your emails. They went to my gmail account and I don't often check. I am confused as well. We 
can talk tomorrow. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20,2012, at 10:18 PM, "Litaker, Robin" <rlitaker@hoover.kl2.al.us> wrote: 

I am very upset about the way I am being portrayed in the paper. It looks like I allowed fighting 
between teachers and I did not... It looks like I did not have control of the building ... and I did ... 
The good teachers in the school were not going to leave. I brought them to the school. I have 
worked hard for 31 years .to have my career ruined .... By teachers that want things the way they 
were before I arrived. I am still very confused by the way I have been treated .... 

Please excuse typing errors - information sent from my !Phone 

On Nov 20, 2012, at 4:36PM, "Barber, Carol" <cbarber@hoover.k12.al.us> wrote: 

He sent me the same message. I going to call him in the AM, I would not 
respond if I were you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

p\A\NT\FF'S 
EX\·\\S\1 
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J. 
On Nov 20, 2012, at 4:33PM, "Litaker, Robin" <rlitaker@hoover.k12.al.us> 
wrote: 

Please tell me what to do. I will not answer him until I am told 
what to say 

Please excuse typing errors - information sent from my !Phone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jon Anderson <JAnderson@al.com> 
Date: November 20, 2012, 4:11:19 PM CST 
To: "rlitaker@hoover.kl2.al.us" 
<rlitaker@hoover.k12.al.us> 
Subject: changes at Trace Crossings 

Ms. Litaker: 
This is Jon Anderson with aLcorn and The 
Birmingham News. I hope you are doing OK. I 
need to talk with you regarding the administrative 
changes taking place at Trace Crossings. If you 
could please give me a call, I would very much 
appreciate it. I'm working on a story today and 
would like very much to talk with you. My number 
is below. Thanks. 
Jon 

Jon Anderson 
Reporter, Community 
phone +1 205.325.3258 

email JAnderson@al.com 

address 2201 4th Ave. North, Birmingham, AL 35203 

www.al.com 

<imageOO 1. png> 
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AEA rep for Hoover schools pleased with reassignment of Trace 
Crossings Elementary Principal Robin Litaker 
Jon Anderson 1 janderson@al.com By Jon Anderson I janderson@al.com 

Email the author I Follow on Twitter 

on November 26, 2012 at 4:09PM, updated November 26, 20.12 at 7:26 P~1 

Tt~cc Crossings 
Elementary School 
Principal Robin Litaker I• 
being reassigned to an 
undetermined 
administrative post In the 
Hoover sd1ool system In 
Hoover, Ala, (The 
Birmingham News/Beverly 
Taylor) 

HOOVER, Alabama - The Alabama Education Association representative for 

teachers in Hoover schools said today she Is pleased with the school system's 

decision to reassign the principal at Trace Crossings Elementary School 

due to unrest among faculty there, 

Today was the first day with Assistant Superintendent Carol Barber stepping in 

to serve as principal at Trace Crossings, 

Robin Litaker, who has served as principal there for 2 A 11> years, Is taking 

professional leave between now and January to work on her dissertation and 

will be reassigned to another administrative post when she returns, Barber said 

in a Nov. 16 email to staff. 

Barber, in a separate email to elementary school principals, said Litaker had 

done an outstanding job, but in trying to hold people accountable for high 

standards, had ruffled feathers and hurt people's feelings, leading to low 

morale, a poor climate and negative culture at t11e school. 

Dana Clement, the AEA representative for t11e Hoover, Homewood, Mountain 

Brook and Vestavia Hills school districts, said she had been heating concerns about Litaker from Trace 

Crossings faculty for some time. 

"There has been a lot of unrest at that school for an ongoing period of time. lt had reached a point where 

faculty members and staff were grasping for help," Clement said. "They felt it was an environment of 

disrespect, of bullying, wllich is totally inappropriate for a school of uny age, but especially an elementary 

school in Hoover." 

Teachers were crying and coming to school physically ill because of the rnental stress they were facing, 

Clement said, 

. , Litaker v. Hoover 
http://blog.ul.com/spotnews//pnnLhtml lcntry"'/20 12/11/aca_rcp _for_ hoover_ schools~l~~~ b~liiJhlt.dQM 
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.,AEA rep for Hoover schools pleased with reassignment of Trace Crossings Elementary Pr... Page 2 or 2 

"You had an administrator who was not able to manage the faculty as a productive leader, and she was 

lashing out in every possible way," Clement said. "You can't have quality learning in a school if the morale of 

faculty and staff is so low that it affects the environment." 

Clement said she is pleased central office administrators listened to the concerns of the faculty and staff and 

took action. "It had reached a boiling point, and something had to be done." she said. 

Carol ~arber, assistant 
superintendent for Hoover 
City Schools, stepped in to 
take over as principal at 
Trace Crossings 
Elementary School on 
Monday, Nov. 26, 2012. 

Barber is a very experienced educator Dnd hopefully can get the school going in 

the right direction, Clement said. 

"You've got a goOd group of educ~tors, and they're going to take this and make 

the best of the situation," she said. 

Efforts to reach Litaker and Barber for comment were unsuccessful. 

To see more news from Hoover, go to www.al.com/hoover 

© 2014 AL.com. All rights reserved. 

http://blog.al.com/spolnews//printhlml?cnli)'=/20 12/11/aea rep l.br hoover schools Dlc .. ~~aifar f1 ~Ql 
- - - - Produced by Defendants 
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November 27, 2012 

Dear Mr. Craig: 

1 am a parent at Trace Crossings School that wanted to have my thoughts regarding Ms. Robin Litaker on 
permanent record with Central Office, as well as Hoover City Schools. This is letter will not bash or 
question the decision that was made. Conversely, the purpose of this letter is to sing the praises of Ms. 

Litaker- Roo in- while she was Principal af Trace. 

Over her tenure at Trace Crossings School, I developed both a personal and professional relationship 
with her. We worked closely together while I was President-Elect, President, and Recording Secretary of 

the PTO while she was at Trace- and we became friends during this time. Further, I worked with her, as 

well as yourself, on our Campus Master Plan (revamping of the playground). As I am sure you are 

aware, she championed this initiative as it directly affected all the students of Trace. On a couple of 

occasions she told me that the new playground was one of her proudest accomplishments. 

And that is exactly what Robin did during her tenure- champion for the kids and put the kids first. That 
is what made her such a special principal. She has always maintained that Trace was her home and she 
was so excited to return home when she assumed the principal role. Robin took on all the challenges 
and challengers and did all that she could to make the best of an unfair and uncomfortable situation. In 
my opinion, she did her job to the very best of her ability. We, the parents, were aware that she faced 
challenges from Day One at Trace; but she did not cower or hide from those challenges. Instead she 

persevered and always did what she believed was best for the students ... regardless of any possible 
backlash. That is why both parents AND kids loved her. 

This love, and our loyalty to Robin, is what has made this whole situation tough on the parents and 
children of Trace. I can tell you that students who have been told of her departure have shed tears; and 
parents have too. We loved and will continue to love Robin. As you are aware, she had the FULL 
support of parents. Her open-door policy, her approachability and loving heart endeared everyone to 
her. And it is so very unfortunate that circumstances beyond her and our control have caused these 
unfortunate events. 

In closing, Robin is an awesome administrator and any school will be extremely fortunate to have her on 
their team. I just wish she could have remained on the Trace Team. Trace is facing an inordinate 

number of issues, and she would have been the first in line taking each one on with a smile and 

optimism. Trace will miss her ... I will miss her ... my daughters will miss her ... and all other parents and 
students will miss her. 

Regards, 

Beth Ransom 

cc: Mrs. Carol Barber 
cc: Ms. Robin Litaker 
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Subject: Fwd: Questions 

From: Litaker, Robin (rlitaker@hoover.k12.al.us) 
pt.AtNl\ff'S 

EXHtstl To: robinlitaker@yahoo.com; 

Date: Tuesday, January 1, 2013 10:24 PM 

Please excuse typing errors - information sent from my !Phone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Craig, Andy" <acraigCW.hoover.k l2.al.us> 
Date: January I, 2013,9:00:35 PM CST 
To: "Litaker, Robin" <rlitaker@hoover.ki2.al.us> 
Subject: RE: Questions 

Robin, 

At this point, report to Central Office. I will see you tomorrow. 

Andy 

From: Litaker, Robin 
Sent: Sunday, December 30, 2012 8:44AM 
To: Craig, Andy 
Cc: robinlitaker@yahoo.com 
Subject: Questions 

Andy, 
I hope you have had a nice holiday. I have a couple of questions. 

1. Does the information we received from the state department give us grounds for asking 
that our AYP status and the test scores themselves be negated if the rest of the grade-level did 
not complete the test? I have said from the beginning that I felt something was wrong. I have 
always monitored instruction very closely and data .... I knew what our children were capable of 
showing and I knew/ know what the teachers at Trace are doing. I estimated correctly the 3rd 
grade score ... I knew the 4th graders were struggling .... they scored in the 70's the year before .... 
and 12 of the score level- 3's and 4's had withdrawn .... anyway ... I could go on about that but I 
won't.. .. I feel that this has been a total embarrassment to our school system. the Trace 
Crossings Community. to you and to me .... That is why I keep pushing for something to be 
done .... I do know that others do not believe as I do .... I am not just looking at data in a 
quantitative way .... I am also looking at it in a qualitative way ... I knew what the expected 
outcome should have been .... 

https://us-mgS .mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch? .rand=f3 87n48tp 14ib 4/20/2015 
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2. I will be at work on January 2nd .... I just need to know where to go .... I would love to assist 

with some of the things that we had talked about.... Maybe even an "Environmental Scan" for 

Elementary Schools .... this is typically done in business before planning strategically .... This would 

help us realize where we all are in all aspects .... Including instruction at the elementary level. ... 

3. I have thought a lot about what happened .... I am typically not a selfish person ... but I have 
to worry about my reputation ... I have been in education for 32 years .... I have brought nothing 
but positive accolades to the Hoover City School System .... When you mention Hoover in 

Education Circles in this state .... my name will come up .... that newspaper article has damaged 
my reputation and potentially will ruin my career .... now when I Google my name .... I don't see 
the good things that I have accomplished .... I just see those two articles .... There was not anarchy 

in the hallways .... The good teachers were not going to leave ..... My only argument was that I was 
never told or questioned about the situation. No one at Central Office is fully aware of who the 

"good teachers" are .... I will use a coaching analogy .... Just because you are a good player that 

doesn't make you a good/productive team member of a team. 

I do feel that the instructional problems at Trace Crossings had turned a corner .... The math data is looking 

very good .... The SMI data is end of the year expectations .... Many people don't realize/understand that 
and just look at the numbers of students that have not reached "accomplished" .... At the beginning of the 
year our data looked comparable to the other Hoover Schools .... I still feel that the problem is rooted in 
teacher's inability to plan properly ....... They don't know how to plan ..... Simply showing them data does 
not fix the problem .... They have to understand how to plan and how to differentiate their planning ..... 
That was my focus and that was why the need to have Tami Puchta and Gayle Morrison at Trace was so 
urgent. .... They have the most expertise in our system .... They along with many others came to Trace 

because I was the Principal. .... 

I brought many good things to that school. ... I also fixed problems that you may not even know about .... 
There was not one department/area in that school that did not have to be "overhauled" .... (In addition to 
the "mess" I inherited with the preschool program.) I believe that the school had truly turned the corner ... 
the shift in demographics is a reason why the improvements in instruction did not show-up .... There was 
still a lot of work to do .... The children on the "higher end" were not performing as they should .... That 
was why I asked for the Intervention/problem based teachers .... This was part of the plan I had to help all 
teachers learn to differentiate instruction .... I had also hoped that this would help with the parent 
concerns about the demographics .... the parents liked this but the one teacher I had was removed in 
September. 

The program that I brought from Samford is a mirror of programs that are being used around the country 
in "high needs" schools. The use of college students to assist with struggling/fringed students has been 
shown to make a difference in achievement. This year the focus first semester was with reading - next 

semester it will be math .... We are targeting those students who I term as "fringed" .... That's those kids 
who scored a "2" on the ARMT + .... These are also children who typically don't get Title I, Special Education 
Services or Tier II/III Instruction .... These children receive tutoring 3 mornings a week before school 
starts .... This is a part of what I was trying to do to help our "children" .... And teachers .... I was hoping we 
could expand this to the other Title I schools next year .... What is happening in our system---- shifting in 
demographics and the wide-span of abilities is symptomatic of what is happening across our country .... 
Knowing how to plan and the ability to implement programs that will serve the needs of all children is 
critical to the continued success of all of our children .... 

I'm sorry for the long email. ... You told me to communicate with you .... I just wanted to share my 
thoughts .... I enjoyed talking to you before Christmas .... I had never really had the chance to talk with you 
and share my ideas .... I just feel like you really listen (thus the long email®) ..... 

Please keep this communication between us .... 

Thank you, Robin 

https://us-mg5.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=f387n48tp 14 ib 4/20/20 IS 
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From: Utaker, Robin 
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2012 10:19 AM 
To: Dodson, Ron 
Cc: Craig, Andy; Barber, Carol; Camp, Deborah 
Subject: Re: TCES 4th math state appeal 

Page 3 of 3 

Then I am left to wonder from my original question---- was the test administered 
correctly?? (Time allowed?- there was a section that no 4th grade class finished) .... 
Guess that is what the problem was .. Which may also answer why we were the only 
elementary school that SMI did not correlate with ARMT + (at that grade level) our SMI 
at the end of the year was 85% at or above proficiency .... I was expecting a 69/70 not a 
55 on ARMT .... I was exactly right with third grade .... 
Thank you .... This does explain the drastic drop and the discrepancy in levels of skills ... 
It does not negate the need for instructional improvement. .. 

Please excuse typing errors - information sent from my IPhone 

On Dec 13,2012, at 9:54AM, "Dodson, Ron" <rdodson«ilhoover.kl2.al.us> wrote: 

We will receive an official written report from Dr. Turner in January, but I just 
heard the verbal response to our request for a state inquiry into the 

unprecedented 41
h grade math score drop at TCES last spring. Dr. Turner 

requested that we submit the names of the ten most egregious examples of 
student score drops. Robin selected those ten names which I submitted, and the 
state hand-scored those student answer sheets. 

The results are that all ten student answer sheets were scored correctly, so the 
state finds no evidence of a scoring error. The person who led the review did tell 
me that none of those ten students completed part 1 of the test. The greatest 

weaknesses noted (students missing all or 3/41
h of the questions related to a 

specific standard) were in standards 3, 8, and 10. The last four questions in part 1 
were all related to standard 10, so that weakness was most likely related to a time 
issue. 

Ron Dodson, Ph.D. 
Assistant Superintendent of Instruction 
Hoover City Schools 
2810 Metropolitan Way 
Hoover, AL 35243 

(205) 439-1053 

The best of friends meet but to part and go upon their way: 
Yet only part to meet again upon another day. 

https://us-mg5.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=f387n48tp I 4 ib 4/20/2015 
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To: Mr. Andy Craig, Superintendent 

From: Robin Litaker 

RE: Retirement-Date 

Mr. Craig 

April4, 2013 

ptA\NT\ff'S 
EXH\S\T 

This letter is to inform you that I have set my retirement date. I will retire from the Hoover City School 

System affective the last day of December 2013. 

My last day to work will be December 31' 2013. 

Produced by Hoover Board 
of Education 
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PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 

(j Meeting Sumnuuy with Carol Barber and Robin Litaker 

January 28, 2013 

Carol Barber requested a meeting with Robin Litaker to review transitional items regarding the leadership 

of Trace Crossings Elementary. The two primary concerns expressed included the location of student 

data from last year and the current year, and relations with parents. 

CB expressed concern about missing files and student data that she was told previously were in a white 
notebook that has not been located. CB mentioned she thought RL had it as a reference for her 

dissertation. RL replied she does not need that data for it and the white notebook has disaggregated data, 

walk through information, etc. She did not know why it was not at the school. CB said she was able to 
fmd prior years, but not recent data. RL said there was a black notebook that had some of that 
information. CB did not recall a discussion about a black notebook, but has reading information from 
Gayle and math from Tami. Her concern was upcoming accreditation and the absence of reports from 
ARMT. She received grade level information from Ron Dodson, but not the SDE profile they send. RL 
replied it was in the white and black notebooks. CB pulled what she could from the SDE reporting site, 
but has nothing beyond 20 11. RL stated it's across the hallway. 

CB inquired about PST notes from this year's meetings. RL said Judy Anderson has last year's and 
Gayle has this year's PST information. CB explained PST meetings are being revamped and wanted to 
review notes on individual students that may need addressing. She shared an example of a student 
referral and wanted to gather additional information. RL stated Gayle has moved some of Judy's 
information into her office and she should have this year's notes. CB and RL agreed that students are not 
being referred properly through Rtl and Tier 2 intervention. RL stated her first year she was unable to do 
much at all, and teachers were going to get more confused than they already were. CB asked Gayle to 
make a sample binder. RL said Dot did not address these issues. She said Judy was good at keeping up 
with information. but Gayle was better. RL shared example of what she attempted to do including a lunch 
meeting, and teachers did not like it. She also came up with an hour at the end of the day, and they started 

a rotation. They would present Rtl data and then discuss. CB was concerned about student files that were 
never referred to Tier 2 or 3, such as a 41

b grader who was now at Brock's Gap. She values the process to 
review students individually and instigate dialogue to help them. She noted they were losing kids because 
of a misunderstanding of moving kids to Tier 2. RL was also concerned that teachers did not utilize 
resources and intervention materials. She sent teachers to additional PD they had not gone to prior. CB 
stated their focus was currently on math and was an accounting issue. Dot told teachers they did not have 
to go to meetings, and teachers needed more clarification on Tiered instruction. 

Litaker v. Hoover 
Produced by Defendants 
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CB discussed she was embarrassed by the poetry examples that were submitted as examples to Central 

Office. She is trying to clarify what her expectations are. RL stated they had winners her first two years. 

CB indicated this too shall pass, and they are making progress. 

The other primary issue on concern is a core group of parents. Teachers seem to be getting better, kids 

are fme, but some parents appear to be very vocal and negative. CB asked RL for dialogues between she 
and these parents to cease. Last week a parent asked in a PTO meeting if CB was coming back next year. 
Her response was that she is planning to be at Trace Crossings. There appe;us to be a rumor and 

perception that CB is only going to be there a short time and RL will be coming back. CB stated there are 
some parents who are angry with her because they were not consulted about the transition in leadership at 
TC. RL replied that they were already unhappy. CB wants to make sure there is open communication 

with her and requested that RL separate herself from those that are making it more difficult for the school. 
RL felt insulted and said parents will text her, but she does not talk to teachers and parents as the less you 
know the better. She shared she had eaten with Ellen S. and did received texts from parents, but that was 
it. 

RL said she went through hell when many thought Debra Smith would be there. She also explained how 
she left so fast and she did not know where certain files were or the notebooks. CB was concerned that 
there were no notes from her walk throughs or anyone else. There is no conference documentation and 
asked why teacher files were in Debbie Drake's office. Some teachers had not been evaluated and aides 
had not been done in a long time. RL mentioned there was a write up on Kim Moates. Barbara Mayer 
did the preschool aides. CB challenged that and replied Barbara Mayer did not do any preschool aides. 

Conversation diverted back to parental involvement and RL reiterated that she emailed CB and Andy 
Craig about attending a PTO social at one of the PTO parent's house. She stated parents knew better than 
to ask her stuff. CB responded that she did not want to insult RL, but she was getting information from 
several sources. She explained she can't share information about staff with parents, and did not 
understand where this was corning from. Parents have knowledge about matters that they should not 
possess. CB said A YP will be difficult, but she is observing an impact on teachers. Her concern is it will 
take longer to see a greater impact on students. There are spins on stories and she was focusing on 
building trust with teachers and not throwing anyone under the bus. Individual conferences with teachers 
and parents are time consuming, but she is trying to do what is best. CB inquired whether or not RL 
allowed parents to choose their teachers since it had reoccurred in parent conferences. RL stated she 
never allowed that to occur and would tell parents to address the type of teacher in a letter. She said she 
hoped no one had implied she allowed them to pick their own teacher since that was not what she had 
done. They agreed this was their same stance on the matter. 

CB described that many parent conferences revolved around choice of teacher for the next year and 
demographics/rezoning. She has shared a template with them. Concern is over entitlement. RL replied 

Litaker v. Hoover 
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that parents did not get to discuss the teacher they wanted and she utilized placement cards when doing 

class roles. Originally, placement cards had apartment information/demographics that could be 
considered "profiling" and she did away with that. PTO was not happy with classes this year, but they 
didn't complain to her. RL said her biggest supporters were apartment kid parents, but you don't hear 
from them because they are working two jobs. RL was floored that parents were upset she was leaving. 
CB stated parents were mad because they were not consulted, which is impacting the culture. RL said the 

culture never went north and she would never attempt to undermine CB. CB desires to spend all energy 

on students and teachers. RL responded that she was not talking. 

RL mentioned there was not one entity that was working when she began. There was much to overcome 
with Dot and Debra. CB discussed she was working on building consensus since teams appear to be 
taking sides with philosophical matters. RL said if they had done team meetings the way she had set 
them up, it would have worked. CB disagreed and said they can't if there is no foundation of trust. RL 
described the national model she was using with the curriculum facilitators. She watched it work in other 
places. CB replied the model falls apart because they point fingers at others and says it is their 
responsibility. RL stated there are three bullies that need to build respect. 

Student discipline was discussed and CB asked RL how she maintained the data. RL explained she used 
information in Excel and did not enter but one in INOW. A discussion of a student (JH) occurred and CB 
inquired where the discipline file was kept. RL said Angie kept some files of incidents. CB requested 
student discipline information. 

A discussion of Space Camp evolved and CB wanted any background knowledge and what was needed. 
Community solicitation was mentioned and how one teacher let it fall apart. RL said before she left they 
didn't have reservations and teachers were suppose to do their own fundraisers. Technology Night funds 
would be used and parents were asked to help. RL was working on a parent letter when she left. 

Upon concluding the meeting, clarification on the white notebook carne up again and RL stated Tom and 
Stella may have it. The counselor should have copies of the black notebook. CB asked if survey data had 
been shared with faculty and RL replied it had not. She felt they had been beaten up too much already. 
CB inquired about the CIP and SIC involvement in the development. RL said they had not gone through 
it and was getting a plan together to get people involved in the process when she left. CB shared her 
opinion on how important teacher involvement in the process was. 
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Boanl of Education 

Earl A. Cooper 
Donna C. Frnz.icr 
Derrick M. Murphy 
Paulctle R. Pearson 
S1ephcn D. Presley 

Andy Craig 
Supuimendem 

AprillO, 2013 

Ms. Robin Litaker 
312 Gainswood Road 
Birmingham, AL 35209 

Dear Ms. Litaker: 

HOOVER 
CllY SCHOOLS 

2Bl0 METROfOUT hN WhY 
HOOVER, Al.ARN-\h :!5745 

(205)439·100() 

PlAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 

}Lf 

On April 8, 2013 the Hoover City Board of Education accepted yo\lr resignation due to your 
retirement effective December 31, 2013. 

Thank you for the years of your employment nnd tJ1e support to the Hoover City Schools. We 
hope these years have been a rewarding and positive experience. We wish you continued 
success in your future end avors. 

Andy Craig 
Superintendent 

cl 

Exhbit 2 

Learning for Life 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ALABAMA 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 

ROBIN LITAKER, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

v. ) 
) 

HOOVER BOARD OF EDUCATION, ) 
ANDY CRAIG, in his individual and ) 
official capacity as Superintendent, ) 
and CAROL BARBER, in her ) 
individual and office capacity as ) 
Assistant Superintendent, ) 

) 
Defendants. 

PlAlNT\Ff'S 
EXH\8\T 

CIVIL ACTION NO: 
2:14-cv-2176-:MHI-1 
JURY DEMAND 

DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 

Defendants, Hoover Board of Education ("the Board"), Andy Craig 

("Craig"), and Carol Barber ("Barber'') (collectively, Defendants), by and through 

their undersigned counsel, and pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 

submit their objections and responses to Plaintiff Robin Litaker's First 

Interrogatories and Request for Production as follows: 

INTERROGATORIES 

INTERROGATORY NO. 1: 

Describe, in detail, the Plaintiff's employment history with the Defendant, 
Hoover Board of Education. In responding, please state the date the Plaintiff was 

1 
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employed, positions held, dates Plaintiff held said positions, the job duties 
associated with each position, attendance record, the name and sex of the 
Plaintiff's immediate supervisor( s) and date, detailed reason for the plaintiffs 
removal as Principal at Trace Crossings Elementary School and person(s) making 
said decision. 

RESPONSE: 

Defendants object to Interrogatory No. 1 to the extent it seeks "the job duties 

associated with each position" and "attendance record" on the grounds that it is 

unduly burdensome to collect such information and on the grounds that such 

information is not relevant to her claims in this lawsuit and is not reasonably 

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. If Plaintiff will explain 

the relevance of these requests, Defendants will reconsider their response. To the 

extent such information is contained in Plaintiffs personnel file, Defendant Board 

will produce it. 

Defendants further object to Interrogatory No. 1 to the extent it seeks 

"detailed reason for the plaintiff's removal as Principal at Trace Crossings 

Elementary School" on the grounds that it is overly broad. To fully respond 

would require Defendants to put on a dress rehearsal of their defense at trial 

without the benefit of discovery. Defendants will provide an outline of the 

reasons for the decision. Plaintiff will have the opportunity to depose both Craig 

and Barber and collect information on that decision. 

Subject to those objections, Craig and Barber do not have information 

2 
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regarding Plaintiff's employment history. 

The Board states that Plaintiff held the following positions: 

Dates JobTitle · Location .·· ; Superyisor(Sex) ··•·· 
8/18/92- Physical Education Teacher Trace Crossings Dot Riley (F) 
8/8/04 Elementary 
8/9/04- Physical Education Teacher Riverchase Dianne Baggett (F) 
6/30/06 Elementary 
7/1106- Assistant Principal Shades Mountain Juli Feltham (F) 
6/30/10 Elementary 
7/1110- Principal Trace Crossings Andy Craig (M) 
11116/13 Elementary 
11117/12- Central Office Central Office Andy Craig (M) 
12/31113 Administrator 

Pursuant to FRCP 33, the Board will produce Plaintiffs Central Office personnel 

file and any other files the Board regularly maintained regarding Plaintiff's 

employment. 

With regard to the reasons for Plaintiff's removal from Trace Crossings 

Elementary School (TCES), Defendants state that Craig made the decision in 

consultation with Barber and conveyed that decision to Plaintiff in a meeting at the 

Central Office on November 15, 2012. When they made that decision, Craig and 

Barber believed that TCES was not functioning as it should. The Central Office 

received reports from teachers and staff about the work environment (e.g., 

extremely low morale, negative culture, teachers felt pitted against one another, 

teachers felt bullied, management of the school seemed disorganized). Some staff 

told Human Resources that they were looking to leave TCES. Parents had 

3 
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contacted Craig with concerns about the direction of the school. 

These were significant concerns and Craig and Barber did not believe 

Plaintiff had the ability to address them. They based that assessment on 

interactions with Plaintiff in which she seemed unable to articulate what she 

needed to move forward or was unable to make progress despite adequate support. 

For example, in the summer of 2012 they met with Plaintiff and others to talk 

about TCES and felt that Plaintiff did not articulate a vision for the school and 

Craig felt she was not responsive to his questions. During the first semester of 

2012, in Barber's meetings with Plaintiff (in which Barber was providing 

information collected from classroom observations), Plaintiff seemed 

overwhelmed by the issues she was to address and did not seem able to use the 

information provided to move the school forward. 

The concerns at TCES arose quickly and by November, Craig and Barber 

felt that they needed to act immediately to get the school calmed down and on 

track. They felt that Plaintiff had not established her leadership at the school and 

they did not have confidence in her ability to handle the situation. They 

concluded it would be best to have Barber fill the TCES Principal position so she 

could determine what was going on and figure out a path to address any issues. 

4 
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INTERROGATORY NO.2: 

Please provide a detailed listing of the Plaintiff's alleged performance 
problems, if any, while she has been employed with the Defendant Hoover Board 
of Education, including date(s) of verbal and written warning(s), reason(s) for said 
warning, person(s) issuing warning, any follow-up counseling the Plaintiff may 
have received regarding said warnings, and identify all documents related to her 
performance including emails. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to providing information regarding any 

performance problems prior to Plaintiff's becoming the Principal at TCES on the 

grounds that such information would be remote in time, not relevant to Plaintiffs 

claims and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence. 

Defendants further object to Interrogatory No. 2 to the extent it seeks 

"detailed listing" on the grounds that it is overly broad. To fully respond would 

require Defendants to put on a dress rehearsal of their defense at trial without the 

benefit of discovery. In response to Interrogatory No. 10, Defendants provide an 

outline of concerns at TCES that Craig and Barber did not believe Plaintiff could 

effectively address. At that time, Craig and Barber did not think of those issues as 

Plaintiffs "performance problems" but they are concerns at the school that were 

her responsibility. 

Subject to those objections, Defendants state that by the fall of 2012, Craig 

and Barber felt that TCES was not functioning as it should and the situation 

seemed to be deteriorating. They felt that they needed someone at TCES who 

5 
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could assess the various issues at the school and get the school calmed down and 

back on track. At that time, Craig and Barber did not necessarily view the 

situation at TCES as a "performance problem" of Plaintiff's; they simply needed to 

immediately address issues at the school and did not believe that Plaintiff could do 

so. 

INTERROGATORY NO.3: 

Please provide the name of each and every witness the Defendant and/or its 
representatives and agents have spoken to regarding Plaintiffs claims in this 
lawsuit, the date of communication and whether a written or recorded statement 
was taken. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Interrogatory No. 3 on the grounds of 

attorney-client privilege and attorney work product doctrine. Subject to that 

objection: Since receiving the lawsuit, Craig has spoken with Barber and Veal. 

Barber has spoken with Craig, Veal, Amanda Stone, Angie Smith, Ron Dodson 

and Jason Gaston. Neither Craig nor Barber recalls the dates of those 

conversations and they did not make written or recorded statements. 

Barber and the Board notified employees who were identified in the initial 

disclosures that they had been identified as potential witnesses and that counsel 

may want to talk with them. As part of its collection of information from potential 

witnesses, counsel prepared a confidential questionnaire that was distributed to 

persons counsel thought might have knowledge relevant to Plaintiff's claims. 

6 
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Counsel collected questionnaires from and/or spoke with the following people on 

the indicated dates regarding their knowledge of the allegations in the Complaint: 

Dean Addison (3/26/15), Ida Collins (3/13/15), Melinda Culberson (3/26/15), Kitty 

Denton (3/11/15), Melissa Dewberry (3/26/15), Debbie Drake (3/23/15), Liz Fry, 

Donna Houston, Amanda Johnigan, Dana Joyner (3/13/15), Julie Kent (3/11/15), 

Patrice Langham (3/26/15), Ann Elizabeth Mcinvale (3/11/15), Gayle Morrison 

(3/11/15), Adrianna Northcutt (3/23/15), Aleshia Paige (3/13/15), Karen Pheiffer 

(3/11/15), Catherine Rice, Angela Smith (3/13/15), Debra Smith (4/27/15), 

Amanda Stone (3/13/15), Mary Veal (4/27/15), Stella White (3/23/15). Counsel 

has no non-privileged written or recorded statements from these interviews. 

INTERROGATORY NO.4: 

Please provide a listing of each and every complaint (internal complaint, 
EEOC charge and/or lawsuit) of sex discrimination, retaliation, breach of contract, 
libel and slander filed against the Defendants from January 201 0 to the present. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Interrogatory No. 4 to the extent it 

seeks information regarding complaints of retaliation or breach of contract other 

than in the employment context on the grounds that such complaints are not 

relevant to Plaintiff's claims in this lawsuit and the request is not reasonably 

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Plaintiff has not raised 

a retaliation complaint and whether other employees have is not relevant to her 

7 
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claims. Additionally, to the extent Defendants have had claims of breached 

contracts that were not in the employment context, such information is not relevant 

to Plaintiffs claims. 

Defendants further object to Interrogatory No. 4 to the extent is seeks 

information on internal complaints that were not communicated to the Central 

Office staff. To the extent that such complaints were made to local schools and 

not reported to the Central Office, Defendants have no way to identify them. 

Subject to those objections, other than Plaintiffs EEOC charge and lawsuit, 

the Board has received the following complaints of sex discrimination January 1, 

2010: 

Colliplai.Ilant .· ........... dt.ui1JA.e;~.i~y .... ·. > ) .Allega,tion 
··.······· ····· 

.. 

Kim Warner EEOC charge Sex discrimination 
Lorethea Garrett Internal complaint, Sexual harassment 

. EEOC charge 
Sharon Tucker Internal complaint Sexual harassment 

(verbal) 

Other than Plaintiffs lawsuit, the Board, Craig and Barber have not received any 

complaints regarding breach of employment contract, libel or slander since January 

2010. Craig and Barber have not received any claims of sex discrimination 

against them personally. 

8 
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INTERROGATORY NO.5: 

Please detail by date and description all investigations conducted concerning 
the Plaintiff, including but not limited to, the name of the individuals who 
conducted the investigation, date of investigation, nature of investigation, list of 
individuals interviewed, the findings or conclusions reached as a result of those 
investigations, and identify all documents, including emails, related to the 
investigation. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Interrogatory No. 5 to the extent it 

seeks any information protected by the attorney-client privilege or work product 

doctrine. Without waiving that objection, counsel investigated to respond to 

Plaintiff's EEOC charge. Craig and Barber did not conduct any investigation 

concerning Plaintiff 

INTERROGATORY NO.6: 

Please identify all persons who have complained (internally or externally) of 
sex discrimination, retaliation, breach of contract, libel and slander from January 
2010 to present and state the nature of the complaint, if an investigation was 
conducted, individual who conducted investigation, any findings reached through 
investigation, and identify all documents, including emails, related to the 
complaints. 

RESPONSE: Defendants adopt their objections and response to 

Interrogatory No.4. Defendants further object to Interrogatory No.6 to the extent 

it seeks any documents protected by the attorney-client privilege or the attorney 

work product doctrine. Subject to that objection, the Board will produce copies of 

any written complaints associated with the complaints identified in response to 
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Interrogatory No. 6 and any nonprivileged documents regarding the investigation 

of those complaints. Craig and Barber have no responsive documents. 

INTERROGATORY NO.7: 

Please provide a listing of employees working for Defendant Hoover Board 
of Education in the position of Principal from January 2007 to present, including 
name, sex, school assigned to, date(s) of employment, address and telephone 
number, disciplinary actions, if any, transfer, and termination date, if applicable. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Interrogatory No. 7 to the extent it 

seeks information regarding employees working since January 2007 on the 

grounds that it is overly broad and seeks information that is not relevant to 

Plaintiff's claims and is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 

admissible evidence. 

Defendants further object to Interrogatory No. 7 to the extent it seeks 

information on Principal positions for which Plaintiff did not apply or for which 

she has not raised a complaint for her non-selection. Plaintiff applied for two 

Principal positions she did not obtain but they were filled in 2008 (South Shades 

Crest Elementary) and 2009 (Green Valley Elementary), and any claims regarding 

those claims are time barred. She was selected for the TCES position in 2010. 

She has not applied for any other Principal positions with the Board. 

Finally, Defendants object to Interrogatory No. 7 to the extent it seeks 

"date(s) of employment, address and telephone number, disciplinary actions, if 

10 
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any, transfer, and termination date" on the grounds that it is overly broad and seeks 

information that is not relevant to Plaintiff's claims and is not reasonably 

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Given that Plaintiff did 

not apply for most of these positions and does not have timely claims for the two 

positions for which she did apply, none of these employees are proper comparators 

and their employment histories are not relevant. Furthermore, if counsel wants to 

contact these Principals or former Principals, it should do so through the Board's 

counsel. 

Without waiving these objections, Craig and Barber do not have information 

responsive to this interrogatory. The Board states that the following people 

currently hold the position of principal in the Hoover School System: 

8/2013 
4/19/2011 
6/112011 
8/2/2007 
8/111999 
2009 
7/2013 
7/112012 
5/112008 
7/112014 
4/112014 
7/1995 
7/2007 
7/2013 
3/13/2012 
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INTERROGATORY NO.8: 

List all complaints made about Plaintiff during her employment, including 
date, incident, who complained, whether complaint was written or oral, who 
investigated, the outcome of the complaint, and identify all documents, including 
emails, related to the complaints. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Interrogatory No. 8 to the extent it 

seeks information regarding complaints about Plaintiff other than in her role as 

Principal of TCES or at the Central Office on the grounds that such information is 

remote in time to Plaintiff's claims in this lawsuit, the request is overly broad, does 

not seek relevant information, is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery 

of admissible evidence and to determine what, if any, information is responsive is 

unduly burdensome. If Plaintiff will explain the relevance of such information 

Defendants will reconsider this response. 

Subject to that objection, Defendants state as follows: 

Barber received a report from a teacher, Aleshia Paige, about not being able 

to perform her IEP duties because Plaintiff was having her and her aides cover 

classes while Plaintiff met with the classroom teachers. Paige's report was 

apparently triggered by a lengthy meeting Plaintiff had with the fourth grade team 

which caused Paige and her aides to not fulfill their duties. After asking Plaintiff 
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about the meeting, Plaintiff told Barber that she had called the fourth grade team in 

so they could "duke it out" or words to that effect. 

In August 2012 Barber received a letter from "Several Concerned Trace 

Crossings Teachers." As the letter was anonymous, she did not follow up with the 

teachers, although she was in the school regularly and observed the environment 

personally. 

During Plaintiff's time as Principal, Mary Veal received complaints from the 

following employees at TCES regarding Plaintiff and the work environment at 

TCES: Karen Pfeiffer, Aleshia Paige, Julie Kent, Tina Moretz, Amanda Stone, 

Ronda Vines, Dean Addison, Tom Leinheiser, Stephanie Watson, Ida Collins, 

Dana Joyner, Lucy Chapman, Patrice Langham and Debra Smith. Veal spoke 

with Plaintiff about Kent's concerns and later learned that Plaintiff had 

subsequently questioned Kent about it (which Kent perceived as retaliatory). 

Some of the people who talked with Veal were nervous and said they were 

concerned about retaliation from Plaintiff, so Veal did not make notes of the 

meeting and reported their concerns. 

In the fall of 2012, in addition to complaints directly from staff, they 

received a report from the AEA Uniserve Director that teachers at TCES were 

complaining to her about a number of issues, including being required by Plaintiff 

to work before and after school outside of their contracts. Veal and Barber spoke 
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with the Uniserve Director. As a result of that conversation, Barber directed 

Plaintiff to change the after hours schedule. 

The Board and Barber have produced any nonprivileged documents 

reflecting those reports or complaints. Craig has no responsive documents. 

INTERROGATORY NO.9: 

Identify all employees from January 2007 to present who received any 
discipline or counseling (either orally or in writing). For each employee please 
provide name, sex, position, date of discipline/counseling, reason for 
discipline/counseling, name and position of supervisor and person issuing 
counseling. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Interrogatory No. 9 on the grounds that 

it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, seeks information that is not relevant to 

Plaintiff's claims in this lawsuit and the request is not reasonably calculated to lead 

to the discovery of admissible evidence. Defendant Board has more than 1900 

employees at more than 17 schools and other locations. To identify each and 

every Board employee in the last 8 years who had been disciplined (either orally or 

in writing) would be a nearly impossible task and, given that the vast majority of 

these employees are not proper comparators to Plaintiff, would not result in the 

production of relevant information. Additionally, Plaintiffs claims are not that 

she was disciplined; she claims Defendants breached her contract, defamed her, 

denied her due process, and discriminated against her based on her sex in moving 
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her to the Central Office and replacing her at TCES with Carol Barber-none of 

which require a comparator regarding discipline. If Plaintiff will explain the 

relevance of this information, Defendants will reconsider this response. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 10: 

Please identify, in detail, each and every fact which supports the defendant's 
contention that the plaintiff had (a) profound and pervasive problems at Trace 
Crossing; (b) the faculty was divided and demoralized; (c) teachers were asking to 
be transferred ... because of Plaintiffs conduct as Principal; (d) parents were 
upset with a multitude of issues including communications; student mistreatment; 
and academic issues; and (e) plaintiff ignored specific directives to assist her. 

RESPONSE: 

Defendants object to Interrogatory No. 10 to the extent it would require 

Defendants to put on a dress rehearsal of its defense without the benefit of 

discovery. Subject to that objection, Defendants state as follows: 

Problems at TCES; Faculty Issues: Craig and Barber believed there were 

profound and pervasive problems at TCES and the faculty was divided and 

demoralized, as reflected in the faculty and staff reports and complaints to Human 

Resources (see response to Interrogatory No. 8), the apparent division of the 

faculty and Plaintiffs apparent inability to unify them, and reports that faculty felt 

pitted against one another. Faculty reported that morale was low, the environment 

was unnecessarily stressful and some were attributing physical problems to that 

stress. Some reported that they felt bullied. Some faculty complained about 
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being required to work outside of their contract terms, specifically being scheduled 

for duties before and after school. Barber recalls a report that in handling 

disciplinary issues, Plaintiff would put students with disciplinary problems with the 

Registrar, the nurse, or other staff members with no instructional component and 

no communicated plan to address the disciplinary issues. Craig and Barber had 

expected some unrest at TCES when Plaintiff took over as Principal as a result of 

her instituting necessary changes that some of the faculty would not welcome. 

They expected that the unrest would diminish as Plaintiff settled into her role as 

Principal. In the first semester of 2012, it appeared that the faculty and staff at 

TCES was increasingly unhappy and the situation was not improving. 

Additionally, Human Resources felt it got an unusual number of complaints from 

TCES for the beginning of the school year. 

Teachers Transfer Requests: Veal reported to Craig and Barber that 

teachers were asking to be transferred from TCES because of the environment at 

the school and Plaintiff's leadership. Although there had been some staff who 

sought transfers at the end of Plaintiff's first year at TCES, Defendants did not 

consider that unusual following a change in leadership. Veal recalls that the 

following teachers and staff at TCES asked about transfer opportunities: Amanda 

Stone, Stephanie Watson, Tom Lenheiser, Stella White and Ronda Vines. 
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Parent Concerns: Craig had been contacted by some ICES parents with 

concerns about the direction of the school. The parents raised various concerns, 

including about students not being challenged in classes (in part because teachers 

were spending time addressing disciplinary issues), home values, people removing 

their children from the school, the quality of the faculty, and student achievement. 

Craig and Barber do not recall parents voicing concerns over student mistreatment. 

The parents who contacted Craig did not register complaints specifically about 

Plaintiff; they raised concerns about the direction of TCES. 

Specific Directives: After Plaintiff had complained about her faculty in 

general and about one teacher in particular, Barber told Plaintiff she needed to put 

the teacher on a performance plan for improvement and, if that did not work, 

terminate. Barber drafted a plan for Plaintiff to administer to that faculty member 

but Plaintiff did not do so. 

In the first semester of 2012, Barber and other instructional leaders worked 

with TCES staff observing classroom teachers and providing data. Plaintiff was 

supposed to analyze the data and pull the team together on a periodic basis but she 

did not do so. She was also supposed to share the data with her faculty and did 

not do so. 

After the AEA Uniserve Director spoke with Human Resources and Barber 

about Plaintiff scheduling teachers for duties outside of the terms of their contracts, 
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Barber directed Plaintiff to change the schedule but later learned that Plaintiff had 

not done so. 

INTERROGATORYNO.ll: 

Please provide a listing of all parents, with addresses and telephone numbers 
who were upset with the plaintiff and had "a multitude of issues including 
communications; student mistreatment and academic issues." In responding, please 
limit the response to issues dealing the plaintiff only and not other issues such as 
zoning, etc. 

RESPONSE: Parents who contacted Craig about concerns at TCES did 

not specifically state that they were upset with Plaintiff. They voiced concerns 

about the direction of TCES and raised concerns as outlined in response to 

Interrogatory No. 10. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 12: 

Please describe with particularity all meetings and/or communications 
between Plaintiff and any of the Defendants' agent, servants, and/or employees 
concerning her performance. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to providing information regarding any 

performance problems prior to Plaintiffs becoming the Principal at TCES. (See 

objection to Interrogatory No. 2.) Defendants further object to Interrogatory No. 

12 to the extent it seeks a detailed description of meetings or communications on 

the grounds that with Plaintiff by any "agent, servants and/or employees" of the 
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Board on the grounds that it is overly broad and unduly burdensome. Subject to 

those objections: 

Barber met with Plaintiff to administer evaluations in or around January 

2011 and February 2012. Other meetings with Plaintiff were about TCES (rather 

than about Plaintiff's performance specifically). Those meetings included: 

• Craig recalls the following meetings: 

Winter or Spring 2012: Craig met with Plaintiff at TCES to talk about how 

things were going. ·She complained to him about how bad her faculty was and 

Craig told her that she should bring specific problems up when they met about 

staffing for the 2012-13 school year and they would be as aggressive as they could 

about making changes to her staff. Craig also recalls that Plaintiff talked about 

disciplinary problems she felt were corning from students living in the apartment 

complexes and that she felt it was affecting instruction. Craig thinks she may 

have raised a concern about a student who was on free and reduced lunch that she 

thought maybe should not be but she had not discussed the issue with the CNP 

Manager. Craig told her to talk to the CNP Manager about it. 

Spring 2012: Craig, Veal, Barber, Ron Dodson and Cathy Antee met with 

Plaintiff to talk about staffmg for the upcoming school year. She did not 

recommend terminations of the teachers about whom she had complained. 
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July 11, 2012 (per Barber's calendar): Craig, Barber and Ron Dodson met 

with Plaintiff and Deborah Camp to talk about a plan for TCES. 

November 15, 2012: Craig and Barber met with Plaintiff at the Central 

Office and told her that they were transferring her to the Central Office and Barber 

would fill the Principal position at TCES. 

• Barber recalls the Staffing Meeting, and the July 11 and November 15 

meetings mentioned above. Barber met with Plaintiff on a nearly weekly basis in 

the Fall of 2012 to talk about TCES. Barber will produce a copy of her calendar 

reflecting those meetings. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 13: 

Describe, in detail, Carol Barber's and Kathy Wheaton's employment 
histories with the Defendant, Hoover Board of Education. In responding, please 
state the dates of employment, positions held, dates held for each position said 
positions, the job duties associated with each position, attendance record, 
certification(s) and dates of certification(s), the name and sex of immediate 
supervisor(s) and date, any and all disciplinary action and termination date, if 
applicable. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Interrogatory No. 13 to the extent it 

seek "the job duties associated with each position, attendance record, 

certification( s) and dates of certification( s )" on the grounds that it is overly broad, 

unduly burdensome, seeks information that is not relevant to Plaintiff's claims in 

this lawsuit and is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
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evidence. If Plaintiff will explain the relevance of this information, Defendants 

will reconsider this objection. 

Subject to and without watvmg that objection: Craig does not have 

information regarding Barber's and Wheaton's employment history except in 

general terms. Barber does not have detailed information regarding Wheaton's 

employment and knows her own in general terms. 

The Board provides below the dates of employment, positions held with 

Hoover (including dates), and the name and sex of immediate supervisors for 

Barber and Wheaton: 

Kathy Wheaton: 

Principal Berry High 
School/Hoover High 
School 

Principal, Berry 
Middle School 

Superintendents (various, 1995-2013 
including Connie 
Williams (F) and Andy 
Craig (M) 

Principal, Greystone Andy Craig (M) 
Elementary School 

7/16/2013-
present 
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Carol Barber: 

Director of Robert Mitchell (M) 5/2/88-1989 
Curriculum and 
Instruction, Central 
Office 

Principal Simmons Superintendent (various, 6/89-
Middle School including Connie 6117/07 

~illiams (J<) 

Assistant Andy Craig (M) 6/18/07-
Superintendent, 11116/12 
Central Office 

Principal ( initially Andy Craig (M); Jim 11116/12-
temporary basis), Reese (M) present 
Trace Crossings 

Neither Barber nor %eaton has had any disciplinary action. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 14: 

Describe, in detail, the employment histories of David J<ancher, Brian Cain, 
Chris Shaw, Bob Lawry, and Rush Propst, Scott Mitchell, David Shores with the 
Defendant, Hoover Board of Education. In responding, please state the dates of 
employment, positions held, dates held for each position said positions, the job 
duties associated with each position, attendance record, the name and sex of 
immediate supervisor(s) and date, any and all disciplinary action, investigations, 
and termination date, if applicable. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Interrogatory No. 14 on the grounds 

that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, seeks information that is not relevant to 
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Plaintiff's claims in this lawsuit and is not reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence. None of these individuals competed with 

Plaintiff for a position at issue in this lawsuit, nor were any of them involved in 

any decision she challenges in her complaint. 

Defendants object to Interrogatory No. 14 to the extent it seeks information 

regarding Rush Propst and David Shores on the grounds that the request is overly 

broad, does not seek information relevant to Plaintiffs claims in this lawsuit and is 

not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. These 

individuals are not proper comparators to Plaintiff in that they were not principals 

and the circumstances surrounding their transfers from coaching positions were 

governed by confidential settlement agreements negotiated with their respective 

counsel. 

Defendants object to providing any information regarding attendance 

records or job duties. (See objection to Interrogatory No. 13.) 

Without waiving those objections, Craig and Barber do not have information 

regarding these individual's employment history except in general terms. 

The Board provides the following information: 

David Fancher: 

Superintendent (various, 
includin Jack Farr M 
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Elementary School Connie Williams (F), 
Andy Craig (M)) 

Retired per DROP 
Program 

Interim Principal, Jim Reese (M) 
Bluff Park 
Elementary School 

Brian Cain: 

Assistant Principal, . Principal 
Hoover High School 

Principal, Connie Williams (F) 
Crossroads 
Alternative School 

Principal, Simmons Andy Craig (M) 
Middle School 

24 

Eff. 4/1/15 

May and 
June 2015 
(on 
supplement 
contract) 

4/1102-
7/1/05 

7/1/05-
7/20/07 

7/20/07-
present 
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Chris Shaw: 

Principal, Spain 
Park High School 

Planning Director, 
Central Office 

Resigned 

Bob Lawry: 

P6sition•· •·.···.·. 

. ·.·· ............. ... . ····· .. ·. ·.·•· ) 

Teacher, TCES 

Teacher and 
Extended Daycare 
Liaison, S. Shades 
Crest Elementary 

Elementary 
Instructional 
Technology 
Specialist, Itinerant 

Assistant Principal, 
Gwin Elementary 

Principal, South 
Shades Crest 
Elementary 

Student Services 

Andy Craig (M) 

Su(>~rosot' . • .······ .......... •.······••····· ·· ·' ·····.·•···•••··•· 
•.•..•. .• •• .. < ·••••• ·• 
Dot Riley (F) 

Principal 

Principal 

Andy Craig (M) 

Wayne Smith (M) 

25 

2/29112-
7/1112 

7/1112 

:Qat~<······ 
• ..... 

8/18/92-
6/30/98 

7/1/98-
8/11102 

8112/02-
6/30/06 

7/1106-
7/31/08 

8/1108-
6/30/13 

7/1113-

••••• 
• • 
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Specialist present 

Rush Propst: 

Positioni··· •··· ···· S11pei"Vi,scn· 
····· .····· 

Date ...... ... • .. · ..... 

••·•···•••••·•· < .. ··•·•••··••·••••••···.··• •·••·•••·•••·••·••···•·• .··•··•·· .. · 

... ...... •. .•. ····. . .......... ·. .. •.·. ·. ····· . . .. . .. ·.. .. . .. 
Head Football Richard Bishop (M) 1/12/99-
Coach and Athletic 
Director, Hoover 
High School 

Head Football Richard Bishop (M) 7/16/99-
Coach, Hoover High 11/07 
School 

Administrative Andy Craig (M) 11/07-
Assistant, Central 8/30/08 
Office 

Retired 8/31/08 

Scott Mitchell: 

Teacher, TCES Dot Riley (F) 8/12/98-
8/8/04 

Teacher, Riverchase Dianne Baggett (F) 8/9/04-
Elementary School 1/1/06 

Assistant Principal, La Tanya Harris (F) 112/06-
Deer Valley 7/31111 
Elementary School 
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Principal, Hoover Andy Craig (M) 
Intermediate School 

David Shores: 

}'(lsition ·····. > > S*ll~rvi§or < ... · ...... •• 

············· •·· ..•• · ..... >> .••.• . .. · .. ·.·························· .. · ........... •· ··•··· · ..•... ·. 
. .·.· .. 

Driver's Education Billy Broadway (M) 
Teacher, Spain Park 
High School 

Teacher (and Head Billy Broadway (M), then 
Football Coach) Chris Shaw (M) 

Assistant Director of Andy Craig (M) 
Athletics 

Resigned 

INTERROGATORY NO. 15: 

8/1/11-
present 

Date 
. ........ 
..... 

. •..... 

. ······.·· .········. 8/1/06-
2/11108 

2/12/08-
10/10/10 

10/11110-
5/27/11 

5/28/11 

Please provide a listing of all Principals and Administrators hired and/or 
transferred after plaintiff was removed as Principal at Trace Crossings Elementary. 
In responding, please provide the sex of each individual, date of hire/transfer, 
school hired/transferred from and to, name and sex of the individual(s) who made 
the hire/transfer decision, and employment history with defendant. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Interrogatory No. 15 to the extent it 

seeks information on Principal and Administrator positions filled after Plaintiff's 

retirement date (December 31, 2013) on the grounds that such information is 

overly broad, does not seek information relevant to Plaintiff's claims in this lawsuit 
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and is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Defendants further object to Interrogatory No. 15 to the extent it seeks information 

regarding positions that were posted for which Plaintiff did not apply. 

Information regarding those positions and who filled them is not relevant to 

Plaintiffs claims in this lawsuit and the request is not reasonably calculated to lead 

to the discovery of admissible evidence. Additionally, if Plaintiff did not apply 

for a position, the successful candidate's employment history is not relevant and 

the request is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence. 

Subject to those objections, Craig and Barber do not have responstve 

information. The Board states that it did not fill any Principal or Administrator 

positions between November 16, 2012 and December 31, 2013 other than through 

the posting process and Plaintiff did not apply for any of the posted positions. 

Without waiving its objections, the Board identifies the following Principals or 

Administrators who were hired or transferred into positions that were posted 

between November 16, 2012 and December 31, 2013: 

From: Asst. Principal, Melody Greene (F) 7113113 Andy Craig (M) 
Spain Park 
To: Asst. Supt. of Admin. 
Services, Central Office 
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New hire: Chief Academic Tammy Dunn (F) 7/1113 Ron Dodson (M) 
Officer for Mathematics & 
Science, Central Office 
New hire: Chief Academic Cindy Adams (F) 7/1113 Ron Dodson (M) 
Officer for Reading & 
Humanities, Central 
From: Principal, South Bob Lawry (M) 7/1/13 Wayne Smith (M) 
Shades Crest Elementary 
To: Student Services 
Specialist, Central Office 
From: Administrative Debra Smith (F) 7/1113 Andy Craig (M) 
Manager, Central Office 
To: Instructional 
Coordinator ofF ederal 
Programs & Testing, 
Central Office 
From: Asst. Principal, Kara Scholl (F) 7/1/13 Andy Craig (M) 
Bluff Park Elementary 
To: Principal at South 
Shades Crest Elementary 
From: Principal at Berry Kathy Wheaton (F) 7/1113 Andy Craig (M) 
Middle School 
To: Principal at Greystone 
Elementary 
From: Asst. Principal at Chris Robbins (M) 8/1/13 Andy Craig (M) 
Berry Middle 
To: Principal at Berry 
Middle 

INTERROGATORY NO. 16: 

Please provide, in detail, each and every reason the defendant contends it did 
not breach the plaintiff's June 18, 2012 Employment Contract. 

RESPONSE: 

Defendants object to Interrogatory No. 16 to the extent it asks them to prove 

a negative. Without waiving that objection, Defendants state that they did not 
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cancel Plaintiffs contract, reduce her pay or otherwise breach its tenns. When 

Craig and Barber notified Plaintiff of their intent to transfer her from TCES to the 

Central Office, Plaintiff did not object. Had she objected, it would have been 

necessary for Craig to make a written recommendation to the School Board to 

effect that transfer. She did not object; she accepted the transfer to the Central 

Office at no loss of salary. 

Craig and the Board state that in March 2013, Plaintiffs then-counsel, Mark 

Boardman, called Craig and told him that he was calling on Plaintiffs behalf to 

negotiate a buy out of her contract. The Board offered to pay her through the end 

of the calendar year (including any pay raises) and she could work from home on 

projects assigned by the Superintendent. She submitted a resignation letter and 

retired effective December 31, 2013. Plaintiffs retirement effectively terminated 

her contract. 

INTERROGATORY N0.17: 

Please provide, in detail, each and reason the defendant Carol Barber was 
allowed to provide the attached email with false information to an aLcorn reporter 
and said information was subsequently published in the attached newspaper article. 
In responding, please provide the reason(s) why the plaintiff was taken off the 
distribution list, why the original attached email regarding the plaintiffs 
reassignment was not sufficient, and describe the Board's policy concerning the 
sharing of personnel information. 
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RESPONSE: Defendant Barber did not provide the attached email to an 

aLcorn reporter. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 

REQUEST N0.1: 

The complete personnel file (wherever located or maintained) of the Plaintiff, 
including all documents that show, reflect, refer to, or relate to any complaints 
made by the Plaintiff and the work performance of the Plaintiff, including, but not 
limited to the following: any and all performance evaluations, attendance records, 
leave requests, training records, memoranda of commendation or criticism and 
promotion ratings as well as any and all documents related to counseling regarding 
any alleged on the job deficiencies or poor performance or poor work product. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Request No. 1 to the extent it seeks any 

separate attendance records, leave requests, or payroll records on the grounds that 

it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, seeks documents not relevant to Plaintiff's 

claims in this lawsuit and the request is not reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to that objection, Defendants will 

produce a copy of any personnel files they maintained regarding Plaintiff. 

REQUEST NO.2: 

All manuals, employee handbooks, personnel documents, guidelines, or any 
other documents, by whatever name known, which describe the Defendants' 
practices, policies, procedures, rules or regulations regarding transfers, hiring, 
training, promotions, demotions, selection, discrimination and leave, which were in 
effect from January 1, 2010 to the present. Such documents should include any 
updates, revisions, exclusions, appendages made from January 1, 2010 to the 
present. 
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RESPONSE: Defendants object to Request No. 2 to the extent it seeks 

policies on hiring, training, promotions, and leave on the grounds that the request 

is overly broad, seeks documents not relevant to Plaintiff's claims in this lawsuit 

and is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Plaintiff has not made a claim about hiring, training, promotions or leave. 

Without waiving that objection, Defendant Board will produce any current, written 

policies on transfers, promotions, demotions, selection, and discrimination. To 

the extent it can find policies on those topics not currently in effect that were in 

effect between January 1, 2010 and now, it will provide them. Craig and Barber 

have no responsive documents. 

REQUEST NO. 3: 

Central Office Organizational charts showing chain of command for district 
operation. 

RESPONSE: The Board does not, as a matter of course, maintain a 

responsive organizational chart. Defendant Board will provide an organizational 

chart for the Central Office submitted as part of its annual indirect cost filing. 

That chart is not entirely accurate but will provide a general description of the 

organization of the Central Office at the time of that filing. Craig and Barber have 

no responsive documents. 
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REQUEST NO. 4: 

All EEOC investigative files, personnel investigative files, personnel files, 
personnel documents, or any other documents, including emails, by whatever name 
known, reflecting the Defendants' investigation of, its responses or positions to, 
and its decision regarding the Plaintiff, her complaints and her Charge of 
Discrimination. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Request No. 4 to the extent it seeks 

documents protected by the attorney-client privilege or the attorney work product 

doctrine. Subject to this objection, Defendants will produce any correspondence 

with the EEOC regarding Plaintiff's charge and any nonprivileged documents 

regarding its decision regarding to transfer Plaintiff. 

REQUEST NO. 5: 

All EEOC Charges of Discrimination which allege sex discrimination and/or 
retaliation which have been filed against the Defendants from January 1, 2010. 

RESPONSE: Defendants adopt their objections and response to 

Interrogatory No. 4. Subject to those objections, Defendant Board will produce 

copies of the EEOC charges filed by Kim Warner and Lorethea Garrett. Craig and 

Barber have no responsive documents. 

REQUEST NO. 6: 

All complaints, reports, and/or internal grievances of sex discrimination, 
retaliation made by any and all individuals against any employee of the Defendants 
company from January 1, 2010 to the present and all documents, including emails, 
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reflecting Defendants' investigation into these complaints. 

RESPONSE: Defendants adopt their objections and response to 

Interrogatory No.4. Defendant Board will not produce any privileged documents 

but will produce copies of any written complaint, notes of investigation (other than 

by counsel), and any response to the complaints identified in response to 

Interrogatory No. 4. Craig and Barber have no responsive documents. 

REQUEST NO.7: 

Any and all witness statements (including audio and video recordings) that 
are in any way related to the Plaintiff's claims, the Defendants' defenses, or 
Defendants' investigation into PlaintifPs claims. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Request No. 7 to the extent it seeks 

documents protected by the attorney-client privilege or attorney work product 

doctrine. Other than documents subject to those protections, Defendants have no 

responsive documents. Although Defendants would not describe them as "witness 

statements," the Board has produced any documents that employees or other 

potential witnesses submitted to Human Resources regarding their concerns about 

Plaintiff. 

REQUEST NO. 8: 

Any and all personnel files and documents including, but not limited to, 
performance and training records, contracts, evaluations, disciplines, etc., wherever 
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located or maintained, for Andy Craig, Carol Barber, Kathy Wheaton, David 
Fancher, Brian Cain, Chris Shaw, Bob Lawry, and Rush Propst, Scott Mitchell, 
and David Shores. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Request No. 8 to the extent it seeks 

documents containing confidential information (e.g., medical information, benefits 

information, social security numbers, dates of birth, salary information, financial 

information) on the grounds that such information is not relevant to Plaintiff's 

claims in this lawsuit and the request is not reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence. The Board will redact or remove any such 

information. 

Defendants object to Request No. 8 to the extent it seeks the personnel file 

of Kathy Wheaton on the grounds that the request is overly broad, does not seek 

documents relevant to Plaintiffs claims in this lawsuit and is not reasonably 

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Wheaton is a Principal 

who is not a decision maker, comparator or someone who competed with Plaintiff 

for a position. Information in her personnel file is not relevant to Plaintiffs 

claims of sex discrimination, violation of due process, breach of contract or 

defamation. 

Defendants object to Request No. 8 to the extent it seeks personnel files on 

Rush Propst and David Shores on the grounds that the request is overly broad, does 

not seek documents relevant to Plaintiff's claims in this lawsuit and is not 
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reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. These 

individuals are not proper comparators to Plaintiff in that they were not Principals 

and because the circumstances surrounding their transfer from coaching positions 

to other administrative roles were governed by confidential settlement agreements 

negotiated with their respective counsel. 

Without waiving these objections, Defendant Board will produce copies of 

the Central Office personnel files for Andy Craig, Carol Barber, Kathy Wheaton, 

David Fancher, Brian Cain, Chris Shaw, Bob Lawry, and Scott Mitchell, redacting 

any confidential, medical or financial information. Craig and Barber have no 

responsive documents. 

REQUEST NO. 9: 

Any and all personnel files and documents, wherever located or maintained, 
including training records, evaluations, disciplines, etc. of all Principals 
hired/transferred after the plaintiff filed her EEOC charge in this case. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Request No. 9 to the extent it seeks 

information regarding Principals hired for or transferred to positions that were 

posted for which Plaintiff did not apply and to the extent it seeks information after 

Plaintiff's retirement date. (See objections to Interrogatory No. 15.) Additionally, 

Defendants object to Request No. 9 to the extent it seeks documents containing 

confidential information. (See objection to Request No. 8.) Finally, Defendants 
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object to Request No. 9 to the extent it seeks information on hires and transfers 

"after the plaintiff filed her EEOC charge in this case." Defendants did not 

receive a copy of Plaintiffs charge until the Commission forwarded it to them by 

Notice of Charge of Discrimination dated December 12, 2013 which was 

apparently well after she filed it. 

Subject to those objections, Defendant Board did not hire or transfer any 

person into a principal position between September 25, 2013 and December 31, 

2013. 

REQUEST NO. 10: 

Any and all depositions, affidavits, declarations, witness statements of 
individuals identified on Plaintiffs or Defendants' initial disclosures. 

RESPONSE: Defendants adopt their objections and response to Request 

No.7. 

REQUEST NO.ll: 

Any and all documents utilized in responding to the above interrogatories. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Request No. 11 to the extent it seeks 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege or work produce doctrine. 

Subject to that objection, Defendants believe they have produced any responsive, 

nonprivileged documents. 
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REQUEST NO. 13: 

As to all individuals involved in decisions affecting the Plaintiff's 
employment including, but not limited to, discipline, evaluations, counseling, 
transfer, demotion, and/or hiring, provide any and all notes, diaries, e-mails, 
electronic messaging, calendars, appointment books (whether on paper or 
computerized format) maintained by them that have anything to do with the 
Plaintiffs employment. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Request No. 13 to the extent it seeks 

any documents protected by the attorney-client privilege or the attorney work 

product doctrine. Defendants also object to Request No. 13 to the extent it seeks 

information regarding Plaintiff's employment prior to her time at TCES (see 

objection to Interrogatory No. 2). Defendants object to Request No. 13 to the 

extent it seeks information that had "anything to do with the Plaintiff's 

employment" on the grounds that it is overly broad and unduly burdensome. 

Subject to those objections, Defendants have produced any nonprivileged 

documents they have regarding with the decision to move Plaintiff from TCES to 

the Central Office and the acceptance of her resignation. Defendants are still 

searching for some calendars, diaries and appointment books that may have 

responsive information and will produce them if and when responsive documents 

are found. Defendants are searching for additional electronically stored 

information but have not been able to obtain it in a readable form at this time. If 

or when Defendants are able to do so, they will produce any responsive, 
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nonprivileged communications. 

REQUEST NO. 14: 

Any and all documents, including but not limited to letters, memoranda, 
electronic mail (e-mail) messages, calendar entries, diary entries, notes, daytirner 
entries, electronically stored information, and/or any written statements or 
affidavits, that reflect, reference or relate in any way to the defendants' hiring, 
employment, discipline, evaluation, transfer, and removal of the Plaintiff. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Request No. 14 to the extent it seeks 

any and all documents that "reflect, reference or relate in any way to the 

defendants' hiring [or] employment" of Plaintiff on the grounds that it is overly 

broad, unduly burdensome, does not seek documents relevant to Plaintiff's claims 

in this lawsuit and is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 

admissible evidence. Defendants adopt their objections and response to Request 

No. 13. 

REQUEST NO. 15: 

Any and all phone (office or cell) records and text messages to and from 
Andy Craig, Carol Barber, Amanda Stone, Ron Dodson, City Council Members, 
AEA Representatives, and all Board Members (present and past board members) 
from January 1, 2010 to January 1, 2014, which mention, talk about, relate to or 
touch on the plaintiff and her employment with defendant. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Request No. 15 to the extent it seeks 

phone records and text messages for a four year period that "mention, talk about, 
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relate to or touch on the plaintiff and her employment with defendant" on the 

grounds that it is overly broad and unduly burdensome. Defendants further object 

to Request No. 15 to the extent it seeks phone records and text messages before 

2012 or after Plaintiff's resignation on April 4, 2013 on the grounds that it is 

overly broad, unduly burdensome, seeks information that is not relevant to 

Plaintiff's claims in this lawsuit and is not reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence. Defendants object to Request No. 15 to the 

extent it seeks documents protected by the attorney-client privilege or work 

product doctrine. 

Subject to those objections, Defendants do not have access to the phone 

records or text messages of the City Council Members or the AEA representatives. 

Defendants are attempting to determine whether they can obtain the requested 

records and at what expense. When they have done so, they will contact 

Plaintiff's counsel to discuss the available information (if any) and may 

supplement this objection. 

REQUEST NO. 16: 

Any and all emails, text messages, phone messages, phone records, from Dr. 
Debra Smith to Trace Crossing personnel and parents from January 1, 2010 to the 
plaintiffs removal as Principal and retirement which mention, talk about, relate to 
or touch on the plaintiff and her employment with defendant. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Request No. 16 on the grounds it is 
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overly broad and unduly burdensome. Whether Ms. Smith sent communications 

to TCES teachers or parents over the course of 5 years that "mention, talk about, 

relate, or touch upon" Plaintiff is not relevant to any of Plaintiff's claims in this 

lawsuit and the request is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 

admissible evidence. Ms. Smith was Plaintiffs subordinate at TCES for a year 

and then had a Central Office role in which she did not supervise or otherwise 

assess Plaintiffs performance. Defendants did not consult Ms. Smith in making 

any decisions regarding Plaintiff's employment. If Plaintiff will explain the 

relevance of this request, the Board will reconsider this response. Craig and 

Barber have no responsive documents. 

REQUEST NO. 17: 

State Department of Education test documents for Grades 3-4 for the Spring 
of2011, 2012 and 2013 for Trace Crossing Elementary. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Request No. 17 on the grounds that it is 

overly broad, does not seek documents relevant to her claims in this lawsuit and is 

not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence in that no 

decision regarding Plaintiffs employment was based on 3rd and 4th grade test 

documents. Defendants further object to Request No. 17 on the grounds that it is 

vague and Defendants are not sure what is meant by "test documents." Without 

waiving these objections, Defendant Board will produce copies of the School 
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Report for TCES on the Alabama Reading and Mathematics Test for grades 3rd 

and 4th for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. If these are not the "test documents" 

Plaintiff seeks, if Plaintiff will explain the relevance of these documents and/or 

provide more specificity the Board will reconsider this response. 

REQUEST NO. 18: 

DOJ, NAACP and NAACP-LDF (Legal Defense Fund) documents showing 
attempts to move the minority/apartment students out of Trace Crossings from 
January 1, 2010 to the present. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Request No. 18 on the grounds that it 

does not seek documents relevant to Plaintiffs claims in this lawsuit and is not 

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Plaintiff 

has not claimed that she was moved from TCES to the Central Office, that she 

retired, or than any decision regarding her employment was related to information 

from the Department of Justice, the NAACP or the NAACP-LDF or any attempt to 

"move minority/apartment students" out of TCES. If Plaintiff will explain the 

relevance of this request, the Board will reconsider this response. 

REQUEST NO. 19: 

Any and all documents regarding any investigations into actions taken at 
Trace Crossings Elementary during and after Plaintiff's tenure as principal there, 
including, the NAACP-LDF's concerns, investigations, etc. regarding Carol 
Barber's attempt to segregate students at Trace Crossings. 
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RESPONSE: Defendants object to Request No. 19 on the grounds that it 

does not seek documents relevant to Plaintiff's claims in this lawsuit and is not 

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Plaintiff 

has not claimed that she was moved from TCES to the Central Office, that she 

retired, or than any decision regarding her employment was related to any alleged 

action by Carol Barber or anyone else to "attempt to segregate students at Trace 

Crossings." If Plaintiff will explain the relevance of this request, the Board will 

reconsider this response. 

REQUEST NO. 20: 

Any and all charts, graphs, reports, documents, etc. showing the enrollment 
at Trace Crossings before and after the plaintifrs employment as Principal. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Request No. 20 on the grounds that it 

does not seek documents that are relevant to her claims in this lawsuit and it is not 

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Plaintiff 

has not claimed that she was moved from TCES to the Central Office, that she 

retired, or than any decision regarding her employment was related to the 

enrollment numbers at TCES. If Plaintiff will explain the relevance of this 

request, Defendants will reconsider their response. Without waiving that 

objection, the Board states that the total enrollment at TCES in the 2011-12, 2012-
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13,2013-14 and 2014-15 school year were 527, 514,494, and 441, respectively. 

REQUEST NO. 21: 

Any and all analyses conducted to determine demographic characteristics 
and place of residence of Trace's students, including but not limited to, a 
report/analysis conducted by Wendy Brannon that included zoning and 
demographic information about apartment zoning for Hoover City Schools. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Request No. 21 on the grounds that it 

does not seek documents that are relevant to her claims in this lawsuit and it is not 

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Plaintiff 

has not claimed that she was moved from TCES to the Central Office, that she 

retired, or than any decision regarding her employment was related to 

"demographic characteristics and place of residence of Trace's students" or 

"zoning and demographic information about apartment zoning for Hoover City 

Schools." If Plaintiff will explain the relevance of this request, Defendants will 

reconsider their response. 

REQUEST NO. 22: 

Documents showing teacher turnover, including but not limited to, transfer 
while the plaintiff and Carol Barber held the position of Principal, the level of 
certification and experience of teachers that were replaced during both 
principalships. 
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RESPONSE: Defendant Board will produce reports of employees at 

TCES who were terminated or who transferred out between 2010 and November 

16, 2012 and between November 16, 2012 and present. Craig and Barber have no 

responsive documents. 

REQUEST NO. 23: 

Any documents showing AEA membership at Trace Crossings and district
wide during the time that the plaintiff was Principal and after she left. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to Request No. 23 on the grounds that it 

seeks information that is not relevant to Plaintiffs claims in this lawsuit and is not 

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The AEA 

membership at TCES or in the Hoover Schools was not considered in making the 

decision to move Plaintiff from TCES to the Central Office. Additionally, the 

Board does not maintain records regarding which employees belong to AEA. The 

best source for reliable information on which employees at TCES belong or 

belonged to AEA is AEA. 

REQUEST NO. 24: 

Any documents reflecting any AEA complaints at Trace Crossing after the 
plaintiff left. 
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RESPONSE: Defendants have no responsive documents. 

As to objections, 

OF COUNSEL 

Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP 

One Federal Place 
1819 Fifth Avenue North 
Birmingham, AL 35203-2119 
Telephone: (205) 521-8000 
Facsimile: (205) 521-8800 

s/Anne R. Yuengert 
Anne R. Yuengert 
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VERIFICATION 

STATE OF ALABAMA 

Je. ~.Person COUNTY 

) 

) 

Before me, a notary public in and for said county in said state, personally appeared 
Mary Veal, whose name as Director of Human Resources for Hoover Board of 
Education, who, being by me first duly sworn, deposes and says on oath that she 
has read the foregoing DEFENDANTS' RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S 
INTERROGATORIES on behalf of the Defendant Board of Education and is 
informed and believes and, upon the basis of such information and belief, avers 
that the facts alleged therein are true and correct. 

Mary Veal 
Director of Human Resources 

Given under my hand and official seal this q 1i day ofJu11 ~ 
2015. 

[NOTARIAL SEAL] My commission expir~ COMtJISSION EXPIRESOl/16/2016 

-~ -
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VERIFICATION 

STATE OF ALABAMA ) 

~o.¥-te~cvm COUNTY ) 

Before me, a notary public in and for said county in said state, personally appeared 
Carol Barber, a defendant in this action, who, being by me first duly sworn, 
deposes and says on oath that she has read the foregoing DEFENDANTS' 
RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S INTERROGATORIES and for those responses 
attributed to her, is informed and believes and, upon the basis of such information 
and belief, avers that the facts are true and correct. 

Carol Barber 

Given under my hand and official seal this 9-J:h day of ~~ 
2015. 

··········· ... ~~·:- .... · 
. · ,... .... 

.. ·· .. 

-
._ ... _,.;: _.:.··~ · .. ~ 

:: "~ · ...... 
:: -; ... .- - -
~--: - ... -- -

My commission expires: 
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VERIFICATION 

STATE OF ALABAMA 

COUNTY 

) 

) 

Before me, a notary public in and for said county in said state, personally appeared 
Andy Craig, a defendant in this action, who, being by me first duly sworn, deposes 
and says on oath that he has read the foregoing DEFENDANTS' RESPONSES TO 
PLAINTIFF'S INTERROGATORIES and for those responses attributed to him, is 
informed and believes and, upon the basis of such information and belief, avers 
that the facts are true and correct. 

Andy Craig' 

Given under my hand and offocial seal thisQ1.!2+h day of~LU .;201>: 
2015. 

COJi~g_~d)~A~ 
[NOTARIAL SEAL] My commission expires: 1J1 \\ llo 
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VERIFICATION 

STATE OF ALABAMA ) 

______ COUNTY ) 

Before me, a notary public in and for said county in said state, personally appeared 
Mary Veal, whose name as Director of Human Resources for Hoover Board of 
Education, who, being by me first duly sworn, deposes and says on oath that she 
has read the foregoing DEFENDANTS' RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S 
JNTERROGATORIES on behalf of the Defendant Board of Education and is 
informed and believes and, upon the basis of such information and belief, avers 
that the facts alleged therein are true and correct. 

Mary Veal 
Director of Human Resources 

Given under my hand and official seal this ___ day of _____ , 
2015. 

Notary Public 

[NOTARIAL SEAL] My commission expires: 
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VERIFICATION 

STATEOFALABAMA ) 

______ COUNTY ) 

Before me, a notary public in and for said county in said state, personally appeared 
Carol Barber, a defendant in this action, who, being by me first duly sworn, 
deposes and says on oath that she has read the foregoing DEFENDANTS' 
RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S INTERROGATORIES and for those responses 
attributed to her, is informed and believes and, upon the basis of such information 
and belief, avers that the facts are true and correct. 

Carol Barber 

Given under my hand and official seal this ____ day of _____ , 
2015. 

Notary Public 

[NOTARIAL SEAL] My commission expires: 
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VERIFICATION 

STATEOFALABAMA ) 

______ COUNTY ) 

Before me, a notary public in and for said county in said state, personally appeared 
Andy Craig, a defendant in this action, who, being by me first duly sworn, deposes 
and says on oath that he has read the foregoing DEFENDANTS' RESPONSES TO 
PLAINTIFF'S INTERROGATORIES and for those responses attributed to him, is 
informed and believes and, upon the basis of such information and belief, avers 
that the facts are true and correct. 

Andy Craig 

Given under my hand and official seal this ___ day of ____ _ 
2015. 

Notary Public 

[NOTARIAL SEAL] My commission expires: 
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VERIFICATION 

STATE OF ALABAMA 

COUNTY 

) 

) 

Before me, a notary public in and for said county in said state, personally appeared 
Andy Craig, a defendant in this action, who, being by me first duly sworn, deposes 
and says on oath that he has read the foregoing DEFENDANTS' RESPONSES TO 
PLAINTIFF'S INTERROGATORIES and for those responses attributed to him, is 
infonned and believes and, upon the basis of such information and belief, avers 
that the facts are true and correct. 

Andy Craig' 

Given under my hand and official seal this.;l.5j+lo day of~""' .;201,-: 
2015. 

[OAZ,s,~~)~A~ 
[NOTARIAL SEAL] My commission expires: '] !1 \\ /lo 
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, 

' ' 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that I have this date served the above and foregoing 
pleading on: 

Kevin W. Jent 
WIGGINS, CHILDS, P ANTAZIS, FISHER & GOLDFARB, LLC 
The Kress Building 
301 19th Street North 
Birmingham, AL 35203 

by electronic mail and by placing a copy of same in the United States Mail, first
class postage prepaid and addressed to his regular mailing address, on this 8th day 
ofJune, 2015. 

s/Anne R. Yuengert 
OF COUNSEL 
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Hoover City Schools 
Conference Summary and Future Plan of Action 

Conference Summary 

PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 

On April12, 2012 Mary Veal and Carol Barber met with Dr. Fancher, Principal of Bluff Park Elementary 
School; at Central Office to review and discuss several issues which had been brought to the attention of 
central office personnel by various stakeholders. The following concerns were discussed at the meeting 

on April12, 2012. 

• Delegation of principal responsibilities to other staff members; such as having office personnel 
handle discipline 

• Over dependency by principal on other school personnel 
•. Communication and relationship problems with students, parents, and community; parents will 

bring problems to other school personnel and expect them to communicate their issues to 
principal; principal does not know students; principal does not know parents (except PTO Board 
and other lmpoJ'!~nt community members) 

• Inappropriate comments by principal in the work place environment 
• When confronted with problems or challenges, principal loses temper; retaliation occurs; 

repercussions follow person who presented the challenge 
• Unprofessional appearance by principal 

Each of the above concerns were reviewed and discussed with Dr; Fancher. At the conference on April 
12, Dr. Fancher indicated that he felt the concerns expressed were possibly misconstrued by people and 
possibly some mis.communication and misunderstandings had occurred. Dr. Fancher indicated a desire 
to change these perceptions and agreed to consciously demonstrate personal practices and behaviors 
that will assist in a change in how people perceive the above concerns/issues. It was noted that during 
the 2"d semester of the 2012,2013 school year, Dr. Fancher missed 22 days of work due to serious 
medical/health issues. These absences and health concerns may have generated and/or contributed to 
some of the concerns that have been expressed. 

Future Plans 

• Dr. Fancher, the Director of Human Resources, and the Assistant Superintendent will meet at 
least one time during each quarter of the 2012-2013 school year to review current practices and 
on•going issues of concern 

• Dr. Fancher will provide the Assistant Superintendent with a written plan of action to address 
the above concerns 

• The above plan will be the and discussion during the quarterly meetings 

Signatures: -,~i /
1 

Dr. David Fancher, Principal: -I-...P.611[-...;~~=::;..---=--=--"'~"'~----Date:~?__ 
Mrs. Carol Barber, Assistant Superintendent: ---".41.~1o....!!.--3:~..t.4-4!~~-'Date: {1~2. 

Litaker v. Hoover 
Produced by Defendants 
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July 27, 2012 

To: Carol Barber 

From David Fancher 

Re: Conversation of April12'" 

PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 

l\ 

In response to the concerns raised in the April12'h conversation, I have or will take the following actions; 

I have met with office staff and discussed our need to be 'customer friendly'. At the opening 

faculty meeting I will review the accounting procedures that are established by the Board of Education. I 

also will be taking charge of the professional development paperwork to insure that it is correct before 

being submitted to the bookkeeper. I have inserted myself between PTO and the office in any 

conversations that does not involve me. I will also hold a pre-meeting with the PTO President before 

committee meetings. I hiiVe also reminded the front desk staff that they have no role in discipline. I 
wear a walk talkie so that I can be reached at any time. I wlll continue to monitor and discuss this 

situation with staff. 

As I do with the fifth grade parents prior to their field trip to Dauphin Island, I will provide my 

cell number to parents in other grades. This will enable parents to reach me at any time. I will continue 

to greet all parents that come to school and make notes to assist me in remembering their name and 

details about them. I will also spend more time in classrooms to become familiar with students that I do 

not meet in the usual course of the day. I also plan to create a rotation pattern with classes to eat with 
them in the lunchroom in a more social setting. 

In order to eliminate any misunderstandings about what I have said, I will choose my words 

more carefully. I will also reduce the amount of humor that I include when talking with groups to make 

sure no one misunderstands or is offended by what I have said. I feel that the interpretation of humor 

from your own personnel perspective is where these misunderstandings could be occurring. 

At one point many years ago, I would become angry over some situations. 1 felt that I had 

addressed this and that was no longer an issue. I will be aware that there are concerns about this and 

pay more attention to my responses to individuals and groups. I will also review books that deal with 

controlling your anger in stressful situations. 

I welcome any other ideas or suggestions that you, Mr. Craig or Mrs. Veal may have. If you feel there is 
a concern, please bring it to my attention before the quarterly meetings. 

Litaker v. Hoover 
Produced by Defendants 
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/ 
/ 

~· 
' \ 

I 

PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 

PRINCIPAL EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT 

This Contract is made by and between the Hoover City Board of Education 

located in the State of Alabama (hereinafter referred to as "the Board"), and CHRIS SHAW 

(hereinafter referred to as "the Contract Principal"). 

Witnesseth: That in accordance with action taken by the Board as recorded in the 

minutes of the Board meeting held on the 29th day of April 2010, the Board hereby agrees to 

employ the Contract Principal, and the Contract Principal hereby agrees to accept such 

employment, subject to the following tenns and conditions: 

Section l; Term of Contract. Pursuant to Ala. Code § l6-24B-3(a) Contract 

Principal, Contract Principal shall be employed for a three-year period on the condition that 

Contract Principal is certified for the position as required by Ala. Code § 16-24B-2(2). The 

three-year period of employment shall begin on July 1, 2010 and end June 30, 2013. 

Seetion 2. Salary. 

(a) In consideration of an annual salary of $Redacted for 12 months/260 days per 

the Contract Principal agrees 

to use his best efforts to perform faithfully the duties of a Contract Principal for the Board and to 

abide by the rules, regulations and policies promulgated by the Board before or during the term 

of this Contract. The annual salary shall be paid in twelve equal installments. 

(b) In any year in which the Alabwna Legislature enacts a pay raise for all public 

school teachers, the Contract Principal's salary will increase in accordance with the tenns of the 

legislation and any subsequent action taken by the Board in response to that legislation. 

(c) Any upward adjustment in salary during the term of this contract shall not 
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constitute a new contract or an extension of this contract. 

(d) The Board will contribute $.-Reda per month to a tax deferred plan of the 
rt.::lorl 

Contract Principal's choice over the life of this agreement. 

Section 3. Professional Status. The Contract Principal affirms that throughout 

the term of this Contract he will hold a valid and appropriate certificate to act as a Contract 

Principal of Schools in the State of Alabama. 

Section 4. Contract Principal's Duties. The Contract Principal shall perform in a 

timely manner all duties delegated or assigned to the Contract Principal by federal, state, and 

local laws, policies, and regulations., by the Board, or by its Superintendent of Education 

(hereinafter referred to as "the Superintendent"). 

Section 5. Transfer. The Board, upon the written recommendation of the 

Superintendent, is authorized to transfer the Contract Principal without loss of salary to any other 

administrative position in the school system. 

Section 6. Cancellation. 

The Board, in accordance with Ala. Code § 16-24B-3, may cancel the 

(a) During the three-year contract term, the contract may be cancelled for: 

(1) immorality, (2) insubordination, (3) neglect of duty, (4) conviction of a felony or crime 

involving moral turpitude, (5} failure to fulfill the Contract Principal's duties as defined by law, 

(6) willful failure to comply with Board policy, (7) justifiable decrease in the number of 

positions due to decreased enrollment or decrease in funding, (8) failure to maintain a current 

certificate, ~md (9) failure to perform duties in a satisfactory manner, (10) incompetency, or (11) 

other good and just cause. At the end of the three-year contract term, the Superintendent and 
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Board may choose not to offer a new, renewed or extended contract to the Contract Principal, by 

a vote made at least 90 days before the end of the three-year contract term. The recommendation 

of the Superintendent shall be written notice of the decision of the Superintendent and shall 

contain the reason for his or her decision to non-renew. The decision may be based on any reason 

except personal or political reasons. No hearing shall be required by the Board if such non-

renewal occurs. 

(b) Cancellation of this contract shall be in accordance with the Teacher 

Accountability Act, Ala. Code§ 16-24B-1, et seq. A copy of the Teacher Accountability Act is 

attached to this contract as Appendix A. 

(c) The Contract Principal shall give the Superintendent 90 days written notice of 

his/her intent to cancel this Contract. Notice shall be served by certified mail, return receipt 

requested, or by personal service, and by no other means. 

Section 7. Contract Non-RenewaL 

(a) The Contract Principal shall give the Superintendent at least 90 days' written 

notice of his intent not to seek renewal of the contract. Notice shall be served by certified mail, 

(b) Should the Board and Contract Principal agree to renew the contract but fail to 

execute a new contract prior to the expiration of the current contract, the terms and agreements 

herein shall continue to bind the parties until such time as a new contract can be executed. 

(c) If the Contract Principal contends that the Board's decision not to renew his 

contract was made for personal or political reasons, and appeals the decision to non-renew, the 

losing party to that appeal shall be liable for the prevailing party's attorney's fees, costs, and 

expenses for the appeal, including the cost of the mediator. 
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Section 8. Evaluation. The Contract Principal shall be evaluated annually 

according to the process defined by the State Board of Education. The Contract Principal agrees 

to participate in the evaluation process and to complete any professional development plan 

resulting from the evaluation process. The failure of the Superintendent to ensure the Contract 

Principal is evaluated shall result in a one-year extension of this contract, for no more than a total 

of three years. 

Section 9. Benefits. The Contract Principal shall receive all benefits of 

employment that the Board grants across the board to all other certificated employees. 

Section 10. Background Check. Pursuant to state law and regulations, 1he 

Board is required to conduct a criminal background check on all new employees with 

unsupervised access to children. Failure to disclose a criminal conviction shall be considered a 

material breach of this contract. 

Section 11. Professional Liability. The Board will include the principal as a 

covered person in the liability coverage obtained by the Board subject to the terms, limitations 

and exclusions of said coverage. 

amended, modified, or waived except in writing authorized, agreed upon, and executed by the 

Contract Principal and the Board, upon the written recommendation of the Superintendent. 

Seetion 13. SeverabUity. If during the term of this Contract it is found that part 

of the Contract is illegal and must be severed from the Contract, the remainder of the Contract 

shall remain in force, unless the severance causes the remainder of the Contract to fajJ in its 

essential purpose. 

Section 14. Choice of Law. This Contract shall be construed and enforced by the 
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substantive laws of the State of Alabama. 

Section lS. Interpretation of Agreement. No provision of this Contract shall be 

construed against or interpreted to the disadvantage of any party by any court or other 

governmental or judicial authority by reason of that party having, or being deemed to have, 

structured, dictated, or drafted that provision. 

Section 16. Headings. The section headings in this Contract are entirely 

editorial and in no way substantive. They do not create, enlarge, or diminish the rights and 

duties of the parties to this Contract 

Section 17. Other Agreements or Understandings. Provisions of this Contract, 

and any changes made pursuant to Section 12, above, supersede any previous agreements or 

understandings between the parties - whether oral or in writing • and will control in the event of a 

conflict with any other agreement or understanding that the parties may enter in to. 

Section 18. Counterparts. This Contract may be executed in two counterparts, 

each of which shall be deemed an original but all of which will constitute one and the same 

Contract 

have signed it (I) after ample, full, and mature deliberation, (2) with full authority to do so, (3) 

after having read the contract and had the opportunity to freely discuss it with couru;el and any 

other advisor of each party's choice, and ( 4) that they are signing it voluntarily and fully aware of 

its contents and meaning. 
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\ Board ol Rdocatlon 

Rooald A, Bra..,ell 
Elltl A. Cooper 
Donna C. Frazier 
l"alllelle R. 1'ear.1011 
WiUiom G. Veltc:b 

An.cy Craig 
SJ.!perinlm4snf 

February 24, 2012 

Mr. Chris Shaw 
453 Eaton Road 
Birmingham, AL 35242 

Dalr Mr. Shaw: 

-

H 
HOOVER 

CllY SCHOOLS 
zt31 0 MtTJOPOLrrAN 'WAY 
ttOOVEJt, Al..AmAMA 3:i24l 

~Im) .ll39-IIXXJ 

pLAINTIFF'S 
EXHtStT 

This letter is to notifY you that the board voted on February 22, 2012 to approve my 
recommendation to transfer you from Principal at Spain Park High School to Pllll1lling 
Director at Central Office effi:ctive February 29, 2012. 

Thank you fur all your work fur our school system and our students. 

·~·t..· 
((!'Jaig 
Superintendent 

cl 
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HOOVER CITY SCHOOLS 

.PERSONNEL RECOMMENDATION FORM 

Employee Name ~S~~!:!...!..W~--C~h:.;,;Yt'J$~----.:;;;:;:;;:~-SS# . ~- oos: _____ _ 
Last First Middle ~I ---(check carefully) 

Street Addre&s_-4.i_,o~.3~£ ........ a""~h'-"4;1),_)£+t-''J........,.. _ c;1y ~ffl?'v 
Phone ________________________________ ___ 

Check applicable bo.xes: 

_ HQs completed an Online Applic~tion 
References have b!len chedled 

=Has completed a background check in Alabama (W known) 

Email Address'----------------------------------

Cer!/fi~!d ONLY: 

C e~irred in Alabama = Ce~ified Out of State 
_Applying lor Alabama Certification 

scHoouoEPARTMENT Cm+ral O[ice 
PosmoN PlQJrlinj ~iru/fD r sueJECT/GRADE._~---:-~-~-----
EFFEcrrvE DATE OF PERSONNEL ACTION J -8 .,1.1)J :L •··. 

EMPLOYMENT Replacing------------- OR New Posftion _One Year only _End of Year Only 

RESIGNATION Personal _other Employment Reliremenl Relocallon (ANacll empioyf;lli! letter of tesignalion) 

__ TERMINATION I NON-RENEWAL 

To ____ ~--~~~~---------
(POliilion) 

_ Tenureci/Non-Probalionary (NP) 
___ Non-tenured/Ptobationary 

" tenured/NP ~n~ transfer is ovt~lde of 
lllgh school feeder and INVOLUNTARY, 
check here 

Transfer of Un~ 

___ LEAVE OF ABSENCE {AIIIICIJ employee letter with begi<mingtendlng dBt.,. of ieiNG mquest snct physician's c:estir~ealion form) 

Beginning Dale-----~-- End in~ Oate --------------

LONG-TERM SUBSTITUTE Replacing~~--------
Posmon __________________ __ 

Beginning Dale ________ _ Endi~g Dale-------

CHANGEOFSTATUS __________ ~~~~~~~--~~~~~---------------
rsalary, leave of absence dates, pasiliotl status, etc.) 

RESCIND PERSONNEL ACTION 

----····--·. ------

Dale 

lnfonnalion in this bo~ will be complel~d by (;etllrat omce persQnnet. 

Personnel Recommendetion f'orm- Last Revised S.1 B.11 
Propuced by Defendants 
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June 19, 2012 

Mr. Craig, 

PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 

Please accept this letter of resignation effective July 1, 2012. I have accepted the 
principal position at Northview High School which is part of the Dothan City 

School System. It has been a pleasure working with you and the Hoover City 
School System. 
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- - -- --- ---·---. 

Board of Education 

Earl A. Cooper 
Donna C. Frazier 
Derrick M. Murphy 
Paulette R. Pearson 
Stephen D. Presley 

pLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 

Andy Craig 
Supermtendent 

May31,2013 

Mr. Bob Lawry 
1464 Eden Ridge Drive 
Hoover, AL 35244 

Dear Mr. Lawry: 

HOOVER 
CITY SCHOOLS 

2810 MHROPOUTIIN WAY 
HOOVER, .Al.MAMA 35243 

(205) 439 1000 

This is to notify you that the Hoover City Board of Education intends to transfer you from 
Principal at South Shades Crest Elementary School to Student Services Specialist at 
Student Services effective July 1, 2013. 

I believe that this arrangement will most effectively use your experience and be most 
beneficial to our students. If you have any questions about this action, please call me and 
I will be happy to discuss it with you. 

Thank you for all your work for our school system and our students. 

Sincerely, 

Andy Craig 
Superintendent 

cl 
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From the Desk of: 

ANDY CRAIG 

----- ---, 

pLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 

Litaker v. Hoover 




